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Mrs. Austin French for a few days, have returned to Boston.... Mr. and Mrs. Zenas Grant,
who spent the winter in Dover, returned last
week to their home here....Mrs. William
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Miss Juanita Ellis has been in Bangor recently for several days, the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. George Mansor_Frank H. French and

deecis.
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-.Italia, Wash., to W. R.
land and buildings in
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May

elected parish clerk and the following standing committee was elected: Hon. W. B. Swan,
chairman, Thomas W. Pitcher, Fred T. Chase,
James H. Howes, L F. MacDonald, H. E. MacDonald, Charles W. Frederick, Thomas B.
Dinsmore, Elmer A. Sherman; trustees, James
H. Howes, Wilmer J. Dorman, Charles W.
Frederick; treasurer, James H. Howes;
collector, Miss M. V. Parker, Committees;
Music, Charles W. Frederick, Mrs. W. B.
Swan. Mrs. Bancroft H. Conant, Miss Charlotte W. Colburn, Miss E. Maude Barker,
Robert P. Chase; entertainment, Fred T.
Chase, Ralph H. Howes, Thomas B. Dinsmore;
church property, Thomas W. Pitcher, H. E.
MacDonald, James H. Howes.
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time ago at her home in Chelsea, Mass
Mr.
and Mrs. George Mansor of Bangor spent the
week-end at their cottage on the point....
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William Whitby died April 27th at his home
Ellsworth, aged about 82 years. Mr. Whitby was one of the few remaining of the oldcountry Irishmen who located in Ellsworth to
become some of its best citizens. In his early
life Mr. Whitby saw service in the English
army’. After coming to this country he locain

and wTas employed for several
the
Boston-Bangor steamboats.
years ago, and soon after his marriage, he came to Ellsworth. For years he
was
employed in the mills, and later as a
laborer.
He was industrious and frugal, of
good habits, a man who thought for himself,
He
and had the courage of his convictions.
leaves one daughter—Mrs. Daniel Doyle, of
ted in

Bangor,

years
About

fifty

on

Ellsworth.

WINTERPORT.

Monday afternoon, April 28th, a birthday
was given by Mrs. John Cole at her

party7

honor of her aunt, Miss K. H. CroxCroxford received many little
t »kens of love from her friends.
Delicious refreshments were served, consisting of sandwiches, olives, pickles, assorted cakes, cheese,
strawberries, the birthday cake, ice cream,
oranges, bananas, tea and coffee. Miss Croxford is one of our most highly respected ladies
and has passed the years among us to an advanced age. After wishing her many happy
returns of the day her friends left at an early
home in

ford.

Miss

invifpd

Mrs. Lowena Rice has moved to Penobscot....
Charles Snow was a business visitor in Bangor
recently....The baked bean supper Wednesday evening at Griffin's hall was well attended.
....The remains of Fred Y. French of Walpole, Mass., arrived Saturday, accompanied by
his son, Fred French, and were buried in the
family lot here. A short burial service, conducted by Rev. A. D. Knight of Bangor, was
held at the grave. Frank H. French, a brother
of the deceased, who resides in Boston, was
also present....Mrs. A. W. Moore, who hss
been caring for her father at North Stockton
Springs for several weeks, has returned horns.
....Sch. Sarah recently bought by Messrs.
Clements' 4 Brower, sailed Monday with kiln
wood for Rockport.
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Lockhart, Mrs. Carrie Chase, Mrs. Flora
Gilman, Mrs. Flora Knowles, Mrs. Abbie Fernald, Mrs. T. D. Eaton, Mrs. Geneva Freeman,
Mrs. Lizzie Eurb. nk, Mrs. Crowell and Mrs.
Albertie George... Mrs. William Mason of
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The annual meeting of the First Parish
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graduated from a Pennsylvania colprominent in Masonry and a past
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The Maine State Spiritualist Association
holds its seventeenth annual convention in
Augusta, May 17th and 18th. The affairs of
the association are in a prosperous condition
and a large attendance of delegates is expected
Both forenoon and afternoon sessions on
Saturday, the 17th, will be devoted to business.
Saturday evening, Sunday afternoon
and Sunday evening public lectures will be
held, which will be followed by public seances.
Mrs. Annie Chapman, one of the directors of
the Massachusetts State Association, and a
prominent worker in that State, is to be the

edings were brief.
which time it
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Robert W. Wiley, who was in the apothecary
business at Vinalhaven for more than 25
years, died May 2nd of heart disease, aged E4
He arose to build a fire and hi6 wife
years.
found him dead in a chair beside the stove.

for

land, and other workers in the Maine conferwill be among the delegation that will
represent the Atlantic Union conference,
which takes in the State conferences in New
England and New York.
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and which will brine together believers
the faith from all parts of the world. Pres.
J. F. Piper, who has his headquarters in Port

A.

accompanied
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will

services.

Seventh-day Adventists in various parts of
are looking foiward with much interest
to the quadrennial meeting of the general conference of that denomination, which will be
held in Washington, D C., May 15th to June
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The annual meeting of the Ladies’ Aid of
the Methodist church was held April 30th with
Mrs. Frank L. Whitten and the following officers were elected: President, Mrs. Annie M.
Frost; vice presidents, Mrs. Evie C. Wright
and Mrs. Emma Ray; secretary, Mrs. Gertrude
S. Macomber; treasurer, Miss Lora Maxcy;
chairman of the work committee, Mrs. Alice C.
Bramhall; chairman of the floral and calling
committee. Miss Bernice Durgin. The society
has raised and v xpended for the benefit of the
church within the year the sum of $300.
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National Mother’s Day will be observed
the Methodist and Baptist churches next
Sunday with appropriate exercises and sermons by the pastors.
At the morning service
at the Baptist church each member of the audience will be presented with a white pink,
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church are as follows: Prayer meeting, Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; morning worship Sunday at
10.45 a. m.; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. prayer meeting at 6.30 p. m.
Visitors in the city,
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10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
m,;
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read

police officers

W. Warren and J. C. Townsend. The many
beautiful flowers were the silent testimony of
a large number of friends. The interment was

Epworth League prayer meeting
Sunday evening at 6,00 p. m.; evening service

well sup-
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The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sun-

Tenney’s state-

:.g to
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o’clock, Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the UniverChurch officiating. The bearers were
Hon Lewis E. Pitcher, W. C. Vose, Capt. R.
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As

time.

me
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A. J.

Dorchester,

Wednesday

Mass.,

returned

spending

to

her

home

days with
her father, Mr. G. H. Dunton-The funeral
services of William Thompson, who passed
away April 27th, were held st the residence of
his mother, Mrs. Benj. Thompson, April 29th,
Rev. A. J. Lockhart officiating. F. W. Haley
Mr. Thompson
was the undertaker in chaige.
is survived by his wife, mother ai d sister,
Mrs. Louise Williams... Rev. J. W. Hatch
of Bangor was in town Saturday.
Miss Lida Cole, a nurse in training at the
E. M. G. Hospital, is passing a three weeks'
vacation with her parents, Mr. an^ Mrs. John
Cole_Miss Hilda Williams came home from
Boston to attend the funeri 1 of her uncle,
William Thompson... Mr. and Mrs. Worcester
Rich of Bangor spent the week-end with Mrs.
Carrie Chase-Miss Annie Clapp has reafter

a
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City Government.

Mrs Livonia S. Abbott died very suddenly
of heart failure at the home of her son, Ur
Gilea G. Abbott, Lincolnville avenue, on April
Sunday school at noon.
at the age of 84 years. She was born in
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular 30th,
now Stockton Springs,
May 1,1829,
Sunday services at their place of meeting on Prospect,
the daughter of Josiab and Elisabeth Grant,
High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
and was one of a family of nine children, of
Tar ratine Tribe of Red Men will attend ser- whom
only an invalid sister remains. In 1848
vices at the Baptist church Sunday, May 18th, she was married to
Ransom Abbott, and there
with a special sermon by the pastor, Rev. W. were four children born to
them: George M„
F. Sturtevant.
who died in childhood; Desire G., who died in
The services at the Universalist church for 1894, and the son and daughter who survive
the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A., Satur- her, GileB G. Abbott of Belfast and Mrs. Mason
day night; preaching service Sunday morning I. Stevens of Northport. Mrs. Abbott leaves
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
one grandson, Dr. Carl H.
Stevens, at present
The Christian Scientists hold services in an instructor in Bowdpin Medical College; and
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at also the following ieces and nephews: Charles
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 E. and Lindley M. Kneeland, Mrs. Edwin Berry
and Jcsiah G. Lambert of Stockton
o’clock to which all are welcome.
Springs,
Mrs. Clara J. Ginn and Capt. Wilson G. KneeThe services next Sunday at Mason’s Mills
land of Boston, Mass., Mrs. Annie L. Shute of
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Seattle, WaBh., Henry H. Grant of Portland,
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
Me., and Everett S. Grant of New Haven,
at 2.30 p. m. followed by Sunday school.
Conn. For many years she resided in the town
The services at the Baptist church will be as of
Northport, but since the death of her husfollows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even- band,in 1904, has divided her
time between her
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.; son and daughter. The home of her
youth
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All who do not was such as would nurture the highest type of
attend Sunday school at any other church are
womanhood, her ancestry being the sturdy
cordially invited. C. E. society at 6.30 p. m.; stock that produces the strongest moral charevening service at 7.30 p. m.
acteristics. She was a woman
entirely detrnforl ffka inlaaaat.
C 1_1
At St. Joseph’s Convent, Deering, last Friday afternoon there was the ceremony of re- in her loyalty to the right, and a lifelong Uniception, and at 5 o’clock eight young ladies versalist. The funeral was held at the home
received the white veil. Rev. Bishop Walsh of Mr. Giles G. Abbott, Saturday, May 3rd, at

5p°r',e
1

OBITUARY.

The services at the First Parish Church (Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
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widening the Ribbing road. The bids of L. L.
Walker for $600.00 and J. J. Mellen for $525.00

Following
report of the May meeting o!
the City Government held Monday evening.
IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
Mayor Hanson presiding and a full board
is

a

The records of the April meetings
were read and
approved. The following roll
of accounts was read and ordered paid. Council
j concurring on all except that of the Barrett
, Mfg. Co.
Contingent.,...$ 703 98

j

Free Library.
School Contingent..
Free Text Books and Supplies.
School Repairs and Insurance.

21 60
92 25
77 28

637 50
3 00

Sidewalks
Fire Department.
General School purposes.

161 46

Sewers.

j

906 86
133 85

Paupers......

Total.

IN

62 69
323 51

$3,040

waa

rendered.

spect:

Whereas death has again entered our Grange
Circle and another link in our fraternal chain
has been broken by the death of our brother,
Oscar Cushman; therefore, be it
Resolved; That by the death of our Brother
we extend our sympathy to the wife and children who are so Badly bereft
Resolved. That our charter be draped for
thirty days as an expression of the great loss
we have sustained.
Resolved, That as a tribute to his memory
we place upon our grange records these resolutions and that a copy be sent to each of the
local papers for publication.
Allen Goodwin ) Committee
J. J. Clement
V
0n
ANNIE L..CLEMBNT J Resolutions.

Mrs. J. H.

Montgomery

Mr. and Mrs. Otia K. Ryder are
visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Ross L. Stevens in Portland.

the guest of
in Camden last week.
was

Mrs. Leroy Webber and Miss Caroline G.
Hatch spent last Saturday in Waterville.
Mrs. B. A. Spencer, late of this
city, now of

Mr. A. P. Colson was called to
Bangor last
Saturday by the serious illness of his mother.
Mrs. Susan C. Carter and Miss Charlotte W.
Colburn went to Boston
Tuesday for a short
visit.

Pittsfield,

is in Boston for a two-weeks’ visit.
Mrs. Jacob Ean es and little son of
Searspjrt
returned home last
Saturday from a visit with
Mrs. A. W. Morse.

Mrs. John W. Hatch of
Bangor arrived last
to spend several
days with Belfast
friends.

Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Seaver of New
Haven,
to visit their niece,
Mrs. Walter F. Sturtevant.

Saturday

Conn., arrived Tuesday

JOINT CONVENTION.

98

Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Shuman, who
spent the
winter in Palatka, Fla., arrived homo last

Tuesday, spending two

weeks

route.
of wood and bark.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Luce were in AuMrs. C. J. Hall spent several
A. Knight, Alton G. Michaels and Joseph gusta April 30th to attend the Brann-Luce
days with Bel|
fast friends the past week while on the
Dunbar were placed in nomination and Mich- wedding.
way
from lloulton to spend the summer at Hall’s
aels and Dunbar were elected.
i Mrs. Margaret Wood is in Revere, Mass., Quarry.
V. A. Simmons was pIppIpH »
and will visit in North Readintr before returnMr. and Mrs. A. L. Blanchard of
! wood and bark.
concur.
Bangor are
ing home.
at C. S. Cook's, in
The petition of J. E. Wing, et als., to restore
No. 35. That a hard wood floor be laid in
Unity, called there by the
Miss Geneva P. Heald and Miss
L. illness and
Margaret
the pay of the Road Commissioner was taken
death of Mrs. Blanchard’s father,
the hose room at the Seaside Hose House.
j
Keene, stenographers, are employed in the James Cook.
No. 36. That the Road Commissioner cease ! UP and remarks were made by Aldermen
banking rooms of the Waldo Trust Company.
Mrs. Robert P. Coombs left
crusning rock until the engine ana machinery Bennett, Wing, Councilman Darby and Mayor
I
Wednesday on a
Mrs. J. W. Emery was down street
Monday trip to include visits in Portland, Boston and
are put in proper condition to run, and that he
Hanson, and after the matter was discussed
for the first time since last
December. She Providence. Her little
employ a competent engineer who is satisfac- the Mayor called for a yea and nay vote with
daughter Isabel will
expects to go to her cottage at Northport, visit Mrs.
the following result: 6 yeas and 9 nays.
Win. A. Coombs during her absence.
tory to the Committee on City Property.
June 1st.
Vote of Aldermen: Redman, nay; Hutchins,
No. 37. That Percy A. Bradford be and is
Mr nnH Uro A
T
r>_i'
i_
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel H. Strout and Mildred
!
hereby given permission to cover the drain in nay; Bennett, nay; Winar, yea; Black, nay.
rent in the E. H. Conant
house,
moving there
front of his premises on Grove street, providVote of Councilmen: Morrison, yea; Nichols, I. L. Demmons, who spent the winter with from the Walker
house un Pearl street. Mis-es
relatives
in
Lawrence,
are
the
to
same is covered subject
the approval j nay; Darby, yea; Tuttle, nay; Pooler, nay;
Mass.,
expected Irene and Flura Marks will
ing
continue to loom
home this week.
of the Road Co nmissioner.
Wadsworth, nay; Russ, yea; Payson, yea; Rogin the Conant house.
No.
Mr.
£8.
of
and
That
electric
Mrs.
candle
Horace
ers,
lights
sixty
yea;
Larrabee,
and
nay.
children
I
Chenery
Miss Florence M. Hill spent Sunday in
Bingarrived from Boston on last
power be installed as follows: Six lights on the
Adjourned.
Saturday’s boat ham with Mias Marion Hazeltine. She wmt
and went out to The
Head of the Tide road, beginning at the
to
Pastures,
Belmont,
from there to Boston
for
a short visit,
MEETING OF WALDO COUNTY
Tuesday
church at North Belfast and extending westerspend the summer.
accompanied by her cousin. Miss Sarah
VETERANS.
ly as far as Holmes Mills. Eight lights on the
Mr. and Mrs. Malhan E. Brann of Vassalboro Mason of
Bangor, who recently returned from
Citypoint road, beginning near the Rolerson
The May meeting of the Waldo County Vet- were guests of Mrs. Brann's brother, Frank B. a trip to Bermuda in charge of a Bangor
pacrossing, so called, and extending northerly to eran Association was
Luce,
when
on
Thursday
their wedding trip to tient.
held, by invitation, in
the J. W. Peavey store. Six lights on the
visit
Waldo
Frederick Ritchie Grange hall, Waldo. It was
county relatives.
Misses Agnes, Mary and Elizabeth Cullinan
Searsport shore road, beginning at the end of a fine
Harold Preston writes his parents, Mr. and of Belfast and their
day and there was a large gathering of
brother, Cornelius Cullithe present lights and extending along said
the old veterans. President Crockett presided Mrs* W G. Preston, that he found an
excellent nan of Waterville, will go to Boston next SatI
shore road toward Searsport. Six lights on
at the morning session. The records of the position with a
telephone company awaiting urday and sail the following Tuesday on tne
Lincolnville avenue, beginning at the resilast meeting were read and accepted. It was I him on h»3 arrival in
Edmonton, Province of Cunard Steamship Franconia for Pailard.
dence of J. C. Townsend and
extending as far voted to hold the next
meeting in Honesty Alberta, Canada.
Kilnaboy, County Clare, Irelaro, to spend the
as the Dunbar corner, so called.
One light at
Grange hall, Morrill, by invitation, June 5th;
Bummer with relatives.
the junction of Charles and Salmond streets,
\\ m. H. and Miss Grace H. Hall are on
Mrs.
if stormy, the next fair day. One comrade
Mrs. James Ordway of Castine celebrated
a vacation
and three lights on the back road to Searsport,
trip which will include visits in Boswas reported as having died since the last
ton, New York and Washington, D C. Mrs her 94th birthday. Saturday, May 3d. She reextending as far as the new chapel.
meeting, Nathan Siggins of the regular army.
ceived many callers during the
No. 39. That Order No. 27 passed at the
Frank B. Luce is
day, who all
substituting for Miss Hall in
Remarks were made by Comrades Trask, Stinthe Public Library.
report her unusually sn.artfor a woman of her
regular meeting held on April 7, 1913, be re son and others and recess was
then declared
She
is
the
scinded and that the compensation for the
mother of 12 children, has 45
Mr. and Mrs. William Kotman came from age.
for dinner, and about 40 veterans were seated
Road Commissioner for the ensuing year be
Bangor in their touring car last Sunday and grandchildren, 54 great-grandchildren and two
at the bountifully supplied tables.
fixed at six hundred dollars, and that he regreat-great grandchildren.
After the usual smoke talk. President Crock- will stop at the Windsor Hotel until their sumceive in addition thereto the sum of two hunett called the afternoon meeting to order, and mer home, The Anchorage, on the North
WEDDING BELLS.
dred dollars for the use of his team.
it was opened with prayer by Chaplain Nicker- Shore, Northport, is ready for occupancy.
No. 40. That Order No. 81 passed at the
Belfast
members
of
son, followed by singing "America.”
the
Waldo County Bar
Mrs.
Brann-Li'ce. The home of Mr. and Mrs
April meeting be amended to read as follows:
Ruth L. Paul then delivered the following ad- Association and others have received invita- Walter Webb, No. 55
Chapel street, Augusta,
Ordered, That all members of the Fire Detions
to
a banquet which is to be tendered
dress of welcome, and the association voted to
the was the scene of a very pretty
partment shall be chosen by a board consisting
wedding,
have it printed:
retiring Chief Justice, William Penn White- Wednesday evening,
April 30th, when their
of three appointed by the company of which
Veterans of the Waldo County Association, house. The banquet will be held May 28th at niece. Miss Hattie J.
Luce, formerly of Belhe is to become a member acting jointly with
and friends: In behalf of Frederick Ritchie the Augusta House, at 8 p. m.
fast. became the bride of Mr. Mahlan E. Brann
the Board of Engineers; also that said Board
I
bid
We
Grange
are glad to
Her many fn'ends in Belfast learned with of Vassalboro. Rev. Charles G. Mosher of the
you welcome.
may transfer any man from one company to have
you with us today. We anticipate a
regret that Mrs. Abbie McLane is not to oc- Penney Memorial church officiated, using the
another, providing said member is agreeable
very pleasant meeting with you. And we cupy her
Miss Luda Trask was
cottage on Northport avenue this single ring service.
to the transfer.
think it will be a meeting of profit as well as season, but will rent or sell: f.nd thuv t'nrrk.,. bridesmaid and Mr.
Lee Hall, both of Augusta,
No. 41. That the Harbor Master be and is
pleasure.
I he front hall and the
regret that her health is not goou. She is in best man.
parlor,
hereby authorized to remove the two buoys in
As we look about us in these days of peace, Paris, where she
where thi ceremony took place, were decoratspent the winter.
the channel near the Frenchboro Land and
we see only a great and prosperous nation of
ed with evergreens, pinks and
Miss Alice P. Poor arrrived on last
Fisheries Co. wharf, if the 6ame may be reMayflowers.
riday
busy, happy people. And some:imes we morning s boat from New
The bridal party stood in front of an evermoved legally.
York,
accompanied
almost forget that once a great Civil W»r
by Mrs. I*red R. Poor, who met her in Boston. green screen, dotted with bunches of MayNo. 42
That the City Treasurer be and is raged in the land; that brother fought against
Miss Poor has been ill lor some time and has flowers, and under a wedding bell of pinks and
and
instructed to draw his brother, and our union was
hereby authorized
nearly rent in given up an excellent postion in the new New Mayflowers suspended from an arch of everorder for the sum of One Hundred Ninety- twain. We almost
forget the heroes who York library to come home and
green and beautiful pink Mayflowers.
The
recuperate.
two Dollars, payable to the order of the Bur- sprang to arms and gave back to us this gloribride was charming 'n a
dainty gown of white
ous union as we see it now.
Miss
But
Maude
when
E.
we
Mathews has returned from
roughs Adding Machine Company, the same
chiffun
over
messaline, with embroidered irnnt
meet, as today, with you few surviving heroes,
being in payment for the adding machine now we remember it all. And we feel that it is an extended trip which included visits in Bos- and bal ds, a chiffon veil caught with a wreath
ton, Newtonville and New Y’ork. In the latter
on trial.
for
us
to
remember.
Our
own
Maine
good
of May flowers, and carried a shower
bouquet
city sh^ attended the sessions of the Woman’s of
No. 43. That the City of Belfast appropri- poet, Holman F. Day, so truly says:
Mayflowers. The bridesmaid was gowned
There’s woe for the selfish nation that Foreign
Missionary Society and was the guest in blue silk muslin and
ate the sum of $100 to be offered as a recarried Mayflowers.
slights its patriot.
of Rev. and Mrs. Arthur G. Roberts,
ward for information which will lead to the
formerly The wedding march was played by Mrs. J.
There’s woe for the land where noble deeds
of
the
Belfast
are scornfully forgot
Baptist church.
arrest and conviction of John Emery Danforth,
Freemont Dearborn. Li.tie Miss Vivian CurThen there are children here with us to
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Rev. David L. Wilson
providing the County Commissioners will ap- whom the
rier, in white with pink sash, acted as ring
of the Civil War, as read in
history
propriate an equal amount.
their schoolbooks, has seemed of but trifling and Messrs. Clifford J. Pattee, William L Hall, bearer and performed her duties ;n a pleasing
No. 44. That the City Treasurer be and is interest. But as they sit here in your midst Allen L. Curtis, Wilnier J. Dorman and Dr. W. manner. Little Misses dressed in
white, with
today that history will take on a new signifi- C. Libby are attending the State Masonic
autnorized and instructed to draw his order
pink sashes,served punch, ice cream and cakW;hen you recount to them, tales of
for the sum of $14, payable to Henry M. Ben- gance.
meetings in Portland. Mr. Wilson will also About fifty were present including the bride's
those deeds of valor, those days of battles a- d
nett, the same being for freight on street marches, of privations and fuffering which attend the State Congregational Confer- brother Mr. Frank I>. Luce and wife of Belfast.
measurer

Orders Nos. 35 to 45, inclusive, were read
j and passed in concurrence with the Council
with the exception of orders 37 and 39,
j which were tabled in the Board of Aldermen
and 36 on which the Council voted to non-

1

sprinkler.

pay of the Road Commissioner be restored to
$600.00 and $300.00 for use of horse read and
upon request of Alderman Bennett it was
voted to take the petition up in Joint Convention.
M. R. Knowlton appeared before the Board
and requested that the City offer a reward for
information that would lead to the arrest and
conviction of John Emery Danfortb.
Aldertnan Wing asked for a committee of
conference on Order 38 and the Mayor appointed Alderman Wing to meet such as the

Council might join.
to meet in joint convention.
IN BOARD OP MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.

Adjourned

Mayor Hanson presiding, with a full board
present.
Meeting called to act upon bids received for

en

A.

you when

mere

boys experienced, all

for your

uu

Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville,
has adopted the following resolutions of re-

Mr. George W. Burkett arrived from Boston
yesterday for a short visit.

Mr. and Mrs. John T. Davis have returned
from a visit with their parents in Calais.

Mrs, Clarence E. Mclntire

<0

PERSONAL.

Irvin Wood has gone to Howard, R
I., where
he has employment.

i Prof. Scott White of Bethel left last Friday
Mayor Hanson presiding with 15 present.
Meeting called to act upon petition of J. E. | after a short visit with Rev. and Mrs. D. B.
Wing, to elect two police officers and to elect a Phelan.

No. 45. That the Mayor be and is hereby country and your flag, you are fanning the
flame of patriotism in their breasts, you are
authorized and empowered to employ an at| awakening that love of country which if duty
torney to assist the City Solicitor in legal calls, will send them to the front, ready and
; willing to give their lives, if need be, even as
matters coming before the City Government.
!
when our union was threatened and
Order No. 3 received from the Council you went,
our flag insulted.
elects C. G. Dickey City Electrician at a salSome of us here, who are sons or daughters
ary of $10 a month, said salary to cover the ! of veterans, realize what it means to have the
of listening to those tales. To see
privilege
expense of taking care of battery room and
the dim eye kindle and the bent form straightwhistle machine, also testing alarm at least en at the
thought of those days. For we have
seen and heard, and
once a day.
All other labor to be paid for at
we have felt the blood
in our veins, we have felt that thrill
quicken
lineman
rates.
Referred
to
Commitj regular
of patriotism in our hearts; yes, almost like
tee on Fire Department.
that which thrilled the hearts of you boys of
turned to Winterport after spending the winResolve naming five Trustees for the Bel- ’61 when the bugle sounded and duty called to
W.
H.
Dunham
of
South
ter in Boston-Mr.
arms.
And we cannot but realize the influence
fast Free Library read and passed in concurFramingham, Mass., is visiting his parents,
o these meetings.
rence.
Board re-elected.)
(Old
f And so we want you here today, to tell again
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Dunham... .Garfield Lodge,
Resolve recommending that the sum of those tales to fill our hearts with
pride for our
I. O. O. F., and Mizpah Rebekah’s attended
be raised upon the polls and estates country and our country’s heroes.
$42,510.00
church in a body Sunday to listen to an adWe pray that never again will the dark war
for the year 1913, road and passed in concurcloud gather above our peaceful nation. That
dress by Rev. A. J. Lockhart. The topic was
rence.
The appropriations are as follows:
never again will :t be called upon to give its
“Hold fast that which is good.’' Text 1st Thess
Contingent Expenses and Salaries.$ 9,000 00 noblest and best,as in those cays of the ’60’s.but
5-21. The pastor was at his best and held the Interest on Bonded Debt.
if the call ever does come, we pray for the cour00
5,000
j
close attention of the audience-Mrs. Maftin Highways, Bridges and Sidewalks. 7,000 00 age to go, even as you went, and bared your
Delano met with quite a serious accident Sat- Crushed Rock Sidewalks. 3,000 Ofl boyish breasts to those rebel bullets in those
terrible days of the rebellion. And, veterans,
600 00
Improving Robbins Road.
urday by falling down stairs. Dr. A. R. Fel- State Road. 1,100 Ofl we feel that nothing can so inspire with that
found
that
the right arm Fire Department.. 3,000 00 courage and patriotism as meetings like this
lows was called and
Support of Poor. 2,200 Ofl one.
was injured,causing intense pains,but no bones
So you see that you are welcome here today.
300 00
City Park.
were broken... .The Winterport Band gave a
You see why the members of Frederick Ritchie
Sewers.
500 00
concert and ball at Union Hall, May 1st.
General School purposes. 4,650 00
grange want me to tell you so. And i hope I
have been able to make you feel that you are
(Inc. Supt. and Jan. Sal.)
Free High School. 2,400 00
welcome. And now. finally, I bid you welcome,
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
School Contingent.
700 00
welcome, thrice welcome.
Free Text Books and Supplies 1,500 00
The response was by Comrade Trask of NewBurnham Grange, No. 509, held a public Repairs and Insurance.
500 00
Then followed music and singing by
mAAtinor Tnpsdav evenimr. Aoril 29th.
Prnf
Total.
$9,750 00 burg.
Discount on Taxes..'. 1,200 00 the choir; reading, Mrs. Storer; remarks by
a talk on
Orono
of
gave
Dairying.
Campbell
Comrades James Fisher, Stinson and NickerMr. Embree of Bangor, of the Farmers’ Co$ 42,550 00 son;
song by Mrs. Storer, who was encored; rewas
also
present and adoperative Exchange,
Report of Tax Collector read, accepted and marks by President Crockett, Comrade Harddressed the meeting. This grange is in a good ordered placed on file. Council concurred.
ing. T. C. Smart and Joseph Ellis.
working condition.
Petition of S. S. L. Shute et als for an addiA rising vote of thanks was extended to all
the
29th,
members
of
tional
hose
read
of
April
and
Tuesday night,
wagon
prayer
petition- who had helped to make the meeting one of
ers
heard
Grange,
Rockland,
the
granted.
Council concurred.
Pleasant Valley
our best.
Voted that the members of FrederPetition of Mason & Hall for right to erect
amusing details of an alleged “hoss trade”
ick. ttiicnie orange oe accepted as Honorary
uunuiug
through the medium of a mock trial in which
•Tasuiiigtuii bucci icau mill
members. After remarks by Mr. Levanseller
the plaintiff was Sidney E. Ames and the de- prayer of petitioner granted. Council concur- the
meeting closed with singing “God be With
fendant Charles Levensaler. Reuben S. Thorn- red.
you 'till we Meet Again.”—A. Stinson, Sec’y.
the
for
of
Marshal
month
of
dike was the presiding justice. A Sheridan
Report
City
EAST BELFAST.
Bartlett waB clerk and Edward M. Tolman, April read, accepted and ordered placed on
was
Tolman
sheriff.
file.
The
Sheriff
Council
concurred.
son of
plainAlbert T. Stevens made a business tript to
Petition of P. S. Edgecomb et als for electiff was represented by W. Ashton Ripley and
last Friday.
Earle Ludwick was counsel for the defendant. tric lights on Lincolnville avenue read and Bangor
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bowen are rejoicing on
Mrs. Addie Bartlett was foreman of the jury. voted to lay on table.
Petition of J. E. Wing et als. asking that the the arrival of a baby boy.
A verdict for the plaintiff in the sum of 99
cents

PERSONAL.

read. Voted not to take any action upon
the bids received until the city's rights be
ascertained by the City Solicitor.
Voted that the annual report of the city of
Belfast be printed without the report of the
road commissioner.
Chas. Philbrook appeared before the Board
relative to the bank wall near his premises on
Water street. Voted that the matter be referred to the committee on highways.
The matter of building permanent pieces of
road in the several road districts was taken up
by Alderman Bennett. Voted t\at the committee on highways consult with the surveyors
in their respective districts and report.
were

present.

Highways.

NUMBER.

The Ladies of Trinity Church are planning
have a “Cleaning bee” on May 16th to clean
the church. A picnic dinner will be served.

to

Roy Hopkins was hurt quite badly last
week by a falling telegraph pole while at work
with the crew who are setting poles through
East Northport. He was rendered unconscious
and taken to a physician,where he was resuscitated, and is now able to be out again.
Mrs. Frank Towle met with quite a serious
accident last Saturday. She came across the
river in a motor boat with her son Maurice
and in getting out of the boat slipped, straining one leg and one arm quite badly. She was
taken to her home and a physician was
sent for. Fortunately no bones were broken,
but she is still in bed and very lame.

ence

in

Norway, returning

home

Friday.

bride’s travelling suit was dark blue with
biend. They came to Belfast on their
way to visit the bride’s parents, Mr. anti Mrs
trank A. Luce in Montville.
After a two
weeks’ visit they will begin housekeeping at
the grounds farm ir. Vassalboro. They were
t he recipients of many valuable gifts including cut glass, hand-painted china, embroidered
li nen, sterling, etc., an. begin their married
life with the best wishes of a host of friends
here and elsewhere.
The

The steamer Metapan with the members of
the Bos'on Chamber of Commerce Southern

hat to

American tour arrived at Colon Thursday afternoon, May 1st. two days overdue. After
an inspection of the canal the section of the
part> of which Mr. Frank B. Knowlton of this
city is a number will continue on to Valparaiso

Night Off,” by Augustin Daly, a four act
was successfully presented by the U. of
M. Masque before a tairly large audience at
the City hall, Bangor, last Fri lay evening,
Munroe-Monroe. A pretty home wedding
under the auspices of the Bangor High School
Athletic association.
Mark Pendleton, ’15, of took place at noon, April 24th, at the home of
“A

farce,

Islesboro had the part of Nisbe, the youngest
of the household.

“Imp”

Mrs. Louise Johnson Pratt of Newport, R.
and Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson of New York
are going abroad this season for a two
years’
sojourn and have taken apartments in Paris.
It is thought that Ctmmander Pratt is to be
ordered on sea duty. Mr. Johnson will make
trips abroad when able to leave his business.

!

I

»

Capt. W. D. Bennett of the

r. and
Mrs. W. A. Monroe on the Poor’s
Mills road in Belfast, when their daughter,
Grace A., was united in marriage w ith William
! J. Munroe of Lincolnville. Rev. S. E. Fro! hock of Camden officiated, the ring ceremony
being used. To the strains of a wedding
Ida French of Lincoln| march played by Mrs.
! ville the couple, attended by Mr. and Mrs.
Fred E. Curtis, of North port, entered the
living room, where the ceremony was witnessed by twenty five relatives and friends of the
b ride and groom. The bride was dressed in
After
i white and carried a bouquet of roses.

M

steamer StockBennett were in Belfast last
Friday morning on their way to Brooks to
attend the funeral of his brother’s wife, Mrs. | the ceremony a dainty lunch was served in
James Bennett. Capt. Bennett brought his
| thef dining room. A great many pretty and
automobile to this city on the steamer from
useful presents were received, as both Mr. and
Bucksport and returned via Prospect Ferry Mrs. Munroe are well-known in Belfast and
after the funeral.
will make their home
towns.
ton

■

and Mrs.

adjoining

Carl Lampson, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Frank Waterman of Congress street,
arrived home from an eight months
through the West Indies, South America
Mrs.

and

has
and

Panama, accompanying her husband, who is a
traveling salesman for the Carter Ink Co.
j Mr. Lampson is still in the South, but will spend
the summer in Belfast, arriving the last of
June or early July.
Caroline Crosby and Miss Anne C.
guests for 'a few days last week
of Miss Frances Chase.
They returned to
Boston Thursday.
They came to Belfast to
look after some of the details of their summer home on Northport avenue.
It will be
completed about the first of June and Mrs. and
Miss Crosby will arrive June 15th to occupy it
for the season.
Mrs.

were

|

trip | perity.

I

Crosby

They

Lincolnville Beach and their many friends
wish them a long life of happiness and pros-

at

Thompson-Flye.
Miss Ethelyn M. Flye
and Fred C. Thompson, both of Montville,
were united in marriage at the residence ot
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Bowler Saturday, May 3g
by the Rev. J. MacAuliffe of Westport, a.
former pastor.
The bride was given away
by her mother. The many presents signified:
the good will of their friends, who wish them
a long and happy married life.
They will live
in Montville.

Pickard-Welch.
Wilfred B. Pickard ancf
Marion H. Welch were married May 1st
at the home of the bride’s mother, Mrs. Wili 1 iam H. Nelson, in Hopedale, Mass., by Rev.
The final debate in the inter-class series at F. R. Lewis, pastor of the Hopedale Memorial
Percy Pickard, brother of the groom,
the University of Maine will be between the C hurch.
Junior team, made up of Arthur A. St. Onge of ! s erved as ring bearer. The bride wore white
Dover and Russell S. Ferguson and Arthur B. j marquisette with white lace and carried mayFerguson of New York city and the Freshman dowers and sweet peas. Mr. and Mrs. Pickard
team, which is made up of Harold E. Rollins of will live in Maine, where the groom is a stuBangor, George H. Garrison of Portland and dent at the University of Maine.
Stephen C. Clement of Belfast. This debate
Howe-Davis. Lucius Wr. Howe of Camden
decides the winner of the Inter-class Debating and MisB
Carrie J. Davis of Rockland were
C up, the gift of the Sophomore Owls, and is
married April 5th at the home of Mrs. Minnie
scheduled to take place on Wednesday even- H. Dunbar in
West Somerville, Mass. The
in g of Junior Week. The question to be debridegroom is a popular Camden young man
bated is, Resolved, That the act of Congress and is
associated with his father, W. C. Howe,
prov iding for the exemption of tolls of United in t he machine
shop and garsge. Thebride is an
States vessels engaged in coastwise trade on attractive Rockland
young lady and has been
the Panama Canal, should be repealed. The
employed in Fuller-Cobb Co’s store. They are
Freshmen will support the affirmative and
making their home at present with the bride’s
the Juniors the negative.
in Rockland.
Miss

parents

Washington Whisperings.
WASHlNtyoN, D. C., April 28, 1913.
Senator Chamberlain of Oregon does not
believe in

half-way

measures

By

are

culty.
who is

a

and in

mem-

ground that the Hay-Pauncefote treaty !
contemplated the building of the canal
on foreign soil, whereas we have acquired the strip of territory through which
the “big ditch” passes and the canal, by
the very nature of things, is on American soil and therefore the treaty in
]no
way applies.
In any event the question is very much
alive and is one of the perplexing probsolve

the administration

cases

the face takes

on a

dull

Eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching of the nose; itching of
the rectum; short, dry cough; grinding of
the teeth; little red points sticking out on
tongue; starting during sleep; slow fever;
pulse quickened and irregular;body maybe
hot; and often, in children, convulsions.
Don’t delay ! Delays arc dangerous.

of the Senate, is not convinced that the
Chamberlain bill is necessary, on the

lems which

few

leaden hue.

foreign Relations Committee

ber of the

a

gett Muzzy.... Mrs. James Fuller, who
been very ill, is now rapidly improving.

has to

Carrie Drink water; Hill’s Dist., Miss Alice
Pitcher....I. V. Miller of Belfast, who haE
been a guest of relatives in town, returned
home Friday.... Miss Georgia Hall of Belfast
Bpent Saturday and Sunday at her home here.
-Hon. A.

H. Miller was in Augusta this
business.... Miss Beatrice Brown
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Shirley Chase, in
Augusta... Our local painter, Mr. Arthur Mahoney, has gone to Dark Harbor, where he has
employment... .Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clarke
have moved into “Green Acre” cottage for an
indefinite time... Mrs. Dora Moody has returned from Boston with full lines of millinery,
dry and fancy goods-Mrs. Carrie Hall is in
Camden this week doing dress-making....
Farmers in this section have been busy the
past week improving the fine weather in plant-

County Correspondence.

| week

[Deferred.]

Great Britain, it is understood, is bringhim the last word on the toll
from the English point of view.

BUCKSPORT
The schedule of games for the E. M. C. seminary ball team for this season as arranged is:
Brewer High at Bucksport on Saturday, April
One of the most, if not the most pic- 26th; May 3rd, M. C. I. at Bucksport; May 17th,
Classical institute at Charleston; May
turesque figure in the Senate, is James Higgins’
High at Bucksport; May 24t M.
K. Vardanian of Mississippi, whose long 21st, Bangor
C. I. at Pittsfield; May 31st, H. C. I. a! Bucksblack hair, falling to the shoulders,
port; June 7th, Bangor High at Bangor; June
smooth-shaven face and piercing black !
18th, Bangor High at Bucksport.
eyes, afford the guides of the Capitol no l
end of small talk for the benefit of the BURNHAM.
Dominik Susi’s saw mill, which has been
tourists, who are crowding the big buildundergoing
repairs for a number of weeks, is
ing on the hill these pleasant days of
now running its lull capacity, turning out all
spring.
sorts of lumber.... Mrs. Maude E. Mudgett
But Vardanian in the Senate and Var- and
daughter Ruth returned Saturday from
danian in the saddle are as far apart as Troy, where they visited her father, M. W.

ing

■

saddle Senator Varda-

complete
picture.
The junior Senator from Mississippi

a

made his appearance in Potomac Driveway the other day on a handsome

on

peas and

grist mill.

in

Kn n-nnlri

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

bay

U.,

».

-vj

Mr.

V T
uriutu

Nickerson of Portland is in town and Mrs. Porter F. Wrebb in Swanville the past
making extensive improvements on the week... Mr. John Sparrow has returned to his
grounds at Maple Terrace Farm, his summer home in Knox after passing the winter with
residence.... Hon. A. E. Nickerson is loading a his son Willard in the village. Mrs. Maude
car with hay at Waldo, and Mr. A. T. NiekerDyer is keeping house for him... Miss Winison is loading a car with hay at Belfast... Mr.
fred Dodge returned home April 23rd_Dr.
Irving Sawyer of Stockton Springs was in A. M. Small was in Albion April 21st to meet
town Sunday... Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Brown of
n consultation with Dr. Ross.... Mrs. Eunice
Searsport, and friends are spending a few days Plummer, who has been confined to the house
at their cottage at Swan Lake.
for several months, is able to be about and help
-Mr. E. H.

Ward, the sculptor and soldier of fortwho is now the last
surviving of-

une,

ficer of the

Stanley expedition which in*
depths of the black continent

varied the

years ago in search of Emin Pasha. The
gift, made possible through the efforts
of Thomas Nelson
contains more than
and

ons

natives.

Page the novelist,
7,000 African weapmusical instruments used by the

Perhaps the
comer

most

in the House is

D. O. Bowen. Esq., recently dislocated his
right shoulder. He is doing as well as could

picturesque new
Sant Kirkpatrick

be

Civil War—Kirkpatrick has been a hunter of moonshirers.
Not even he could
tell how often he has been shot unless he
did a few urns on his fingers. His eyes
were practical y shot out in the last raid
he led so that he is now almost blind.
There are fully 200 pieces of lead in his

portion

dead

the field and the doctors who
overhauled 1 on pledged their profession-

al honor that iie couldn’t

get well. “After aii,” says Mr.
Kirkpatrick with a
certain grimriess, “I wasn’t
nearly aB

had off

as

BEST

the other fellow.”

MEDICINE

FOR COLDS

When a druggist recommends a remedy for
t olds, throat an i lung
troubles, you can feel
ture that he knows what he ia
talking about.
C. Lower, Druggist, of Marion, Ohio, writes
jf Dr. King’s New Discovery, “I know Dr.
King’s New Discovery is the best throat and
Jung medicine I sell. It cured my wife of a
bronchial cold after alt other remedies
failed.” It will do the same for you if you are

severe

suffering with a cold or any bronchial, throat
or lung cough.
Keep a bottle on hand all the
time for everyone in the family to use. It is
a home doctor.
Price 50c and $1.00.
anteed by all druggists.

Guar-

TO PLAN TOWN OF BALBOA.

'#m. L. Phillips, Son of Franklin F. Phillips, Chosen for 1 his Important Wrork.
William

Lyman Phillips, Somerville Latin
:High school, ’04, and Harvard College ’08, has
been appointed by Col. Goethals to the position
Df landscape architect and first assistant in a
municipal department for the Panama Cana!
zone, for the purpose of laying out and building the permanent town of Balboa at the
Pacific end of the canal, and for rebuilding and
extending existing towns in the zone.
Mr. Phillips took his landscape degree at
Harvard, having won two distinctions in

his studies there. He has since
done landscape work with Olmsteds of Brookline, Mass. He is on a four months’ leave of
absence in Europe, studying outdoor art there,
and it is from Munich, Germany, that he is
called to his important work on the Panama
Canal zone. Mr. Phillips was born in Somerville, of Maine and New Hampshire parents,
his father, Franklin F. Phillips, being a Maine
born and college bred man, and his mother
being a descendant from the Connecticut river
valley Lyman family. He has a brother, also
a Harvard man, Franklin F.
Phillips, Jr., a
Boston lawyer, and a sister living in Waban,
the wife of Herbert S. Kimball, chemical and
mill engineer of Boston.—Traveller-Herald.
course

oi

WONDERFUL

SKIN

SALVE

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve is known every-where as the best remedy made for all diseases
of the skin, and also for burns, bruises and
trails. Reduces inflammation and is 'soothing
and healing. J. T. Sossaman, publisher of
News, of Cornelius, N. C., writes that one box
helped his serious skin ailment after other
remedies'failed. Only 26c. Recommended by
all druggists.
Eczema spreads rapidly; itching almost
drives you mad. For quick relief, Doan’s
Ointment is well recommended. 60c at all
-stores.

of

[SLESBORO
Mr. Jack

on

Peabody of

Boston

was

in town

will

Mr. Lee
Kenney of Knox, graduate of Freedom Academy, will play on the academy ball team this

Elzira Jackson... Mrs. Helen Mears recently
underwent a serious surgical operation.... The
schools began Monday, taught by Bessie Nickerson and Bessie Pearson.

of the reward for being
a revenue officer for
twenty-seven years.
At 'east three times he has been left for
as a

expected-Mrs. Harvey Cunningham

out and

Belfast spent the week with her sister, Mrs.
Rcscoe Cross.Mr.
and Mrs. Chas.
Woods of Bedfast are moving on to R. B.
Smith’s farm., which they recently bought_
R. B. Smith has bought Mrs. Helen Mears
residence and is moving there this week_
Geo. Weymouth, w ife and son Keith, spent the
week-end with Mrs. WeVmouth’s mother, Mrs.

of the Sixth Iowa District. Almost all
his life—at least since the close of the

body

daughter with the house work_Mr. Rob
Fuller is having his house renovated through-

her
MORRILL.

a

move

in

FriHnv

hv the

nierht train after

a

left for a wedding
trip and after a
week will return to Bath, where
they will
make their home with the bride’s
mother,
Mrs. Sawyer has a host of friends in this
cityT
and her husband is no
tranger to Bathites,
• ing at one time served as
pastor of tie
Beacon street church, fie has resigned from
the active ministry after 50
years’ service,
most of his charges having been in New York
State. For eicht vears he was rh«
Northern Christian Advocate, and he has a
Civil War record.
In literary circles Mrs,
Sawyer is active, being at the present time
the treasurer of the
Fortnightly Club, whicn
office she filled so satisfactorily last season
In the Beacon street chu ch she is a devoted
and faithful worker. The
community wishes

few davs'

Heagan was in the Lane last Friday on
the line of his grocery route. He does a brisk
business here every Friday-The boys are
of Mt.

taking salt water suckers, and
old fishermen claim they are fine eating..
There has been a light run of smelts this year.
-1. M. Cummings while in Bangor last week
bought a disc harrow, a Myers harrow, a punt
and a riding wagon of C. M. Conant & CoWe were glad to see that the last legislature
made a law to protect the poor rabbit. The
Italians have killed thousands the past two

having sport

in

r.

his faultless

hoc

cor

potatoes.

Capt. William Stevens has sold his farm to
Folks,” given by the Unity High school at the
horse,
riding and his C. Roy Tapley, and is moving into the house village
Friday, April 25th... Voters of this
stately mein, his eyes partly hidden by which he recently bought of William Davis. town were much interested in the road meetthe brim of a soft hat, such as a southern The old Mayor Stevens place, as the correing held by the County Commissioners Saturgentleman wears on the stage and in spondent remembers it. seventy-five years day, April 26th. About two weeks ago a petiwas considered the finest in West Brookstion was circulated among the voters of this
Congress, and his long black hair made a ago,
ville. The mayor, at that time, ran the ferry
part of the town asking the County Commispicture for an artist. Vardanian was ! between Castine
and what is now called Wassioners to hold a meeting and require the road
immaculate in a dark blue coat,
pure son's wharf. He used a thirty-foot keel boat
from J. B. Vickery’s buildings to the Sandy
white riding breeches, and black
riding called the Jui.o, which had side paddle-wheels Stream bridge (at the
village) should be fixed
boots.
Needless to say he was “the ob- operated by hand.
or repaired to a reasonable
amount.
The
served of all observers.
Commissioners met at the bridge Saturday and
SWANVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Libby of Winterport decided thac $300 should be expended on this
A new coliection which will make the
piece of road.
Smithsonian Institution in this city the
Nickerson-The Union Sunday school wiii FREEDOM.
foremost repository of African trophies
open at the church next Sunday at 12 o'clock.
Dr. M. M. Small and Mrs. Small visited
and

this

week....

Colson bought a potato \ lantrecently... F. C. Cunningham, who planted
potatoes quite extensively last year, will this
year plant only for his family use... Quite a
number of paving cutters went to work at Mt.
W'aldo last Friday_Mr. Linwood Sprague,
who lived just over the line in Frankfort, lost
er

his

fine home by fire last Thursday.

He

was

| insured in the Grange,but not enough to cover
the loss_We are watching the papers very

!

snug to

see

how many Democrats

are

standing

Wilson political plum tree in the city
of Belfast with a bag under their arm to catch
any plum that may fall.
under the

Miss

j

Polly Tapiey Blodgett,

1

Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion. Burdock Blood Bitters is splenlid for purifying
the blood, clearing the skin, restoring sound
digestion. All druggists sell it. Price $1.00.
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clubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s ! Portland.
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Magazine are now $2.25.
To
The publishers of McCalls magazine have
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may
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that the pattern desired
which they are entitled
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days
the receipt of their first magazine by making
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select their free
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fers may be sent to different addresses.
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We carry paints
for inside and

tFlag station.
Limited ticket
$5.00 from Belfast
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SPECIAL
BARGAINS
♦

Bangor Line

and CAM
Leave Belfaa'. at
day8 only.
For Bangor at 7.30 n

windows for

*

FRED W. POT!

H. C. Houses

MITCHELL & TRUSSELL

CLEANING
STEAM!

Palmer

Motors

PALMER
39 Portland

Pier,

Portland Maine,

Ex-Veterinary

Inspector Bureau of Anima)

Industry U.

Department of Agriculture.

S.

V ET
TREATS

A LI.

CUSTOM CLC'

At 52 High St>

FOR

BROS.,

William Lincoln West

ANIMALS

^

QUtf

One 3 II. P. Stover

j

anteed condition
One 1 H. P. Stover

1

ly

new,

$37.00

READ CAR \C!
40 II

i< I IN A KIA N
DISEASE!* OF

I**

one

1913 Models. Two and four cycle types, 1
2, 3 and 4 cylinders. 25 styles to make your
selection from.
Don’t buy a gasoline engine
until you see our large 1913 catalogue showing f
the new models. Catalogue Free.
4m7

1

!i

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office,
SI’KlMi STREET,
BELFAST MAINE

Phones—Hospital 59-13.

!jj

\

H ospital Never Closed.

Residence 59*11

1

a

posta card aud you wii;

...

STOREY

burnhJ
after Jan
ing at Burnham arm
trains for and from
land and Boston wil!

advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm and Horne.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer.. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
The Journal and McCalls Magazine with
free pattern and G embroidered hand2.25
kerchiefs
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine.. 2.25

have advised

BELFAST
On and

year in

one

SA.\i

I

made it should be
payment
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say.that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these publications

FOR

is

vance; and when

uciidsi

..

me following clubbing
subscriptions paid in ad-

Clubbing Offers

$1.00

FIND

PLEASE

ENCLOSED

offers apply only

Ala.— “I was so weak and
while passing through
the
Change of Life that

j

own

Address...
>

How Cured.

I could hardly live.
My husband had to
nail rubber on all the
gates for I could not
stand it to have a
gate slam.
“I also had backache and a fullness
in my stomach.
I

GUI-

Name.

Munford,
nervous

THIS

Please stnd the Bangor Daily News for throe

|

Wife so Weak and Nervous
Could Not Stand Least

j

auu

The

—-FII D

daughter

second

of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Blodgett, was manied
to Arthur C. Fairbrother, son of Mi. and Mrs
William Fairbrother, all of Y\est Brooksville.
The bridal party consisted of Charles C. Blodgett, father of the bride. Miss Rosa Fairbrother,
sister of the groom, and the bride and groom
elect.
The wedding mar h was played by
Mrs. Herman Tapiey. At the altar they were
met by Rev. C F. Atkins, pastor, v ho
performed the marriage rites in a pleasing ar.d impressive manner. The bride was very pretry
in hat and gown of white, with trimmings of
pi K. At the close of the service an informal
reception was held in the chapel. Mr. and
Mrs. Fairbrother left the day following for
Wellington, where they will reside.

WINTERPORT
The government inspector for the gypsy
moth, Mr. Topman, and foreman, Mr. Charles ;
Davis of South Berwick, Me with their men,
SONS OF VETERANS.
Leo Dorrity and Harold Dodge of South BerCummander-in-Chief Ralph M. Grant of
wick, Samuel Silver of Wells and Herman TayHartford, Conn., of the Sons of Veterans, U.
lor of Kennebunk, have been making a close | S. A., has issued orders No. 4, in which the
inspection in town for the gypsy moth....LI- j names of several national aides he has appointed on his staff are announced, including that
wood Wilbur and Lionel Lincoln, students at
of Harry S. Vose of Waterville.
Announcethe U. of M., spent the week-end with their ment is also made that Past
Commander infriends, Erland and Howard Crimmin-Mrs. j Chief George B. Abbott of Chicago, 111., acting
Ada McCormick has returned home from Ports- under instructions of the national convention,
is at work preparing a burial service ritual for
mouth, Virginia, where she spent some of the use by the organization.
winter months with her friend Mrs. Richard
Attention is called to the growing obserTainter_Ernest Spurdens has returned to vance of Mother’s day and the members of the
order are asked to cooperate with other orhis work in Boston after a week’s vacation |
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel SpurReference is also made to the coming of
dens.
Mr. James Eaton of Bluehill has rent- Memorial day and camps are asked to make
every effort to make the most of the day in
ed the house owned by Mrs. Almeda Shaw on
the way of assisting the G. A. R. members in
Washington street and with his daughter will carrying out their program.
take up his residence there_Many of our
people attended the 66th annual session of
the East Maine Conference held in Bucksport
during the week, and on Sunday Capt. Low-

spring... Mr. Fred N. Flye is in Knox, where ell was engaged to take a party of 22 down in
he has a long job painting... Mrs. James Vose his motorboat to hear
Bishop Theodore Henfrom Knox was in the village callingon friends derson
Rev. Arthur J. Lockhart had been
April 21st... Mrs. Lottie McGray from Burn- cordially asked to be returned to his charge at
ham is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Winterport and it was with much pleasure
Nathaniel McFarland_Mr. A. M. Small has that his
parishioners read of his reappointbought a large Sludebaker touring car of ment-Mr. John Sullivan has returned to
parties inWaterville... Mr. Reynolds has rent- Winterport after spending the winter in Flored the Lamson house of Mr. Samuel Bryant,
ida
.Mrs. Elizabeth Nash of Rockland arwho will move his family to Vassalboro soon.
rived by steamer Tuesday, and is the guest of
her mother, Mrs. Annie Treat... Miss Emma
KNOX.
Borden pleasantly entertained sotre of her
Dr. William Lowell of Bangor spent the
friends Friday evening, the occasion
week-end at Edward Shibles_Mr. and Mrs. young
being her 15th birthday. Ice cream and cake
Joe Bailey and little son w»nt to Albion April

$1.00 For Three Months.
Bangor Daily News is maki »g a special offer to in v.
months for $1.00. Anv person clipping out the enclosed e. up
enclosing $1.00, the Bangor Daily News will he sent the first :j
dress.
The Bangor t).;ily News is the home paper of Eastern, N
Maine, first to reach the morning field, full \ssociated Pres- r*
Eastern, Northern and (Central Maine fully represented by rep
After the first three m nths the paper is sold at 50 cents a m

|

Fairbrother Blodgett. The Congregationa
Church, West Brooksville, was the scene of a
pretty wedding, when, at the close of the
usual Wednesday evening service, April 23rd.

years-Josiah

you most

FOR SAL EbYY OUR GROCER.

them a happy wedded life.—The Bath Independent.

26th. Mrs, Bailey will remain and visit her were served at 9 p. m.... Barbara, the little
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Foley, was
mother, Mrs. Haskell, for a few weeks_A. daughter
for adenoids. Drs.
M Shibles has been quite sick and confined to operated upon Thursday
Mansfield and Ellingwood were the attending
the house the past week with a severe attack
physicians.... The O. Gardner Grange building
of bronchitis-Several from here attended
| the show in Freedom, April 25th_Mr. and was destroyed by fire last Thursdaj night_
Rev. and Mrs. Charles R. Carleton made a
tainment at the Town Hall Saturday evening I Mrs. Frederick Conners were
guests of friends
brief call on relatives and friends in town on
which was enjoyed by all present. Ice cream | in Unity over Sunday... Mrs. Julia
Bailey
and cake were on sale at the close... AL visited Mrs. Abbie Bailey one day recently_ their way home from conference_Mr. and
noticed that Lydia
Mrs. C. C. Moody went to Swan Lake for a
stable
the
Inn
finished
Mrs. Cora Vose was at George Leonard’s on
moving
E. Pinkham’s VegeGilkey has
It business April 26th....Mrs. Helen Webb re- day or two and caught some good-sized salacross the road and up to his other stable.
table Compound was
Mrs.
mon...
and
Otis
and
Capt.
Faulkingham
advertised for such cases and I sent and
was so large it had to be cut in halves before
turned home from Boston April 26th. On her
of
are
Mrs.
E.
S.
guests
Yongg. got a bottle. It did me so much good
moving. Mr. McCkud intends to build a way home she visited her friend, Miss Hattie granddaughter
to their home in Jonesport
that I kept on taking it and found it to
Elliott in Thorndike... .Mrs. Bessie Elwell of They are returning
house, and greenhouses on the site of the old
be all you claim. I recommend your
stable_The Boy Scouts have their regular Waterville was the guest of her sister, Mrs. R. after spending the winter in Florida-A litcame to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Compound to $11 women afflicted as I
meetings at Union Hall, with Dr. Larrabee as W. Emerson, recently.Mr. E. R. Went tle son
Leonard Friday.... Mrs. Isabel Sprague of Belwas.’’—Mrs. F. P. Mullendore, MunScout Master.
worth is on the sick list with heart troublebeen the guest of Mrs E. H. Boyingford, Alabama.
Alfred, Ernest and Lena Bailey were week end fast has
Hamm has employment at North
3AK HILL, (Sv. anvllle.)
guests of relatives in Belfast and Searsport- ton_Cyrus
An Honest Dependable Medicine
Mr. E. C. Peavey has bought a four-years- -Albert Webb is working for A. M. Shibles. Searsport_Horace Dunham of Dorchester,
>ld colt of Wm.G. Preston of Belfast-Mr. -Mrs. R. W. Emerson and Mrs. Bessie El- Mass., has returned home after spending a few is Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comand Mrs. Cyrus Roberts have moved back on well called on Mrs. B. L. Aborn Sunday_ weeks with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. pound. A Root and Herb medicine originated nearly forty years ago by Lydia
their farm after spending the winter in Bel- Willis Richardson and John Penney are paint- Isaac Dunham.
E. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., for confast .Mr. John Clifford recently bought
ing their houses-Mr. Henry Braddock is
CENTER MONTVILLE.
trolling female ills.
;he late Alonzo Holmes farm-Mr. William
It is reported that F. W. Mason has sold his
juite sick at this writing. He had a paralytic
Its wonderful success in thi3 line has
anu
seeKine uieu April ^ou uuci a lung
shock April 21st which paralyzed one side.
farm to Percy Leeman of Liberty_Lyle ! made
it the safest and most dependable
his funeral was held Friday afternoon, Rev. j
Leonard and family of Camden were guests of ; medicine of the
WEST W1NTERPORT
age for women and no
David L. Wilson of Belfast officiating. SymMrs. Ava Gray Saturday and Sunday-Mr.
woman suffering from female ills doe3
ine u. ijaraner nail, togemer wun us eni pathy is exterded to the afflicted familyand Mrs. A. D. Baker of Liberty passed Saturherself justice who does not give it a
:ire contents, stable and outbuildings, was enMr. and Mrs. Eli Knowlton were guests of her
and Sunday at their old home_Mr. and
trial.
fire at 3 a. m., April 24th. day
by
:irely
destroyed
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Levi Seekins, April 27th. rhe hall
had been used the evening previous Mrs. Jesse Hill’s little daughter is ill with a
If you have the slightest doubt
.Mrs. Arthur Thompson and children of
throat trouble-Mrs. George Gove and her ; that
the Maccabees and the fire broke out in an
l.ydia K. Piukliam’s VegetaPoor’s Mills and Mrs. L. D. Holmes and chil- jy
daughter Gladys of Searsmont were guests of ble Compound will help you. write
between the hall and stable, and
j iren visited their sister, Mrs. James Webster, >utbuilding
Mrs. F. A. Luce Tuesday-Mrs. W. P. Jones ; to Lydia E.PinkhamMedieineCo.
Defore the community could be notified the
\pril 27th_Dr. and Mrs. M. M. Small returnviiuumi
wi
Lina
(confidential) Lynn,Mass., for adnail was enveloped in flames. The origin of
sevafter
vice. Your letter will lie opened,
27th
ed to Freedom April
spending
week_Robert M. Foy is at home from Crans
nn<1 iknciMr/km^d l.r,
fire is unknown, but is thought to have
the
Webb....
eral days with Mr. and Mrs. F. Porter
R. I., for a fortnight's vacation_Mrs.
The property ton,
seen caused by a cigar stub.
and held in strict confidence.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Thompson were guests of
E. N. Hall of Knox visited George E. Spear
aras owned by the West Winterport Building
their daughter, Mrs. Hutchins, in Brooks Sunand Mrs. E. B. Bean a part of last week_
company, who had carried an insurance of two
lay.... Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peavey of Belfast
Wentworth of Waldo was at J. i.
thirds its value until a few months ago when Benjamin
«rere guests of his mother, Mrs. W. R. Peavey
Bean’s Sunday.... Mrs. Eliza F. Bean is ill
The buildings
new policy was taken out.
with rheumatism-Eugene Adams is on the
Sunday.
;ost $3,000 and were insured for $1500 in the
sick list_Mrs. Emma Cushman carried her
1 ALLDALE.
Grange Company... .Mr. and Mrs. Dephinus
Mrs. Mary Bowler, to her home in
Rev. D. Brackett preached an interesting Dana of Frankfort were guests of Mr. and mother,
Palermo Saturday and returned Sunday....E.
Mrs.Walter Marden this week... .Mrs. Spencer
sermon at the church last Sunday... .The mud
H. Thompson and family of Belfast were On Men’s Work
Shirts.
s fast drying up and the roads, which have
Patterson and daughter Mrs. Littlefield are
of S. K. Thompson Sunday... .Mr. and
guests
in
are
Mrs.
John
)een almost
quite
Hampden....
getting
Ellingwood
netting
impassable,
Old established business.
New and
Mrs. C. A. Boynton were in Belfast Saturday
good....George Trundy is building a stable. Mr. Chester Curtis has sold his span of black
O. I. Boynton, who is in
modern factory. Steady employment
E. W. Dyer and Mrs. V. B. Ells of Thorn- Iraft horses and the good will of the agency to see their brother,
.Mr. and Mrs*
the year round. Best of conditions.
like called on J. E. Hall April 27th....Mrs. le has held for the Standard Oil Co. to Mr. the Waldo County Hospital...
were called to Belfast Saturjleo. Trundy has been suffering the past two Charles A. Curtis. Mr. Curtis has also sold E. F. Anderson
MFU.
black carriage horse to Mr. Roy Leonard.... day as witnesses in the Mink trial... .Frank
veeks with a very badly burned hand.... Fred
the Kingdom.... In the
Work an the residence of L. E. White is pro- Choate has moved to
Hutchins of Freedom split wood for Mrs. M.
2wl9p
CAMDEN. MAINE.
last week it was reported
W. White last week.... J. E. Hall had the mis- gressing rapidly....Mr. Elmer Clements is deferred items
Allen would teach at the
fortune to badly cut his left hand April 26th. staking extensive improvements and repairs that Mrs. Perley
Bank
Center, but she decided later not to teach. The
Mrs. Myra Bryant is at work for Mrs. Geo.
>n his house....Mr. Leonard Fields has his
1
with
Mr.
of
ANNUAL
MEETING
the
Stevenschool
Monday
Stanley
corporators
began
rrundy... .C. V. Stevenson is building a stable sew house up and boarded....Mrs. Fred D.
of the Searaport Savings Bank will be
teacher.. .Mr. Leland Young
for John Bean....Mrs. Mabel Staples stuck a Clarke and son Dalton, are spending a week in son of Halldale as
leld at their banking rooms
Hamlin
Mr.
last
a horse of
week, and
tail in her arm one day last week-Rev. D.
Hampden at the home of her sister, Mrs. bought
Saturday, May 10, 1913,
Mr. Hamlin bought a fine colt of Oramandel
Brackett made a business trip to Belfast April
Henry Pendleton.... Mrs. Augustus M. Clarke
Morse....B. F. Walker has been grafting it 10 o'clock in the forenoon, for the choice of
s considerably improved and is able to sit up
!8th.... Stanley Stevenson is helping Leon
apple trees for Clifton Morse and Perley Allen. ;ruatee8 for the ensuing year and to act on any
Viggen.... Henry Clark was at home from Belpart of the day. Your correspondent when
>ther business that may legally come before
.Ernest Foye will begin work with his sprayer
was shown a
Clarke
Mrs.
on
laid meeting.
recently
1 hat, where he was working, a few days last
sailing
this week. J. J. Clements, Perley Allen and
2wl8
JAMES B. NICHOLS, Clerk.
and
withhand
of
fine
cases,made
by
reek.
pillow
few days last week to see about putting his
:ottage in commission for the summerState Inspector Taylor visited the High echool
last week on his way to Rockland. He seemed
pleased with the excellent work dona in our
school... The N. S. C. class gave an enter-

milled—gives

^

loaves to the sack.
Your grocer keeps William
Tell. Insist on it next time
>
^
you order flour.

Sawyer

stay with her children-Mrs. L. C. Cummings
was in Winterport last Friday for a short stay.
-F. L. Gray and C. K. Harriman went down
river Monday in the latter’s motor boat. They
were to cal! at Spruce Head.... C. A. Bowdoin

Is famous pie crust flour
—makes it tender and light
and flaky and perfectly digestible. Just as good for
bread and cake and biscuits
and whatever you are baking.
And the mosteconomical flour

*

....

.JONES* COHN Eli, (Unity )
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. We'd and Frederick Hall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Horace W. Graves at
their home in Troy, Sunday, April 27-School
at Farwell’s Corner began Monday, April 21,
under the instruction of Miss Lucy Edington
of Waterville.... We have had fine weather
for over a week now without a break, although
the U. S. weather bureau predicted a big
storm that would reach here Saturday... Earl
Magee, who spent the v. inter in Florida, returned home April 25_Potatoes are selling
now at 45 cents a bushel here_Many people
from this vicinityattended the drama,“Country

Munroe, for several days... .Dominik Susi has
man looks like a Knight of Old, the lance bought of Harry Goodwin of Waterville the
which has been used
building near the
and armour being the only
things miss- as a restaurant anddepot
will install machinery for
the
ing to
In th

...

began Monday with the
Village, Miss Minnie Barrett of Hope; Beach, Mrs. Hattie Brown;
Youngtown, Mrs. Lena Rankin; Miller Dist.,
Mrs. Edna McKinney; Wiley's Corner, Mise

m

poles.

hae

following teachers:

ing with
question

the

....

LINCOLN VILLE.
The schools in town

Give the children at once some of Dr.
True's E’ixir. Directions on the bottle.
Sold by all dealers at 35c, 50c and $1.00.
Thousands of grateful mothers have given
my Dr. True’s Elixir to sick children and
restored them to health.

the very near future, as the new
Ambassador to the United States from

glasses, by Mrs. C., who is 77 years of age. others will have theirappl. trees sprayed.... I
The work would have done credit to a woman Mr. and Mra. Parley Allen
were in Freedom
of middle
Mr. D. L. Dyer went to Bel- calling on frienda
age..
Saturday
Mr. Oramandel
fast Tuesday on business.The pupils of the Morse and family spent
Sunday with Mra.
Fisher school, under the direction of their Morse’s father, B. F.
Walker, in Freedom....
teacher, Mrs. Ruby Lane, gave an entertain- Mra. Charles Banka and two children of Searsa
on
box-sociable,
Friday mu.,t spent Sunday with her brother Mr T
ment, followed by
evening. The roceeds went to the school S. Erskine... Willis Banks is staying with Mr.
league. The evening was one of combined and Mrs J. O. Bartlett and attending school et
pleasure and profit... .The citizens in general the Center... Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Place
here are highly pleased with the prospects of spent Sunday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. Clifan electric road to Bangor in the near future.
ton Morse... Rev. John
McAuliffe. pastor of
It is rumored on good authority that public- the WeBtport M. E. church,
arrived April 29ih
spirited Winterport citizens have contributed on a week’s vacation. Sunday,
May 4th, he
the suin of $1,800 toward the project-Mas- will hold preaching service in
the school house
ter Donald Dyer, who has been confined to the at West Montville
Corner, in the afternoon at
house for several days, threatened with pneu- the usual hour, and in the
morning he will
monia, is convalescent.
at
Halldale
preach
church. His many friendsI
here are pleased to receive a visit from
him.
BLANKET LANE. (Prospect.)
F. C. Bowdoin of Mt. Heagan called on
WEDDING BELLS.
friends in the Lane Sunday-George E. Bowtioin waj in Frankfort and Winterport ThursSawyer.Skiu.ings Delightful in its simF. L Gray went to Winterport Tuesday phcity was the wedding of Miss Alice Skilday.
an(l Rev. James E C.
linf?8
Sawyer, which
in his motor boat-1. M. Cummings shipped l to°
P,ace on Thursday, April 24th, at high
!
a car load, 25 tons, of hay to Boston parties
noon.
Ihe nuptials were solemnized at the
last week.
A number of car loads of hay and home of the bride', mother, Mrs. Caroline
Skillings, and the witnesses included a small
potatoes have been shipped from Prospect
gathenng of nearest relatives and best friends.
BucksStation recently.... F. L. Gray was in
Tne officiating clergyman was Rev. N. B. Cook
port Wednesday on business. He is about fit- ot the Beacon street church, the bride’s pastor. Miss Skillings was married in her travelting out a fishing boat.... Mrs. Helen Gray
ing suit of dark blue with hat to match.
Foltook the train for Bangor last Monday for a
lowing the marriage service, the happy couple
few days’ visit with her daughter, Mrs. F. C. received the congratulations and
good wishes
of those present.
A tempting luncheon of
Cunningham... Billy Young is hauling wood
salads, rolls, coffee, ices and cake was served,
from Frankfort for Charles Tower-1. M
with Mrs. Thomas Gibbons and Mrs. A'fred
Cummings has been quite sick the past week. Tarbox pouring and the Misses Ruth Skillings
and
Virginia Paine assisting. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. A. K. Gray returned home from Banout

..

Signs of worms are:
Indigestion, with a variable appetite;
abnormal craving for sweets; nausea and
vomiting; swollen upper lip; sour tongue;
offensive breath; hard and full belly with
occasional gripings and pains about the
navel; face at one time flushed, then pale

ed States, the senior senator from Oregon has introduced a bill abrogating the
treaty as the easiest way out of the diffi-

Idaho,

q*

(J/MAut—

ailments.

Hay-Pauncefote treaty in abrogating the
tolls on ships flying the flag of the Unit-

Senator Borah of

<£}/V.

If mothers only knew the tortures the
little ones may suffer from worms!
Thousands of children have stomach
worms or pin worms and their parents do
not know it. They doctor them for other

far as

so

concerned for American
ships passing through the Panama Canal.
Rather than have the agitation continue
on the part 'of Great Britain, that the
American nation is about to violate the
free tolls

SEARSMONT.
Mrs. D. L. Craig was called to Boston last
week on account of the critical illneaa of her
brother
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Salisbury are
visiting friends in Boston... .Mr. and Mrs. H.
E. Knight and son Russell of North Vassalboro are in town... Miss Bertha Hook has arrived home from Augusta, Georgia, and was a
recent puest of her sister, Mrs. C. G. Hemenway-Spring improvements are noticeable
about the village. J. F. Marden, L. H. Salisbury and Charles Cunningham are giving their
buildings a fresh coat of paint and Charles
Ripley of Boston is in town overseeing extensive repairs on his house—which will make
a great improvement to the village—and new
sidewalks are being laid... Cards have been
received in this place announcing the birth of
an heir, April 19, 1913, to Mr. and Mrs. Horace
True Muzzy of Reading, Mass.—Richard Dag-

Worms In Children.

TRUCKING.
1 am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Crosa
streets, and they will receive prompt atten*
dm. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
14tf
126 Waldo Aveau* Bellas

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A
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.DOES

„.Akcr of Boston on Her Way
to Seek Halibut in
..jpt Horn,

»ilK!

r.
(Sfl®*-

generally known.

ittib

•he harbor the morning
,«n power, on the trial
;
••ester, where she was
The appearance she
gay and animated one
gracefully up the harbor,
sharp, over-hanging bow
ternary bowsprit prow ater. high in air, and
:r, m the exhaust pipes
utes trailing low over
i,g blue waters astern.
m is, and the twentytlie entire Inters of
in the
'uttered lazily
: r own motion, and
: from her stem head
via her
r main boom,
*ss the triantie stay
md thence down the
-t to the waters below,
j
rt r, her newness and

■

1

The fact is that the fish-

ing banks are -o much nearer the coast
there than on this Bide of the continent,

HIS DUTY 10

If you suffer from Rheumatism and don’t dition to the full crew, were the followread this advice, then the terrible disease must ing: L. B.
Goodspeed, who as managing
have robbed you of your power to be fair to owner
represented the New England
yourself. Read it:
Fish
Company; Thomas J. McManus, the
“I, John Barhorst, Justice of the Peace of
McLean Township, Ft. Loramie, Ohio, do cer- designer; F. H. Plumb, Esq., of the
Blanchard
Machine Company; Mr. Fred
tify that after treatment by three doctors
without result, 1 have been cured of a very C. Foster, who had charge of the fitting
bad case of Rheumatism by using two bottles out for E. L. Roe, Inc., of
Gloucester;
It is now two years since I •Mr. Leon Costa of the
of RHEUM A.
fishing firm of L.
used the remedy, and 1 am stili as well as ever. & M. J.
Robert Lathigee
Costa;
Captain
Previous to using RHEUMAI was a cripple, who is to take
her around the Horn, and
walking with crutches, and I feel it my duty Alfred Johnson.
to let other sufferers from Rheumatism know
The results seems almost
what it v. ill do.
miraculous to me. I have advised RHEUMA
The fishing schooner Bay State recentto at least a dozen pel sons, and each one
for the New England Fish
speaks as highly of it as I. I will answer ly completed
Company, and which has just had a gasoany one suffering from the disease if a twolene engine installed, will be placed in
cent stamp is enclosed.”—.May 31, 1912.
You can secure a bottle of RHEUMA for commission in about 10 days and will en11
owes
&
Co.’s
and
at
A.
A.
they gage in me nanout fisheries olt the Newonly 50 cents
oney back. It’s just foundland coast.
say if not as advertised,
At the end of the sumas gura jur viuui, ni uintis, uuiiiuuati ami ocimer she may start tor the Pacific.
The
atica.
State
will be commanded by Capt.
Bay

Norman Ross.—Boston Globe.
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LINIMENT

grounds.
During the trial trip from Gloucester
to Boston, which consumed about three
hours, The Knickerbocker was manoeuvred under each engine separately, and
sail was spread. On board of her, in ad-

bustion engines, anti deserve attention.
They, like the entire equipment of the
CON&IIPATION CURED
g black paint of her Knickerbocker, are a product of home
Dr. King’s New Life Pills will relieve con-nits, the gold-leafed industry, being built by the Blanchard
r graceful sheer below
Engine Company of Cambridge, Mass. I stipation promptly and get your bowels in
her newly varnished
This type of oil engine would seem o be healthy condition again. John Supsic, of San'rcgon l>ine, reflected an improvement over the gasolene enbury, Pa., says: “They are the best pills I ever
irp contrast to the gine now in common use, in two importand I advise everyone to use them for
,-ast
by the waving ant respects, viz., in safety and econ- used,
neatly furled and omy. It uses a fuel oil which is a prod- constipation, indigestion and liver complaint
Will help you. Price 25c. Recommended
.or new,
snow-white uct of distillation obtained at a
by
temperaihe yard which has ture below lhat at which kerosene oil is all druggists.
rt n,asl for the long
produced. This oil does not give off
work in the trades,
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
vapor until it reaches the minimum flash
the roaring forties,
of 170 c F. and is therefore incompoint
fashion for docking,
The following transfers in real estate were
parably safer to carry than gasolene
i;,i a yacht amid the would
be, and the danger of explosion recorded in Waldo County Registy of Deeds
and paintless shore much
le-s, and the cost of this fuel oil is for the two weeks ending May 7, 1913.
Georgia-men that much lower than that of gasolene. Here
Abigail Pendleton, Islesboro to Solomon D.
which she ended her in Boston at the
present, time the ratio is Pendleton, do.; land and
From the decks of
buildings in Islesboro
as 1 to 4, while on the Pacific
roughly,
Town >f Unity to Ira H.
f hats and friendly coast it is as 1 to 15.
Parkhurst, Unity;
In the Blanchard
the salutes of pass- oil
engine ignition troubles are theoreti- I land in Unity.
coats to proclaim the
Town
of
comes
to
with.
Its
Unity,
cally done away
ignition
Henry Foster, do.; land
aft is being welcomed from the heat of
compression, aided by a ; and buildings in Unity.
small amount of heat absorbed by the
Roland J. Turner, Palermo, to Ernest R.
re ready to “catch a
ui.jacketed cylinder head. In starting Weeks, Jefferson; land in Palermo.
s of the dock, where
the engine this heat is applied locally to
Newell M. Hannan, Palermo, to Ernest B.
oilers of the sea and the
cylinder head bar from five to ten 1
g whom the Knickminutes through a siphon blow torch at- Weeks, Jefferson; land in Palermo.
w as
William F. Estes, Troy, to George H. Pratt,
already widely tachment. The Blanchard oil engine is a
iht-rt-d to witness her
operating on a modi- do.; land in Troy.
heavy
duly
engine,
i-r. aboard to inspect her,
Sarah S. Freeman, Belfast, to Louise B.
fication of the Diesel principle that is usapprobation of her ually given the name of “semi-Diesel." Brooks, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
equipment and comof
Boston
Captain Robert Lathigee
Horace Chenery, Belfast, to Thomas W
pters, so different will have
charge of the Knickerbocker
land in Belfast.
ashing vessels of even on her long voyage, and it is likely that Pitcher, do.;
Julia L. Chenery, Belfast, to Thomas WT.
he will make as quick a passage as possiis owned by the
,. r
ble, as it was he who recently made the Pitcher, do.; land in Belfast.
sh Company, whose record run to Bermuda of three
Mark H. Twitchell, Freedom, to Wilford A.
days and
ih.ston. with branches three hours in the
twenty-four ton yacht Walker, do.; land in Freedom.
Portland.
Mass.,
Me., Mariette, which was bought by the BerMary A. Bennett, Brooks, to Walter O'Brien,
Vancouver, B. C., muda pilots. His intention is to pass do.; land in Brooks.
The fact that
Alaska.
through the Straits of Magellan if the
Austin Danforth, Belfast, to Elon B. Gilc pporated under
the
engines are running properly when he
! Maine
explains reaches their entrance; if not he will go christ, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Clara J. Ginn, Boston, to Eli E. Ellis, Belt as painted on the
He plans to make
around Cape Horn.
is
-tern
Portland, one stop only on the 16,000 mile voyage, fast; land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
in Essex,
Mass., and that is for fresh water at Robinson
Mary E. Lord, Winterport, to Milford H.
from the plans of Crusoe’s Island in the South Pacific.
ord, do.; lard and buildings in Winterport.
nsigner of fishing This, the captain says, is a most agree
| Susan A. Baker, Winterport, to Milford H*
McManus of Boston, able
spot, and as he mentioned casually, i-.oru, ao.; lana ana buildings m Winterport.
often ready for sea
he is in the habit of dropping in to make
Blanche G. Alexander, et al., Portland, to
uioucesier.
cne
an occasional call on some friends whenBeatrice June Taylor, Belfast; land and buildof the knockabout ever he
to find himself within a
happens
is the very latest ami
ings in Belfast.
few hundred miles of the island.
in design and conElizabeth A. Howard, et als., Belfast, to
The following statistics relative to the
sist er boat the Bay boat and her
trip may be of interest; The Walter J. Howard, do.; land and buildings in
ocki-r is the most Knickerbocker is lkU feet
long, over all, Belfast.
class afloat, and it 1U1 teet on the water
inline, zo teet,
Frank B. Peavey, Belfast, to Damans Watt
dinned that there is ches beam, and she draws 14 feet of
do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
r liner one in
exist- water.
Her least freeboard is about 4S
Georgia M. Wooster, Belmont, to Otis G.
inches.
She is thus deeper and higher
far superior in sided than the average fisherman. She Wooster, do.; land and buildings in Belmont.
:
us types of boats
Adelia M. Buzzell, Searsmont, to Orrin P.
has moderate overhangs at each end,
it ions carry on the
and c, rrying no bowsprit her fore stay Jackson, do.; land in Searsmont.
it they merit attencomes to the stem head, and her nose is
Lewis B. Harding, Troy, to Luetta E. Hardds and Boston in
long and well above the water. She is
do.; land in Troy.
proud of having fitted to carry two hundred thousand ing,
Luetta E. Harding, Troy, to Frank L. and
xistence today is pounds of fish, and will be manned by a
L. Cunningham, do.; land in Troy.
-.-r
efforts of three crew of
thirty men, all told. Of these Harry
u
follows: First, to twenty-four will be fishermen, pure and
Nancy J. Ferna d, W irterport, to James
lev. who built pilot
simple, while the remaining six wilUrun Battles, Frankfort; land in Winterport.
i.< mien between the
Willis J. Greeley, Liberty, to George O. Mtthe vessel a3 follows: One captain, one
iy to the late Ed- mate, one cook and assistant, one engi- 6ervey, do.; land in Liberty.
just prior to his un- neer and one assistant.
to
the
presUp
Ada M. Blodgett, Pasadena, Calif., to Arthur
ci ning to apply to
ent time the largest fishing vessels have
W. Leonard, Mon ill; land and buildings in
a nee
gained from carried crews of only 18 men all told.
Belfast.
ing successful cup
The captain's quarters aft are comfortAlfred Iiustus, Monroe, et als., to Charles E.
i-tiy, to the present ably fitted up with four berths and cush‘he designer of ioned transoms, while the galley is the Hustus, do.; land and buildings in Swanville.
■is,
Elinor J. Orcutt, Belfast. :o Isaac A. Conant,
largest and best appointed ever seen on a
when these men
fishing vessel. its twenty berths ar- do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
attention to the
ranged in double rows on each side sugIsaac A. Conant, Belfast, to Isabel M.
-Cion if her fishing
gest a sleeping car. They grow wider Howes, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
f Gloucester alone as
the
and
recede
from
the
peak,
they
Isaac A. Conant, Belfast, to Elinor J. Orcutt,
year scores of her after ones will be occupied by two men.
land and buildings in Belfast, (two deeds.)
ese men were literalThe galley has many appliances and con- do.;
's in
Isabel M. Howes, Belfast, to Elinor J. Or
craft unfit for veniences new to small vessels, not the
which no men could least
important of which is a second cutt, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
mg to take a chance. hatchway over the cook stove, which will
George W. Sherman, Clinton, to Charles S.
n the old Polly was
not only be appreciated while she is Sherman, Burnham; land and buildings in
r a century ago,
was
the
but
up crossing
designed Burnham.
equator,
boyhood of men not to serve as an exit in case of accident
Charles S. Sherman, Burnham, to Dominic
of life, no advance when the watch of
men
were
twenty
Susi, et als do.; land and buildings in Burn-,
d was made in this
below.
asleep
ichitecture.
In the
Her crew on its voyage out will con- ham.
•
Daniel K. McFarland, Montville, to Mark H.
cades, til this has sist of but fourteen men, most of whom
the men who go to will remain aboard her as a fisherman. Whitcomb; land in Freedom.
>as safe as men on
Provisions will be carried for seven
Ida M. Patterson, Stockton Springs, to Mrs.
Their vessels combine
months, though under ordinary condi- E. A. Mayville, do.; land in Stockton Springs
? with the able
quali- tions the trip should be made in from
■'mess of the clipper
three to four months.
Sylvanna R. Smith, Stockton Springs, to ReAmong other
■cn when our merchant
staple articles the following will be car- member B. Donaldson, do.; land and buildings
zenith and the Ameri- ried: 350
pounds of coffee, 100 pounds of in Stockton Springs.
•t-t-n in any part of the
tea, 59 bushels of potatoes, 7 barrels
Herbert T. Field, Trustee, Belfast, to Waldo
fcy littlejvessels, with salted Philadelphia plate beef, 10 bar»-• Ha
lines, can be steered rels of flour, and the usual assortment of Trust Company, do.; land and buildings in Beladily as automobiles: canned goods and cereals. The cook, fast.
ar"
r
Waldo Trust Company, Belfast, to Belfast
proper element, the Charles W. Linnell, is an old hand, and a
•rrnrea
tnr
them1 fnrr
“Cape Codder,” and judging from the Amusement Company, do.; land and buildings
shore are their only
way he heaped the forecastle table on in Belfast.
-’andard strength and 1 her trial trip with hot breads and other
i,,;.
Lovisa V. Sturgess, Troy, to Delmont C.
mure than titanic, and
good things, the crew will not suffer. Gerry, Unity; land in Troy.
r
relatively moderate For the 14 men, one gallon of water per
Julia E. Young. Burnham, to Carrie B.
ct of ice-bergs means man npr rlav for nnp hnnHrprl rinva u/ill
.ty to replenish their be carried in two large cypress tanks Cooper, do.; land and buildings in Burnham.
1 "' Id
Vietta J. Woodbury, Waldo, to Delbert M.
storage space.
containing fifty gallons to a tank. As a
hen so much lament is
precaution, the top of the deck houses Flanders, do.; land in Waldo.
s over the decline of
are fitted with temporary
Elmer H. Goodwin, et al., Fairfield, to
ij(,
combings, and
g, too much emphasis rain water will be caught in the
Charles J. Richards, Watervil <e; l&nd and buildtropics.
;i on what has been acEnough fuel oil, 7,000 gallons, will be car- imrs in Burnham.
right here in our ried to drive her under power alone,
Lester B. Allenwood, et si., Belmont, to T.
-• this
important type of about one fifth of the entire journey, or
N. Pearson, Morrill; land in Belmont
be out of place to as far as from here to
Europe. The
a few weeks
Mark H. Whitcomb, Freedom, to Wilfred H.
persons propellers can be feathered however,
land and buildings in Freedom.
-inn from the Pacific and
except for the passage through the Walker, do.;
!
Thomas Garside, North port, to Fred 0.
capitol of Germany Straits of Magellan, Captain Lathigee
ing vessels were built, expects to procted for the most part un- Thompson, Montville; land in Montville.
t
s
models, and to place der Bail.
Reuhen Sibley, Freedom, to Ralph L. Cooper,
The yard on the foremast, which will Belfast and Isaac N. Quigg, Palermo;
standing
[-.
specific case of the carry a square sail with forty feet drop, lumber in Freedom, (two deeds).
It will cost five thou- the
unusually
heavy bolts in the timbers
i y to transfer her from that hold the battened
hatches, and the
keep the balance up.
* »
Continent to the other; eighteen dories which are nested in
hnd
that
she
is
so
much
threes and fours, and securely lashed
hi
It has been truthfully said that any distrub!ri "very way for the busi- bottom up, on deck, all savor of prepara- ance of the even balance of health causes
is
I,,1, boat that could possibly tion for rough weather and deep water. serious trouble. Nobody can be too careful to
"acific coast, and is likely
Every where the liberality of the ownthis balance up. When people ;begin to
!IJnKer lived, as to warrant ers, under the supervision of L. B. Good- keep
to get tired easily, the least
n
l
addition to whatever speed, Esq., their manager, is apparent, lose appetite, or
16,000 miles may en- and with the assistance of Mr. Fred C. imprudence brings on sickness, weakness or
ijai !5e
’b the loss of from three
t
Foster, representative of the E. L. Roe, debility. The system needs a tonic, craves it,
rr,,,
tune which it requires, Inc., the
outfitters, and largely at the and should not be denied it: and the best tonic
kr 1materials and experience suggestion of Captain Lathigee, they of which we have any knowledge ib Hood’s
kw traduce a Knickerbocker have succeeded in assembling the thou- Sarsaparilla. What this medicine has done in
the Pacific coaBt. With sand and one articles from a
spare Won- keeping healthy people healthy, in keeping up
of health, gives it the same
5*i ,r"a'iy for sea, she has al- son patent gaff
clapper to a stove poker, the even balance
t.
distinction as a preventive that it enjoys as a
r; fty thousand dollars, the all of which are essential to the complete cure.
use has illustrated the
Ita
early
wisdom
horse power engines outfit of such a vessel for such a trip,
of the old saying that a stitch in time saves
,is "quipped covering over and to enable her to engage in the hali- nine.
Take Hood’s for appetite, strength and
‘‘is.
but fisheries upon her arrival on the endurance.
ken
"hich drive her at the west co&st.
es an
hour
under
fct nf
That the fleet of halibut trawlers al- PROTECT YOUH STOCK FROM VERMIN
power
*rew type likely to revolusad disease by dipping regularly with Pratt’s
ready assembled there on the spot are at
Animal Dip; guaranteed. L.T. Shales £ Son
j JI:et'uction of internal com- the present time catching ninety per
ore anti more

JOHNSON’S

that even making due allowance for the
five days Bpent in crossing the continent
in ice cars the fish from the Pacific
reach the Boston market even fresher
and in less time than those which are
caught on our nearest Atlantic fishing

RHEUMATIC
SUFFERERS

Johnson.
f, uFRED
,cker, the recently comt>
of the knockabout
New England Fish
send around Cape Horn
s'
,r business in the waters
(
i nfie, with headquarters
ring at T. wharf, Bos

A

cent of the halibut which is sold here
daily in Boston as fresh, is perhaps not

A

throat,

[

I
B

relief for fl

sure

sore

I

cramps, chol-

B

coughs, colds,
I

I

jf

Used 102 years
for internal and
external ills.

%

I

morbus, diarrhea, B
cuts, burns, bruises, Bj
sprains, etc.
B
era

attorney's recommendation and througl
various influences brought to bear in hii
behalf, the judge who was to have triec

the case dismissed the indictment, anc
the man solely responsible was allowec
to go free without trial. The engineei

continues today a member, in good standof the Engineers’ Brotherhood, ol
the Masonic fraternities in which he it
prominent, and the community in which
he resides.
“By contrast, in another locality a
special agent of Lackawanna, employed
to protect its property, in so doing, engaged in driving a gang of trespassers
off one of its trains, accidentally, though
carelessly, shot and killed one of them.
He was promptly arrested, tried and
sentenced to pay a substantial fine and
imprisonment for six months.”
The judiciary committee of our legislature recognized the same condition
when in its report on compulsory arbitration it said:
“If the decision of the court of arbitration is in favor of the employes,
that their contention is right, that they

ing,

had

just

I
for Infants and Children.
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor
Oil, Pare®rops ?H,rt Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant.
f®”c*
It contains neither Opium,
nor
other NarMorphine
cotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays FeverJt
relieves Constipation, Wind Colie, all
an? .Diarrhoea. It regulates the

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

thatjtheir

to strike,
wage
was too low, that they should receive a
higher compensation, or that other con-

uiuuna

cause

Buriuuuumg

uieir

employment

should be corrected by the public utility,
what then? The legislature has no power to arbitrarily fix the
wage between

the public utility and its employees, or
to oblige the utility to receive back into
its employment its striking servants.
The right of the public service corporation to hire its servants and to discharge
them cannot be taken away by any act
of the legislature.
On the other hand,
TL. P. Evans, in the Piscataquis Observer ]
if the decision of the arbitrators is in
I have given a great deal of thought
favor of the public utility, and decides
during the past year to the attitude of that the
public service corporation was
the public towards corporations as it is
in its contention in the matters in
represented by some of the magazines, right
the daily papers and State and National dispute, what then? No law enacted by
this legislature and no decision from such
legislatures, and am convinced that many arbitration
could compel such striking
times it is wrong, and detrimental to
employees to return to their work and
public welfare.
the
same
wages or return to their
A fire in Mayo’s block nearly 18 years accept
labor under the same conditions.”
ago caused serious water damage to my
Two serious results follow the attitude
stock.
1 had been paying insurance
taken by the press, the legislatures and
premiums for quite a number of years
the Government toward corporations and
but this was my first loss and I had no
particularly towards the railroads, one
idea of the course 1 should pursue.
the other financial.
It seemed reasonble, however, that moral,
The first is shown by the feeling on
the damaged goods should be separated
the part of otherwise honest people that
from the others so I had the stock moved
are doing God’s will when
they get
and started at once on such a separation, they
out of a railroad company. I
making an inventory of the damage as I anything
recall
an incident where a
young woman
went along.
While 1 was doing this two friendB boasted that she rode 50 miles on a railroad without cost because the conductor
came in, one a traveling salesman, and
She would not have
criticized me severely, saying I was in- overlooked her.
taken a cent from me unfairly but
juring my chance for a good settlement
with the insurance companies. But my thought it fair to cheat a railroad, and
idea still seemed reasonable and I kept that feeling in a young person can develop until it extends beyond railroads.
on.
Now comes the financial loss, and to
1 had three large upright show cases in
the Btore which were moved without in- illustrate this I will take the New York,
New Haven and Hartford railroad.
jury, but after removal a glass shelf in
There has been a vindictive attack on
one of them was loaded too
heavily and this road durine the last
year, or longer,
broke.
The insurance adjusters had arrived and seemingly every possible means has
been used to injure it, ranging from
and one of them noticed the broken
shelf and spoke of it. The cause of its petty things to the indictment of its
president on the charge of conspiring
being broken was explained, but he re- with
the Grand Trunk road.
plied: "It wouldn’t have been broken
When a railroad company is attacked
but for the fire, would it?”
I finished my work on the stock as the injury is not confined to its rails, its
stock and its buildings, but is felt
soon as possible and submitted the inven- rolling
first by the stock.
tory to the adjusters, one a local man,
The stock of the N. Y., N. H. & H.
one from Augusta and one from Boston. 1
road sold for $279 a share in 1889 but has
They took but a very short time for its
consideration and then reported that as I gone to $116.50 this month. This slump
had seemed inclined to be fair in the is partly the result of the demand for a
income from investments, but
matter, and as they realized that a more greater
careful inspection of the stock would largely from a fear that the road cannot
maintain
its dividend rate, and if its rate
show a damage not then discovered, they
should add a hundred dollars to my claim. is reduced it is said that one cause will
pnntiniidH hlnr»lrinrr rtf ProaiHnr*fr
They also included 75 cents for the broken
Mellen’s attempts to develop its busiviVldit' vnhipli 1 hud tirvf liofor)

In Use For Over 30 Years.
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Concerning Corporations

_

FOR

.

SALE

The Residence of Edward Sibley,
Street, Belfast, Maine.

is

ft
M
H

It is in

gl

city.

perfect condition,

improvements.

plain of.

income from this stock if the dividend
is reduced from eight to six per
cent. It will thus be seen that the
efforts of certain people to injure the N.
Y., N. II. & H. R. R. Co. really results
in the serious injury of more than ten
thousand women besides the other holders of its stock.
Some corporations may have done
wrong, but the great enterprises of our
country have been carried to success by
the union of forces and others can succeed only by similar co-operation.
It is union that makes our nation the
It was the union
world power that it is.
of several States that made Germany
what it is; and what is true of nations
will always be true of business.
We
cannot get along without corporations
nor without the great financial
houses;
they are necessities in our business life i
and if we want business to prosper we
j
must use them fairly.
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accident happens on
its lines it has to pay for the lives lost
or property damaged; but has no remedy
when the accident is the result of violation of explicit orders to trainmen. To
illustrate, the conductor of an excursion
train on the Bangor & Aroostook took a
chance in violation of orders and caused
a wreck which President Todd said had
cost the company $75,000, with some
claims still unsettled.
To illustrate the attitude of the public
mind towards railroads, also the relation
between railways and their employees,
President Truesdale of the Lackawanna
recently gave the following facts:
“The accident at Corning, one of the
most serious that has ever occurred on
Lackawanna’s lines, came about through
fault of an engineer who ran by three
standard block signals, one set at ‘caution’ and two at ‘danger,’ as also one in
hands of a flagman, striking, while running at full speed, the rear of a standing
passenger train, and resulting in the
death of 39 passengers and injury to 75

road; that is, if

an

more.

Upon full investigation the commerce commission and the public service
commission found the engineer Bolely to
blame. The engineer, although off duty
30 hours, had misused his opportunity to
rest, having visited numerous saloons
and indulged in intoxicating liquor.
“The coroner’s jury recommended to
the grand jury of the county that an indictment be found against the engineer.
This was done, but about the time his
case was set for trial, on the district

Price
Fevers. Congestions, Inflammations .23
Worms. Worm Fever, or Worm Disease. .23
Colic. Crying and Wakefulness of Iafants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.23
Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.25
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
( roup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
Halt tiheum. Eruptions,Erysipelas.25
Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25
-23
Fever and Ague, Malaria
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 25
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head .25
20 Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.23
21 Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.25
..*5
27 Kidney Disease.
28 Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
Bad.23
Wetting
30 Urinary Incontinence,
..*3
34 Sore Throat. Quinsy
for

t*o.
1
2
3
4
7
H
9
0
3
■ i
«*
16

.—
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Grip, Kay Fever and Summer Colds.25
Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
HUMPHREYS* IIOMF.O. MEDICINE CO., COfMI

77

William ami

Ann

Street*. New York.

Boarders Wanted
THE HOME FOR AGED WOMEN. Two
large, well furnished rooms with steam
heat, electric lights and use of bath. Room
and meals $6 per week. Apply at the Home,
14
or of Dr. Elmer Small, Presidenti

AT

FOR SALE
OVERLAND 1910 TOURING CAR In god
condition with new top. Price reasonable
ORRlN J. DICKEY.
Iltt
Bollaat, Maine.

jjS
(k

ft
(|
ft

inside and out, and has all the modem
one of the most desirable in tbe

For further

particulars apply

(4

to

ft

HAROLD T. SIBLEY,

g£

Care Chicago Savings Bank and Trust Co.,
Corner State and Madison Streets, Chicago, III., or to
MRS. HENRY H. HILTON,

|

ft

^jj

No 5640 V\ oodlawn

12tf

Avenue, Chicago,

g
B

i
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Sweet
Peas

rate

Their price for kerosene has been
reasonable for many years. Governor
Haines said in a private conversation at
the Hoard of Trade banquet a year ago,
that a man could not barrel wafer from
the Piscataquis river, ship it to Pennsylvania and sell it as low as the Standard
0.1 Company had shipped crude oil into
Maine and sold it to nim for fuel.
The charge recently made by the Government against a corporation was that
it closed certain factories after they came
|
into its possession, and yet within the
For croup or sore throat, use Dr. Thomas’
year the Government has abolished 18
Eclectic Oil. Two sizes, 25c and 50c. At all
pension agencies, representing an aggre- drug stores.
gate of $72,000 a year in salaries, and is
consolidating the custom districts, which
The Grocers not Responsible.
I
will deprive other patriots of salaries j
ranging from a few hundred to several
A firm of Boston
“storekeepers” I
thousand dollars a year. It seems to be :
all right for the Government to consoli- which has been in business half a cen- I
tury, „has been studying its old books,
date its business in the interests of econand comes to the gratifying conclusion
omy, but ad wrong for a corporation to
that the responsibility for the high cost
do the same thing.
of
living does not rest upon the grocery
A suit has been brought by the Govenment against a company because it trade. It finds by comparison of actual
has endeavored to maintain the retail transactions that it received $13.50 a baragainst $6.25 at the
prices of its products, and yet the Gov- rel for flour in 1873,
present time, Three gallons of kerosene
ernment forbids the sale ot its stamps at
can be purchased for the price one comless than face value.
Sugar costs
A principal target of criticism and manded forty years ago.
attack is the railroad. When the Bangor the consumer iess than half it did in 1873,
notable
the
and
so
on,
exceptions being
& Aroostook's engineers and firemen
and eggs. The economist
struck, a paper in the western part of butter, cheese
chances
to
economize withcan
still
find
the State expressed great satisfaction,
for one reason because the road charged out going anywhere near the verge of
Boston Transcipt.
2 1-4 cents mileage and would not sell want.
less than a thousand mile book.
But
every one familiar with the amount of
uver naii-teiiiury.
travel over the Bangor & Aroostook
lines knows that the Maine Central can
Humphreys' Specifics hare
better afford to sell mileage for less than
two cents than the Bangor & Aroostook
been used by the people with
can for less than 2 1-4 cents.
satisfaction for more than BO
The railroad has another serious conMedical Book sen', free.
diticn to contend with, which President years.
Todd brought out in a statement made

i

The location is

ness.

to find one that has been unfair in
any claim 1 have had occasion to make.
The Government has claimed that the
Standard Oil Company was a menace to
business and ordered it dissolved. I have
no doubt but it used some drastic methods
in its early days but cannot ask for a
better company to do business with in
the advertising way, and the merchant
who handies its by-products—wax candles, paraflin, etc., has nothing to com-

High

This is one of the finest specimens of Colonial architecture
in New England. The house stands back from the street with a
broad sloping lawn in front and is surrounded by stately elm trees.

I had met the adjusters as man toman,
Nearly half this shrinkage in market
assuming that they would treat me fairamounts to many million
ly, and was not disappointed. I have value, which
since gone on that principle with rail- dollars, falls on women, for 10,102 of the
roads and other corporations and have 22,719 stockholders are women; and they
will suffer a loss of one-fourth of then-

yet

[

Nasturtiums
Nothin'; takes the juy

ALL VARIETIES

I

of life
like a weak
c.ai'ln
Wo'ii l yi a
like to "-able to enjoy tbo p-~l
tilings that otic iseiij.iyV Tic:. 1 .!:•>
Dr. Williams' link Bills for a si.cit
time ami notice tiie diii'erence in
your stomach.
Back of your lack of appetite,
sourness of stomach, gas ami nau'J lie food is lysea is had blond.
ing in your stomach only partly
digested and is fermenting becam e
Dr. Wilthe stomach is weak.
liams’ Bink Bills go deeper than a
on
stomach
acts
the
remedy that
alone.
They get at the real cause,
which is impure blood. They make
Where once
it red and healthy.
the sight of food was nauseating,
you will have a good appetite and
be able to eat without distress.
Mr. Albert Underwood, of Brookville, Ind., says: "I began to have
stomach trouble while run down in
health and was sick for over two
years. I could not cat anything
without intense distress following.
There was a feeling like pressure on
my stomach ami gas fotmed after
eating. I kept losing in strength
and weight and had to give up
After spent ing many
working.
dollars for medicines and getting
no help, I tried Dr. Williams’ Bink
Bills.
They benefited me so much
that I could eat without distress.
I kept on taking them until I was
out

In bulk and

est and best assortment
have

ever

largwe

had.

Flower and Garden Seeds

j

ALL KINDS.

A. A. Howes & Co.
i

Groceries,

Drugs and Medicines.

Blended
Rheumatic
•^OILs*

well.”

Dr. Williams' Pink Pills
for Pale People

original of the compound Rheumatic
The original formula has been purchased and the oil is being prepared by the

The
Oil.

sold by all druggists at 50c per
box or six boxes for $2.50 or they
will he sent, postpaid, upon receipt
of price. Our diet hook is free.
are

[

Dr. Williams Medicine Company,
Schenectady, N. Y.

|

Blended Rheumatic Oil

!

WM. 0. POOR & SON, AGENTS,

I

BELFAST.

Try it.

AN EMPLOYER SAYS:

Prices:

j

Company.

MAINE.

15,

25

;rd

f(

Cm

t23

“In tlie ease of one of my employees who
time ago went under treatment at your
his appetite for alcoholic liquor
institute
has been entirely eradicated, and Lis general
health much improved.” From a genuine letter
among the scores we have, proving absolutely
that the
some

Uosing'Uut

...

DRINK HABIT

j

be overcome by the NEAT. 3-DAY
TREATMENT. No hypodermics used. Results absolutely certain. All dealings coaA*
dential. DRUG HABITS SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED. Call upon, address or phone

I

j

can

THE NEAL

I he

package.

|

SALE
_

To Get Some Monev Wnich
I Need.
I shall for the month of

April

reduced rates.' Have

now a

INSTITUTE,

on

sell

goods

at

19c. SALE

147 Pleasant Ave., Portland, Maine.
Telephone 4216*

that

profit to the purchaser. Do not
in all at once, for you will get into a
crowd!! but will do the best I can to remeans

come

NOTICE
Belfast, Maine. April 21,1913.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
I hereby give to m; minor son, Alfred \.
Walker, who is twenty years of age, the bi
ance of hia minority, and I shall not claim ai
of hia wagea nor pay any of hia debta aft
thia data.
DANIEL F. WALKER.
Witneaa, WAYLAND KNOWLTON. 8tl ,

ceive you.

Have given legal notice to all who owe me
and I expect immediate settlement.

;> MARCELLUS

J. DOW,

BROOKS, MAINE.

Republican Journal

The
B-

LEAST, THURSDAY, MAY 8, 1913.
rrPUSHED

Cti Altl.KS A.

ITLSBORY.:,^;^

tor one square, one
Advertising Terms,
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 ct nts for each subsequent insertion.

Srpst-RimoN 1
year: ft.(Hi for six

in advance, $2.00 a
months: 50 cents for three

riiMS.

months.
“Ail

Canal.

An Interesting Account of a
the Isthmus.

Trip

For Sarins Humors

Across

feelings I heartily recommend Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which I have used in my family

yelled down”
proceedings in the Na-

amendments

summarizes the

are

tional House last week when the Wilson
free trade tariff bill was on its passage.

^

Mr. H. P. Farrow has received a very
interesting letter from Mauritz M. Nelson, a young man who had his home for
some time with Mr. and Mrs. Farrow in

\

in

s’

\

lowing

and is

now

making good

of the details, but
comprehensive look at it.
see

much

we

We

got

cination.
I knew my blood must be in very
poor condition. Hood’s Sarsaparilla was recommended and I took a few bottles.
The
humor entirely disappeared, and I have had no

f

extracts:

“I have been all through the canal and
seen nearly all of it.
Of course as we
had only one day we could not stop and

for years and think a very fine medicine. I had
salt rheum badly on my face, and humors that
seemed to come from or be developed by vac-

15

Uncle Sam’s navy. The letter is dated
at Chri8tobal, Canal Zone, April 18th,
ami we are permitted to make the fol-

Belmonl,

class of the High school will take
place in the
evening, but the details are not yet decided
A’ Sanborn

“

fiI,inB

now

diplomas

out

Gray,

trouble from it since. I cordially recommend
Hood’s Sarsaparilla to my friends and neighbors and to the e-eneral rmblie.” Mrs. Bertram
499 Union Street, New Bedford, Mass. Get a bottle of

a

Arbor

Day

addition
of trees and shrubs?

for this

to the setting out

work,

in

left

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Edward Hogan. Mr. Riggs was born in Es
Mass., Jan. 5, 1827, and learned the bakery
business in Gloucester, Mass of James Gott,
who came to Belfast in the early fifties. Mr
Riggs came with him and has since lived here.
Mr. Gott opened a bakery at the corner of
Main and Federal streets and lived in the tenement over the shop
From there he moved to
a little wooden store on the site
occupied by

chains stretched across the chamber forship, and the ship does not

ward of the

ernment on the commission, with Senators Gallinger of New Hampshire and

through under its own power, but is Smith of Maryland and Congressmen
We hope every one will read the ar- towed through the locks by powerful Lee of
Georgia and Hawley of Oregon
ticle on the trusts by Liston P. Evans, electric locomotives, and as it gets near
I
representing the legislative branch.
editor of the Piscataquis Observer. To the gates it is stopped and then the
Under the law creating the commisfender chains are lowered.
“They had only one of the

sion the three Secretaries named above

About 4,000 pounds of pollock and a lot of
herring were taken in the Mason weir on the
east side near the mouth of Goose river one
night last week. The pollock were sold to the
Frencboro Land & Fisheries Co.

Leroy A. Webber
buy a new stock

went to Boston

Tuesday

boots and shoes. The
store is to be remodeled but Mr. Webber will
continue business while the alterations are
made. He closed out the Swift stock last Saturday night, having a very successful sale.
to

of

towing loco- were automatically replaced on March
motives here, but I had a good look at it. 4th by their successors, Secretaries Gared liberal man, “unawed b> influence and There will be four of them to each ship, rison, Lane and Houston. The senators
The Belfast High school baseball team playunbribed by gain.” All the money of all one on each bow and one on each quarter, and congressmen remain unchanged.
the trusts could not swerve him from to go ahead and pull back, so you see a The new board has added 72,000 acres to ed Freedom Academy last Saturday on the
Congress street grounds, the visitors winning
the path of duty.
The people have been vessel will be under complete control at the total
previously approved for pur- an
eight-inning game by a score of 9 to 1. A
fooled by the mud-raking magazines and all times while in the locks. After going chase.
return game will be played in Freedom next
yellow journals, and Mr. Evans’ logical, through the Gatun locks the ship enters
Of the three tracts added New EngSaturday.
common sense article comes like a gust Gatun Lake, which is an artificial lake
land is especially interested in the New
Andrew’ E. Clark Camp, S of V has received
of cool air into a super-heated apartformed
194
miles,
by
covering
square
Hampshire one. It is in the White special orders from headquarters relative to
ment.
and
at
Gatun
dam
Mountains and its forests protect the the erection of a memorial to the late Frank
placing a large earth
At the iieadwaters of the Connecticut river. P.
“Followers After Strange Gods” is darning the Chagres river.
Merrill, the first commander-in-chief of
1 EAA
the order. The local camps are to raise
the title of the leading article in the dam will be built a hydro-electric plant rru t«nnt
for this
Saturday Evening Post of May 3d, and to generate all the power for operating ern slope of Mount Moosilaukee, one of
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Bowman returned
the writer is Hon. Joseph G. Cannon, the locks and lighting the canal at night. the most prominent and best known
last Saturday from a trip to Boston, Brookline,
former speaker of the National House During the rainy season the Chagres peaks in the region.
In part the tract is covered with virgin and New York, and Mr. Bowman left on his
of Representatives. Mr. Cannon gives river has been known to rise 28 feet in
business trip Tuesday.
Winthrop
a review of national politics from
the 24 hours, and it would not take it long to spruce forest. Another part has a valu- regular
I Lewis of New York, assistant supervisor of
A
have a lot to spare.
and
the
lake
fill
50’s
to
the
and
disable
stand
of
mixed
and
present
hard- the
day
early
spruce
General Electric Co., was their guest over
ship going through the lake will go at woods on lands which were cut over 75
cusses present conditions. He is a writer
Sunday.
Bos
until
own
power,
of vigorous English and his article is an full speed under its
years ago, while a third portion of the
The Patterson lunch car on High street was
nararea contains lands which have been
interesting one and a valuable contribu- Obisqa is reached. Then the canal
par- entered last Thursday night, a pie taken and
all
width
in
feet
down
to
about
500
rows
He was one of
tion to political history.
tially cut over in more recent years.
other food destroyed by throwing it out of the
the victims of the Democratic landslide, through the Bos Obisqa and Culebra Cut;
With the approval of this tract the rear window. Entrance was effected
by cutIt is total
but though defeated he is not dismayed, and believe me, this is some cut.
acreage for federal forests in the ting out a section of the sash of the cook room
know
exand
I
don’t
and he confidently expects the Republi- about 350 feet deep
White Mountains will amount to some window, making an opening about 12 by 16
actly how long, but it is a big hole in the 90.000 acres.
can party to regain its prestige and
Altogether the forest inches. It was evidently the work of boys.
earth. Going from Gatun to Obisqa we lands in the East, approved for purchase Mr. R. C. Patterson, the proprietor, notified
power.
passed about 10 dirt trains, each consist- under the Weeks law, comprise about the police department.
Several of our esteemed contemporaof two engines and 20 cars. They 500.000 acres, made up, in addition to the
Sheriff F. A. Cushman seized a barrel coning
ries are having a heated discussion over
use flat cars with a sheet iron flange beWhite Mountain area, of various tracts taining 120 pints of New England rum on the
the formula for switchel, and Dr. Wormtween them.
They have only one side to in the Mountains of Virginia, North pier of the Eastern Steamship corporation
wood of the Biddeford Journal properly
last Friday morning. It was consigned to a
the cars and when the train gets to the Carolina, Tennessee, and
Georgia.
resents the statement of the New York
party in Verona to be re-shipped, but the
they meet a car with ft plow (somedump
sheriff thought he had better take charge of it.
Sun that 'he real thing has “a tincture
THE GOOD SCHOONER POLLY.
thing after the fashion of a road maUnder the Webb law the sheriff has authority
He clinches the matte, by
of rum.
end
a maat
the
other
and
on
it
chine)
quoting Webster (Noah, not Daniel) as chine to pull this plow over the train, Now Owned by Mr. Alfred Johnson, and to seize liquor he believes is intended for sale
anywhere he can find it.
follows: “Switchel, a beverage of moMay Again be Seen in These Waters.
and as it goes over the cars it throws the
The alarm from box 25 at 7.45 last Thursdaylasses and water, seasoned with vinegar
[Boston Globe May 5th.]
is
the
train
When
dirt over to one side.
frintrr
In nnnplnsinn Or Wnrm.
The 108-year-old privateer schooner night was for a chimney fire in the house of
emptied it is switched to one side and Polly, with her historical record famil- Wilbur O. Colby. 7 Market street. The hose
word says: "The nan who makes a
another comes in. After a train load is iar to the w'hole New England Coast, company
quickly responded and had the hose
beverage flavored with rum and calls it
dumped a spreader like a snow plow is has become, by virtue of her recent stretched, but did not turn on the water as it
switchel would sprinkle pepper on his
Alfred
Johnson
of
14
Arpurchase by
was not needed.
run over the dump and shoves the dirt
The engine got astray and
lington street, a craft typically Boston- came
strawberries and cream and call for
down the embankment and also levels ian.
up Church street with the horses at a
Mr. Johnson has acquired the stout
tabasco before beginning operations on a
the dump, so that they have only to move little vessel because of a mixture of rev- gallop after the big crowd that had gathered
platter of broiled brock trout."
fondness for heard the words ‘-all out.”
the track over, and so keep dumping erence for antiquities,
boats and civic pride.
The annual convention of the Waldo CountyThe April term of che Supreme Judi- right along.
a
member of the SoAlthough he is
Woman's Christian Temperance Union will be
‘After going through Culebra Cut the ciety for the Preservation of New
cial Court in :his city was a notable one
Eng- held in Monroe June 12th. Mrs. Deborah Knox
Pedro Miguel lock is right ahead.
It land
Antiquities, Mr. Johnson has
in many respects. It was the first ap
who was so much liked last year,
the
he
stated
bought
Polly,
yesterday, 1 Livingston,
pearance of Judge Philbrook on the has but one chamber and lowers the ship not as the
of any society j will again be the speaker. All dues must be
representative
won
and
he
to
the
This
is
a
Miraflores lake.
golden opinions
bench,
only
whatsoever, simply as an individual —a paid before the convention—at least a week
from all who had business before the small lake between Miraflores locks and respecter of ancient things, with a de- before—so that the county treasurer can close
J
While it was a long session corn- Pedro Miguel locks.
court.
The Miraflores sire of caring for them and preserving her accounts. All secretaries should send
them.
n
blanks at once, if not already sent, to Mrs. Eent years it was a locks have two chambers and they lower
pan d with those of
"The Polly is now at Dighton, on the !
B. Smith, Thorndike.
record breaker in the number of cases the ship to the Pacific. At Miraflores Taunton
river,” said he. “I have not |
disposed of. The two trials for at- we got off the train and had dinner at gone far enough yet to have any crys- | “Keep Off the Grass!” “Cutting across
concrete
plans in regard to her J lots” on public and private property is a practempted rrurder which might have occu- the Isthmian Canal Commission hotel. talized,
future.
tice that cannot be too strongly condemned.
a
or
It
is
a
short
the
court
for
week
distance
from
the
more
each
only
city
pied
“It may be that I shall live in her a Places are thus
disfigured on which time and
were fairly tried and verdicts rendered of Panama and 1 rode over and spent
ittle myself, as I would in a house-boat, I
have been expended to make them atI went into a hat store inasmuch as I have recently sold my money
inside of two days. The result of the two hours there.
] tractive. A conspicuous example of this may
to the Bermuda pilots.
I cannot
liquor prosecutions was a disappoint- to price the hats (Panamas) and there yacht
be sure.
I have always had a fondness I be seen on the lawn between the courthouse
ment. The sheriff had done his duty, was one all finished up for which the for
and the Memorial building. A path has been
long trips in fairly small boats.
and was complimented by the county at- dealer asked $7. I did not really want
“The Polly is well builc—speedy, too. | made from the southwest corner of the county
torney, and the grand jury found 55 it, but said I will give you $3. He said Her lasting as long as she has I consider l building on Church street diagonally across
a case of the survival of the fit] the lawn to High street, and recently a man
liquor indictments, but not one of the re- he would not sell for that and I started simply
test. Fine workmanship must have been !
1
this well defined walk started to drive
and
but
he
called
me
back
is
in
not
a
and told me devoted to her
dollar was out,
1 seeing
jail
spondents
construction.
I
original
to take it, and I got a genuine Panama 1 have pretty well verified her record be- I his horse over it. M. A. Colson, the janitor
received in fines.
at the courthouse, has raked off the lawn, sowfor what you would have to pay in the cause of my fondness of history.
The Tides to be Harnessed.
"I mean to renovate and repair her ed grass seed on the bare spots, including this
States for a good straw hat.
as much
as necessary.
Very likely I disfiguring pathway, and put up a fence from
“After that I got in a carriage and shall
Kui Minrr
tho ntKor ohnnt mirlmav Ko.
In a paper read before the Institution
put a yard on the foremast—the
recentin
London
went
and
saw
around the city
all there old topsail schooner fashion
of Electrical Engineers
making tween the streets, that effectually stops passthat
the
contended
her
was to be seen.
appear, in so far as possible, as she ing that
It looks to be a clean
ly, E. A. Buttiscombe
way. The lawn would of course look
was in her privateer days.
She has a
use of the tides for power of all sorts is
since the United States got hold of n.L.’4«
much better without the fence, and it ought
Mr. Battiscombe place
about to be realized.
not to be necessary, but evidently is.
It is situated within the canal zone hull above the waterline and a
is of the opinion that tne tidal proposal it.
greenis not so revolutionary as some seem to but is under Panamaian civil govern- painted bottom. There is a flying jibMunicipal Court. Frank Choate of Montthink, and that few realize the use to ment, and is the capital of the RenubUc boom at a rakish angle, and the masts ville was before Judge Knowlton of the Muhave a considerable rake aft. There is a
which 'idal power is put every day of of
Panama.
wooden windlass and a raised quarter nicipal Court last Saturday afternoon charged
the year in propelling ships and in the
“At Panama we got on the train and deck wdth a distinct
case of tidal basins in raising vessels of
break. Take it al- with intoxication and disturbing the peace.
The main difficulty came directly back to Colon. I got about together, her appearance gives one the He acknowledged sending to Boston for a galenormous tonnage.
in making use of the tides is in the ques- 100 post cards,which I will send you from impression of a whaler at first glance. lon of whiskey and a gallon of alcohol. He
tion of embankment walls, whether they
New Orleans when we get there, which Certain marks and scratches on her ex- drank the whiskey, but some one stole the
terior indicate the former position of alcohol.
can be built with sufficient economy to
Judge Knowlton found probable cause
make such installations a practical suc- will be about the 26th or 27th of this her guns.
and he was sentenced to pay a fine and costs
month.”
“The fact that her last previou
cess.
He was unable to pay and was comof $20.22.
owner, Capt. Weldon, was a man more
n
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The Granite industry.

The prospects of a good season in the
granite industry here are brightening.
It IB

rtpui

ifU

mat.

me

mviou

Maine Sawmills Running.
tidewater sawmills at and neae
have begun operations for thr
season, and long lumber has commenced
to move, the first cargoes to Boston and
New York having gone forward last
weeK.
The market is in a fairly satisfactory condition, and there is a feeling
of confidence that the season will be
All

Bangor

Granite Co. will open the first of May,
having secured a large contract which
will give labor for two years. C. B.
Small is doing a rushing business at his
vessel of grout
quarry, shipping a large
for the breakwater off Bar Harbor alprosperous for the spruce manufacturmost every day. J. C. Rogers Granite ers.
Freights have opened on basis of
John
a
has
Co. apparently
job coming.
$2.25 per M. to Boston, $2.50 to Long
a
with
his
is
quarry
L. Goss
operating
Island Sound and $2.75 to New York.
small force. Green Island Co. have
Tonnage is not over plentiful.
been quite busy through the winter and
have prospects ahead.—Deer Isle MesThere is more Catarrh in this section of the
cooitry than all other diseases put together,
senger.
and1 until the last few years was supposed to
be incurable. For a great many years doctors
Rockland to Celebrate July 4th.
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed
A Fourth local remedies, and by constantly failing to
Rockland, Me., May 1st.
cure with local treatment, pronounced it incelebration, if some of Uncle
of

July

Sam’s warshipB can be obtained, was
decided upon at the annual meeting of
the Board of Trade tonight. The presence of the Argentine Republic s new
battleship Rivadavia is also expected to
be one of the features, as the superdreadnought is due here at that time for
Officers were elected toan official trial.
night as follows: Merritt A. Johnson,
president; Harry M. Flint, vice president; Edward A. Knowlton, secretary
and treasurer.
■

than 70 years old

and
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L

could not con-

veniently keep up the necessary work
of repair, had a good deal to do with
my buying her. As soon as it is possi-

ble I shall take her round from the
Taunton River to Newport, where I have
always kept my boats. Thereafter I
may keep her at Pleasure Bay, City
Point, so that those who like may visit
her.
Or, possibly, if it could be arranged, I might moor her in tre Charles
River Basin for the same purpose.

to

sex,

the.block recently occupied by
Mr. Gott

ton.

was

A.

{
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Have Your Corsets Fiti

L. Knowl-

in

company a short time
with George Sargent. Mr. Riggs succeeded
them and was associated in the early sixties
with the late Horatio P. Thompson, and later
with George G. Pierce. They were burned out
in the big fire of 1865. and Mr. Riggs built a
two-story dwelling house and a one-story bakery building on Cross street and conducted the
business alone. About 26 years ago he moved
to No. 61 Main street and took his son, F'rank

In connection with our
ment we have a room for
of fitting corsets. A perfeset not only gives cornier
out-wear two pairs of ill-fin

Mr. Frank A.

ing the bakery
has

made

no

will take a
definite plans for future busi-

ness.

Mr. Hogan, the

young

man

prise and
*n his

of

proprietor, is a
good reputation and his enter-

will
business.

no

energy

new

new

doubt win him

Party

by

M
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Oth.

The

graduation

exercises of the Senior

Smart

Set

for the

medium,

!p $4 00.

R. & G. for slight and medium,
$2.00.
Armorside Reducer, $1.50.
Sohlin Figure Builder, $1.00
and $1.50.
W
Brassieres, 3 models, 50c.

M $1.00, $1.50 and

j||
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answers

H

CARLlf & J

Spring
Buy

with all that this distinction means for
the future. The Progressives have 199
members in the legislatures in which
they are represented, while in the same
number lhtiS
bodies the Republicans
In Roosevelt’s own State of
members.
New York the Progressives have only
five representatives in the Legislature

as

already shown,

An

Embargo

on

Intoxicating

Liquors.

The Maine Central railroad has forbidden all its agents to accept for trans-

portation shipments of intoxicating
liquors which they have reason to believe are intended for illegal sale, and in
order to make the embargo on such
goods the railroad has given further orders to its agents forbidding them to
deliver at destination any shipments of
this nature, known or suspected 10 be
for illegal sale. These orders are now
in force and apply all over the system.

(
i!
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Stop Pav
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REGULAR SPOT CHASERS
ai'e we, renewing the life and
as against oj
in
iaius,
txtrpuuiu-aus.
of every garment, Plumes,
Ohio, there are only five Progressives beauty
gloves, ribbons, etc. Bring your
against 39 Republicans.
Only three State governors class themor faded garments to us
selves as Progressives, ami two of these spotted

Progressive party,

>

TAI K

considering.
Mr. Boyle shows that, aside from the
personality of Mr. Roosevelt in a single
contest, the Republicans are the second
party, and the Progressives the third,

elected long before the Progressive
party as such was thought of. These
are Johnson of California and Carey of
Wyoming. The only governor elected as
a Progressive is Byrne of South Dakota,
and in that State no Republican ran
against him. Byrne is the only State
officer in the entire country elected last
November by the Progressives, with the
exception ot Judge Wanamaker of the
Ohio supreme court, who was nominated
on
petition as an “Independent,” although it is fair to say that he received
Progressive endorsement and calls himIt thus appears that
self by that name.
outside of the presidential ballot, in
which Mr. Roosevelt’s personality stood
on one side in marked contrast with Mr.
the new
Taft’s undoubted weakness,
party has made but tritlingly small inroads on the older organization.
Since the November election this has
Roosevelt
been even more evident.
had carried Chicago over Taft by two to
In the recent spring election there
one.
the Republicans distanced the Progressives by a 3 to 1 ratio, even though the
latter maintained a very strenuous campaign. The St. Louis elections have
same
also showed the
Col.
thing.
Roosevelt himself called on the 25,000
men in that city who had voted for him
in November, to rally in support of the
Progressive candidate for mayor. But
only 4200 of them responded, and the
Republicans, in spite of this diversion,
swept the city.
But perhaps more significant still has
That is
been the overturn in Michigan.
in
the State which gave Roosevelt,
Novemt er, the largest plurality of any in
the country, one of 62,000. This spring
his followers made a lively and confident
campaign, llooding the State with orators including Col. Roosevelt himself and
ex-Senator Beveridge of Indiana. But
what happened?
Michigan swung back
into the Republican column with its oldtime ardor, the entire Republican ticket
being elected, the Democrats coming
second, and the Progressives third.
Mr. Boyle recalls interestingly the
historic controversy as to the origin of
the Republican party.
Not fewer than
seven States have, since claimed the
From this he infers
honor of its birth.
that there was something of that period
minds
of men in places
moving in the
widely separated that gave validity to
Mr. Blaine’s saying: “Great parties
never come by a whereas and a rule, and
are not the product of political labor
They come from an instinct.” Immediately after its organization the Republican nartv went t.o
winning victories in
congressional and State elections. The

\'i

Real Esta

in the affirm-

ative the question quoted in the above
If it. were merely his opinion or
title.
impression it would have relatively small
Value. But as a painstaking student of
affairs, his statistical studies of the uuestion develop points which are well worth

were

h
!

yours,

pamphlet which has just
the Republican State com-

mittee of Ohio. It

PAIiLiV B

BRA o

Mrs. Carle will have personal
supervision of the fitting,
LET US FIT YOU.

Very truly

James Boyle,
secretary to
Governor McKinley, and at one time
State librarian for Ohio, has come to the
a

figure, $2.00, $3.00, $3.50,
$4.00, $4.50 and $5.00.

stout

success

former

been issued
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Will the Republican
“Come Back?"

front with

teen

jjffl

;
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've carry in stock a line of fifdifferent models and are
prepared to fit the very stout or
slim figure.
Nemo Corsets for the slight or

jj||
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and we’ll work wonder
at small prices.

them

on

FOR $1300
farm. 4 miles ft
smooth fields. 2 s

pasture.

This

*-

in Waldo County
HERE W E ARE
sell you 2

huust

right in the city

!

nice little home and

DYEING, CLEANING
AND PRESSING

DON’T HESITATl
homes and farms

our

that does the work and cuts your
wardrobe expenses exactly in half

GOLDBERG
Clothing Outfitters for Men
And Merchant Tailors,
60 High Street,

If you cannot

BUY FOR

conu

INVI S'!

you what we have
you from 8 to I A
ment.
CLOSING C HAT
home

Belfast, Me.

is

farm

or

we

business

our

t*

and at the sanu

i:

the

s,

ing

men

are

aire.
TALK

FINAL

farm to sell let t!

Keep it Clean and free from Disease
by Using PARISIAN SAGE.
children to grow up with
strong sturdy and vigorous hair, teach them to
ise PARISIAN Sage; the world renowned Hair
Tonic.
If you want your

PARISIAN Sage is guaranteed by A. A.
Howes & Co. to cure dandruff and stop falling
hair in two weeks. It grows new hair quickly
n cases where the hair is “thinning out.”
It is positive'y the most delightful, invigoriting hair dressing on the market. It is not
sticky or greasy and will make the coarsest
nair soft, lustrous and luxuriant. Get a 50.*ent bottle and watch how rapid its action,
diroux Mfg. Co., American Makers, Buffalo,
N Y.

having calls for r
have not secured
and if you

vn

ill

price and terms.
INSURANCE. W
ance

no

*<

matter

good, strong, rel
us^ a call.

E. E.

Wyman L

HOWES BLOCK
tfl:

The Waquoit,
South Shore,

Northport,

for

Will open for business next Sunday and continue for the summer season, with the best
the market affords in regular and novelty
diore dinners. Parties will please order their
dinners ahead in order to
ment.

save

Lunches for auto parties

tf 19

disappointa

specialty,

MRS. LILLIAN C. ROSS.

FOR SALE
OVERLAND 1910 TOURING CAR

in

good

condition with new top.
Price reasonabla
ORRlN J. DICKEY,

Belfast. Maine.
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“I am greatly interested in pageants.
Portland is to have one July 4, and they
have written asking me if I would put
the Polly on exhibition there. I shall try
to do so.
“There has been talk of my taking her
through the Panama Canal out to the
exposition in San Francisco in 1915. I
have not gone far enough to think about
that yet.
“I feel that in a way the Polly is the
seed from which the American Navy
Her history and associations
sprang.
are peculiarly attached to New England.
is
owned in Boston. That will
she
Now
amined, and 91 were reported defective as to
be her hailing port henceforth and I
their vision and 39 a? to their hearing. The
shall do my utmost to preserve her
annual payments to teachers have been $9,260.long.”
66; average weekly wage for women in the
The day of harsh physics is gone. People common grades $10.46 and for men $16.11.
want mild, easy laxatives. Doan’s Regulets
will take place Friday, June
have satisfied thousands. 26c at all drug Tha graduations

curable. Science has proven CBtarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore requires
constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Ohio, is the only Constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in doses from
10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on
the bleod and mucous surfaces of the system.
They offer one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure.
Sena for circulars and testimonials.
Adaress: F. J. CHENEY A CO-. Toledo. O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
stores.

earned rest.

enjoy
Riggs after leavlong vacation and

has done nothing of consequence anywhere except in the Roosevelt vote.
mitted.
Monday morning Judge Knowlton
From this study it appears that all the
Charl°s L. Elwell sold Republicans need is to be up and doing,
heard a civil case.
their lines, cementing
Arthur Blackwell of Northport an ice cream strengthening
outfit for $35, and Blackwell claims that he their forces, and preparing to exhibit
was cheated.
Judge Knowlton heard the evi- i their old strength. Would that some
them would issue
dence in the case and reserved his decision great leader among
this note of command, “Say unto the
until the regular meeting of the Court, Monforward.’’
Boston
that
they go
people
day, May 19th.
Herald.
The Public Schools. Superintendent Wm.
B. Woodbury has completed the school census
of Belfast with the following totals: Boys between 5 and 21 years, 578; girls of the Bame
ages 617; total 1196; a loss of 72 from the total
of 1267 in 1912. The following statistics from
Mr. Woodbury’s report to the State Department
are of interest: There are 634 pupils in the
common grades, 462 in the city proper and 182
in out-lying districts. Eighty-one have been
transported by school teams. The average
daily attendance has been 561.63. Eighty-one
pupils failed in the year’s work—46 boys and
36 girls—and were obliged to do the work over;
738 pupils have had their eyes and ears ex-

,
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CARLE &

Sale of Riggs Bakery. One of Belfast’s
oldest business men went out of business May
1st, when Asa F. Riggs & Son sold their bakery

QCO

go

those who do not know Mr. Evar.s we
will say, in the vernacular, that he is “a
gentleman and a scholar” —a broad-mind-

8IB8lira*Ma3B3a«lte35,«-.

the

only carrying out Christobal, which is the Atlantic termithe policy proclaimed in their platform nal, at 8 o’clock Wednesday morning. A
And begin to take it today. It will do you good.
and on the stump during the campaign, special tram came down the dock abreast
But I the ship and as soon as we got aboard it
and credit i3 due them for that.
NATIONAL FOREST RESERVATIONS.
The News of Belfast.
many will have occasion to regret the pulled out. The first stop was at Gatun
votes they cast last November, and this locks, where we stopped for one hour. I
Washington, May 6. By approving
At the regular meeting last Friday evening
A. Riggs, into partnership.
The younge: man
is particularly true of Maine people, who went all through the locks (I am sending the
purchase of three new tracts, one In of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., an amusing has borne the burden of the business
in recent
the
will be hard hit by the new tariff.
i you a photo of them) and saw how
New Hampshire, one in Tennessee, and farce,“The Backward Family," was presented.
years and has had only three weeks' vacation
water is turned on and let out and how one in North Carolina, the national forCapt. Shubael C. Rich has exchanged his for a quarter of a century, beginning his day
Many places in Maine have had a tUo
Anorotpll
It
est reservation commission has shown
ketch Actaeon for the schooner Monamoy of at 4 a. m. and
keeping the bakery open until 8
Last
“cleaning-up day” this year.
teresting. You can see the movable that the work of adding to the govern- Mt. Desert Ferry. The Monamoy is 24 tons p. m. Both Mr. Riggs will remain with Mr
Saturday was cleaning up day in Urono, dams in the
for
are
in
net
at
only
and
1829.
built
was
Somerset, Mass.,
ment’s holdings for the protection of
picture. They
Hogan until he is settled with a new baker.
when the rubbish accumulated in backcase a vessel
an emergency, in
use in
Fred D. Jones and several men returned When the writer called for this item Mr. Asa
navigable waters is to go steadily foryards and.elsewhere was collected to be
from Bangor Sunday with five Ford cars to fill Riggs was making pastry for pie crust anj
hits and rams one of the gates, when ward. The first purchase was made in
hauled away in the afternoon.
It is
orders. Carle & Jones have sold 15 cars since seemed as interested and concerned as if it
are swung across and the wickets
when
of
War
they
1911,
Stimson,
Secretary
hoped that on seeing t! eir premises made !
was his first instead of the last of manv.
Jan. 1st, and have delivered Ford runabouts
He
lowered to stop the water while repairs Secretary of the Interior Fisher, and
so clean and attractive that the residents
to Dr. Elmer Small, and Allen Knowlton, both
makes his home with his daughter, Mrs. J. K.
small
chances
are
there
But
are made.
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson repre- of this city.
of Orono will keep up the good work
Dennett, Union street, and after a long and
of ramming as there are two large fender sented the executive branch of the govhonorable business career will
through the Season.
Whv not take
a wellBut the Democrats were

rrotnj

’

And tired

EVERY 1 HI RSDAY BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

The Panama

ioc=d1 |c

vegetable

at the

following

250 lha
500
1000
Special prices on

!:«r

Delivered in the cam.
a short distance of
This has been kepcovered building ami i:
prevent loss.
Superior to stable <i
weed seeds and muc
cial fertilizers.
Orders by telephone
■
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Some of the Items

D

o

WE SELL
Paper, Window Shades, Alaba^tne
Jap-a-Lac, Room Mouldings, Sash
^
Burlap, Creton, Scrim, Johnson’s

Wall

1

Dyes, Mixed Paints, Liquid Veneer,
Paste, Magic Size, Paint Brushes

CARLE & JONES.

News of Belfast
[

^
*28O
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P-

U, will meet tomorrow, Friday,
with Miss Frothingham, High

We are indebted to the Kennebec Journal
for the portraits and sketches of the three
Palermo men—brothers—who served gallantly
in the Civil War.

of the

1

i'

And just

hooked!

ever

as

I

He had

him”—etc., etc.

11cier

from Swan Lake.

Arthur Morrision and Miss
both of Belfast, whose en-

t,f
•i,

w’eeks

ago,

n Saturday, May 10th.
Troy’s successful poultry

man,

announced
v

some

large incubator and at this
ousand eggs in his incubators,
1500 eges up to this time,
a

been driving a
rnald,
car the past year, has sold the
;idlin, and after it is overhauled,
who has

1

it

use

as a

Mr.

delivery

car on

his

E., will
the church vestry Friday, May
be an entertainment with
w ll
served free, and home-made
iv

■.’S'1

“ALL

Dwight Kimball of Pittsfield, who has been
in the Whiting creamery in this
employed
Temperance Legion will meet
went to Liberty Tuesday to take charge
city,
at *2 p. m. at the Methodist

*tr'"

l!

\\ s. C.

1

r

ten-

a

sale.

n

u

have

iwin Jenkins has bought the F.
Lincolnville avenue and
m on
ssion next week, moving
mbs house on Church street,
iy lived the past winter.
from

oot-inar

ChailtaUOUa

Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, No. 4

ith

■A

SlpaoiHp

rtf

Monday afternoon. May 12th.
1.. S. C. book, “Home Life in
twenty.

from sixteen to

ters

and Byways.”

ways

ii

urrent last Saturday that Wm.
drowned wThile fishing in

j been
.in

the Islesboro shore.

City

telephoned

Bab-

ton

ble

report

to H. A.

unfounded

was

and

working for him.
following

The

Letters.

let-

mclaimed in the Belfast post
Ladies—
ek ending May 6th:
iy, Mrs. Herbert Stevens, Miss
Gentlemen—Mr. Dill worth,
\ r. and Mrs. F. I. Hill, Samuel
Small, Mr. Weston.

G.

leased the rooms
Esq.,
•id by the Western Union Tele<*cond floor of Howes block,
i High streets, and connecthandsomely appointed office
has

The E.

-.•mm.

E.

«nt office and
station room.

at

Wyman
the

Land

rear

Mr.

lworth, Waterville, laborer,

bankruptcy

with

liabilities

of

of $200. He has listed
i.-nham. Unity and Belfast.
and Perley E. Fish, both of
irtners in the firm of Casco
ng Co. have gone into bankilabilities of $355.90; no assets
ts

Stevens
Listed

L'jo.

;:ngs of
wife the
v

have

liabilities

of

creditors in Sears-

Emery uanforth.who
night of March 20th

th the declared intention of

and opinion is still divided
way with himself by
hiding. The fact that his

made
n

found does not disprove the
himseif.as it may have
some way on the bottom, as a
■wned

described, or
by the tides.

been

carried

annual meeting of
their room Monwit h a good attendance. The
-dicers were full of interest and
The

TS.

was

ihe
a

held at

report showing
small balance in the treastreat

now

urer’s

has 18 associate

and 52

Al,ce G. Welch of Ban1 to membership. The nomitee. Mrs. Amos Clement, Mrs.
Mrs. E. P. Carle, reported
cers and committees and their
Miss

A. K. Gardner, State Horticulturist, will
a demonstration in trimming, spraying
and grafting in M. 1. Stevens’ orchard, West
North port, today, Thursday, at 1 o’clock p. m.

buy

floleproof

The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist church will
Wednesday, May 14th with Miss Ethel
Frost, Church street. They are planning a
dollar meeting for the last of June. Each lady
will earn a dollar in some unusual way and tell
about it at this meeting.

lor the

Six pairs of cotton

$3.00 per box; for women and children $2.00 to $3.00 a box. Three
pairs of Silk “Holeproof” guaranteed
three months, for men and women,
cost $2.00 a box for men and $3.00

The Seaside Spiritual Society will hold one
Knowlton’s hall Sunday, May 11th.
President Frank It. Strout will give messages
and Annie B. Carter will lecture and give message from flowers and ballots, pictures or sealed questions at 7.30 p. m. It will be a “Mother’s
service at

The society will give a public
R. hall Thursday evening. May
Ice cream and cake will be served.

day” service.
ball in G.
15th.

A.

Marshall
Thomas
H.
Circle
observed
Mothers’ Day last Tuesday afternoon at their
regular meeting, with members of the Post as
guests. The exercises included readings and

by Circle and Post.members and a
“Mother Dear,” by Mrs. Della Frisbee
and Mrs. F. L. McDonald. After the program
a five-cent lunch was served.
first of

SJe

a

series

Dr. A. G.

A Small Pox Case.

Young,

gusta, of the State Board of Health, came to
the chairman of
Belfast Monday to notify
the City Board of Health, Dr. E. A. Wilson,
that a case of small pox had been discovered
in Waterville and its origin traced back to

fast to

had

the

case

quarantined.

Help

the

Band.

Aborn

is

our

can

be

tive

a

few

Belfast appreciate

in

can

our

your earliest

Sale
|

were

Friday, May 16th, was apDay in a proclamation issued

Arbor Day.

inches tall without sho?s. Men
normal weight is less than 125 pounds
should not make application as no male eligible
will be appointed either as clerk or carrier
Full particulars in
who is under this weight.
regard to this examination, with specimen
least 5ft. 4

whose

Questions, are furnished with each application
blank and can be obtained from Frederick W.
Brown, Local Secretary, at the Belfast, Me.,
Post office, or Edward E. Stebbins, Secretary
First Civil Service District, Boston, Mass.
Applications must be filed with the latter not
later than May 19, 1913.

able to get Halibut, at just this time, so that
-.an quote a very low price.
This is fresh eastern
;i.iiibut and will give excellent satisfaction.
|

in

Halifax.

Bays:
Mr. Shea, who today is one of the most sterling actors on the American stage, gives an
illustration of his talent in this play. Mr.
Shea held his audience enthralled last

evening

with his masterly impersonation. The sudden
of character and moods of
the
same man were vividly thrown in
juxtaposition. The transition was done so quickly as to
the illusion most effective. And all
mane
through this trying duality Mr. Shea maintained the interest in the character so completely as to eliminate himself. It was acting
rare and fine.
Especially was he effective in
the final scene, when Mr. Hyde is gaining more
and more on Dr Jeky 11. H e returns too often
and will not be denied; Dr. Jekyll is
becoming
too weak to resist the villainous Mr. Hyde,
and finally suicide is the only means of
escape.
In this scene Mr. Shea rose to great dramatic

contrasting

BLUEFISH,
SHAD,
BUTTERFISH,
FLOUNDERS,
HADDOCK,'
8T. JOHN ALEWIVE8,
CLAMS and OY8TER8.

Fish Market
CO., Props.

receiving the home paper is the too
aeatn

quaintance.s,

nouces

01

and I also

vm

J. W. Vaughan suffered an ill turn recently at the Wells Uepot Sanitarium and his family was summon* d to his bedside. His condi-

tion

for

was

heights.
The supporting cast was
capable in every
way. Jack Amory did especially gook work as
Abraham Poole, the servant of Dr.
Jekyll.
The Dr. Lanyon was
commendably taken by
James J. Casatdy
Others included: C. A.

Beach as Gabriel Utterson, Mias Pearl Ford
as Susan, George Brown as
Inspector Newcomb. Miss Charlotte Burkett as Margaret
Carew,and Mias Jane Brown as the'house-

keeper.

utmost.

E

prepared to supply your spring season’s
requirements and guide you to a better un-

are

derstanding of

1

The Home of Good Values

Julia, have returned home and the latter
llayford district.
_Fred Holmes of North Belfast has sold the
Miss

Whose clothes respond to the demands of the men
who aim to compare with the smartest dressed—but
whose purse limits from $7.50 to $20.00.

has resumed her school in the

home several

at his

Mr.

RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH

1

12 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.
■

■

days last week

Half, who is past 80, drives his own spiritand forth and is very active for

ed horse back
his years

room

carry

department

C-arie & Jones

have

a

for the purpose of fitting corsets. They
a line of fifteen different models and are
the very stout or very slim
will have personal super

prepared to
figure. Mrs.

fit

vision of the

fitting... With

Carle

! low shoes

sold

|

and

tomorrow

at

every

pair

of

Store

The Dinsmore

Saturday the buyer

will be pre-

I

I

Don’t miss this

1

mer

shoes

out the

a

opportunity. Buy your sum
now.... Leroy A. Webber has closed

Swift slock of boots and shoes and

will open in a few days with a complete n w
stock_Daniel C. Nichols, Harriet E. NickerA. Bailey of Searsport publish a
son and M
card of thanks... Charles R. Coombs,administrator of the estate of Henry O. Dodge,
offers for sale ten shares of the Waldo County
Herald Pub. Co. and a small gas range-Dr.
E. S. Webber gives public notice that his office
during the
months of May and June.... Many will be glad
Waquoit, South Shore,
to know that The
North port, is to open next Sunday for the sumIt is noted for its shore dinners
mer season.
hours will be from 8

j

and

makes

a. m.

to 1 p.

m.

specialty of lunches
Special sale of halibut at
a

tor auto

the City
! parties.
Fish Market today, tomorrow and Saturday,
only, at 14 cents: also live and boiled lobsters,
clams and oysters, eLC.
...

1

Successful Opening. Last Saturday was
opening da> of tne Home Furnishing Co,
successors to Spencer, Eaton & to.
No goods
A

were

sold hut callers

inspect
displayed.
to

were

I SOLD 1

given opportunity

stock, which

the

was

attractively

The upper window on Main street
to attract attention. It was arranged

first
bed room, fully furnished even to the
toilet articles. The lower window contained a

as

OUT!

a

Crawford range, a gas stove, a Hoosier Kitchen
cabinet and other articles pertaining to that

department. Maurice D. Towle, manager and
Regal Etheel Willey, his assistant, received the visittoday, ors, Mrs. W illey showed them about, and Mrs.

pair of the celebrated Holeproof
silk stockings without charge. They have 14
different styles for women and 10 for men.
sented with

—

the

was

their suit

■

—

■ ■■

death

fall,
making repairs and getting the place ready
for the summer, when he intends to occupy it.
was

you have little
names that appear

several times but it doesn’t compare with PeBay. But they do have that beautiful intense Italian suns ine and I think you
have to confess that occasionally you ha/
east winds and fogs on the coast of Miine.
My daughter Ruth, who is attending school at
La Jolla, and my nephew, John S. Pendleton,
Jr., at Yale, Sheffield, will be here with mi
this summer.”... .Geo. W. Eaton writes from
Chelsea, Mass., that he is an old Belfast boy
and is glad to get The Journal which gives him

store

gaining strength and is very
Mrs. Vaughan and his daughter,

North Belfast since the

AYE

grown to be the largest of its kind in Belfast, and
its facilities for quick service are often faxed to the

now

comfortable.

imagine

bay” during the season I don’t think people
living there fully appreciate what a beautiful
bay it is. I have been to the Bay of Naples

MANY MEN

LEARNED “WHERE” IN
SO THE LAST TWO YEARS
that (his
has

considered serious, but he

time

a

rallied and is

mcimo

idea of the number of new
in local news columns I think of it every time I
read the paper. It is now twenty-five years
since I left Belfast, and naturally these changes
I was pleased this mornare to be expected.
ing to receive a call from Mr. Edward Sibley,
who came in with Mrs. Walter Kelly. While

CLOTHES IS BETTER THAN
how. To learn “How” takes a life
time—and then you can’t always be sure. To learn
“When” is a much simpler matter and answers the
purpose even better.

The Newell home has

NSW Stock

Frame Towle, a member of the corporation,
distributed the souvenirs. Keyes Orchestra,
stationed in the car p t room up on the second
floor, furnished excellent music during the
afternoon and evening
Everyone was surthe store, the large stock
prised
carried, and all wished success to this new
at the size of

business

enterprise.

The D. A. R.

The annual

Chapter,

Cochran

Arts & Crafts

D.

room

A.

R

meeting
was

held

of John
in

the

COMmG.
j

|

/ have closed out the Swift
stock of footwear and in a
tew (lays will have a com-

|
I

Monday evening May 5th,

plete

and the following officers were elected: Re- j
gent, Mrs. Frank H. Mayo; vice regent, Miss
Amy E. Stoddard; recording secretary, Miss i
Alice E. Simmons; corresponding secretary, !
Mrs. Amos Clement; treasurer, Miss Isabel
Ginn; registrar, Miss Lucy A. Cochran; his- j
torian, Mrs. Frank R. Woodcock; chaplain, !
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher; auditor, Mrs. Henry Hills; \

j

-&OF&-

BOOTS,

councilors, Mrs. B. O. Norton and Miss Emeroy
Ginn. The annual reports of the officers were !
submitted. It was voted to offer a prize for
the best essay on some historical subject by j
members of the Junior class of the Belfast
High school. The Misses Ginn were hostesses
and ice cream and cake were served. After j

SHOES,
RUBBERS,

j

regular meeting June 2nd, the chapadjourn its sessions until October.

etc., and will continue the
business at the old stand.

the next
will

STOCK

N|W

|

ter

|

nobscot

f
4
4
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i
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After
or

I

any

Sickness

doctors prescribe SCOTT9S
EMULSION—it contains the
Avei
%5j«g*a vital elements nature
to repair waste, create pure
blood and build physical strength.
No Alcohol
Scott &

Rowiie,

or

Opiate

Bloomfield. N- J.

^m

12^23

AM

mm

RDCARS*
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8INCE JANUARY 1, 1913.
sold in the
all
the other
than
this territory
bined.

U/|«ni
ww nftl

same

^B>

|I«

12 Ford Cars
more cars

time in

makes,

com- &

do you suppose
is the reason?

3f

^
^1
CM

^

4

Yours truly,

CARLE & JONES.

Strike when the iron is hot and paint when
tiie property needs it.

They paint ships

a dozen times a year; yes,
of them, every voyage. What for, do
think?
To
look
nice and get business.
you
A livery keeps its carriages painted and
varnished and washed, to look nice and get

some

Operation

WE HAVE 80LD

This is

Leroy A, Webber

Now Paint

__

LIVE and BOILED

MACKEREL,

about
many

BUY

TOknowing

Rev.

The
A Belfast friend
received a postcard last week from Mrs.Thomas the news from home once a week. He is a
E. Shea, dated Halifax, N. S„ April 29th. She shut-in, confined to the house and to his bed,
.writes: “We arrived here Sunday and Halifax ! but can read and write and 2an thus occupy nis
mind a good deal of the time.
is treating us most kindly. Weather delight* |
ful” The Sheas played in Halifax last week
and of the presentation of the drama “Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” the Herald of that city

were

LOBSTERS,

!

pointed as Arbor
on my six weeks trip to California during the
May 1st by Gov. Haines. He recommends that
season I saw all the Belfast friends
hoi.day
it be observed by the people of the State, eswho are living at Redlands.
My sister, Mrs.
pecial!y_by all teachers and students, charitMiss Avis Morison, and daughniece,
Adams,
able institutions and by the family in the
ter Ruth, with a party of Minneapolis friends
home, “as a day for the planting of trees,
in three automobiles, made a trip to Santa
shrubs and vines, the setting out of flowers, for
Riverside and through the
the adornment and beauty of the State thus Barbara, Redlands,
San Bernardino Valley generally, making the
attractive
to
all
more
our
it
making
people.”
return trip during the beginning of that terriThe Governor says further: “As nature asble freeze that ruined so many pe pie. The
sumes new life and beauty, so let our people
de/astation was something terrible. It would
assume new life and hope with an enthusiasm
have to be seen to be appreciated. Not oniy
which comes with the proper observance of
the fruit was destroyed, but all the nursery
this day by such appropriate exercises as seem
stock and young trees, and I imagine many of
return
the
of
with
Make
it
a
spring.
fitting
the older ones must have been affected to
day particularly to be remembered by the boys
All the flowers and
a large extent.
quite
and the girls.”
garden truck also were killed. This same
A special
Civil Service Examination.
I made
condition prevailed in San Diego.
j clerk-carrier examination for the Belfast, Me., two trips down there. We are having beautiPost Office will take place on May 24, 1913, at ful
spring weather here now. The season as a
Belfast, Me. Applicants must have reached whole is a little late. Am keeping myself
their 18th birthday, but not their 45th birthquite busy outside of the time I spend at the
day. on the date of the examination. They office, horse back riding, a little attempt at
must be citizens of the United States, and
golf and motoring. I wish I was not so far
those of the male sex are required to be at
away so I might include some cruises“down the

Friday and Saturday

E. F. BRAMHALL &

the

the

house

be given remuneracity. They will be

convenience.

trip....

Castine will

J

KNOWING
WHERE

He

large farm in Swanville formerly owned by his
father, the late Alonzo Holmes, to Roscoe ClifGardner Hatch and daughter,
ford of Unity
Miss Harriet Hatch, attended the meeting of
continued the other Islesboro landings.
the Waldo County Veteran association in WalFrom Subscribers. The following persona
do last week.. ..Ambrose Hall, who has boardnote from Mr. Wm. K. Morison of Minned with Mr. and Mrs. Corydon Emmons at
apolis, Minn,, will be read with interest by his
of his wife last

Forty years ago J. G.

tops of some apple trees near the
visible. May 1st came on Thursday that year, as it did this year, and it was
not until the following Monday that he was
able to get his trunk from the station. The
snow was light and did not remain on the
ground long and when Mr. Aborn left home on
the 26th of May all the planting was done.

only

words

obtained if they

on

to show.

him

three, L. W.
Pearson has two, and Russell Beckwith and
John Small one each. There are also a large
number of boxes in trees in which the bluebirds have begun housekeeping.
Basil H.
Newell has made most of the martin houses
and has filled orders for others down town.

“I am
many friends in this city and vicinity:
roads were impassable by teams, and he always glad to get The Journal, and pleased to
had to wade through the snow 4 1-2 miles to note the many evidences of business and inI
The worst trouble
his home. So deep was the snow in places that ! dustrial improvements.

citizens.

employment

Brooks

the trial

used,
Pol! sat

week, was a model of propriety and
language. She was really a credit
care and training.

friends.

and Brooksvilie, arriving and departing from
the wharf of the Frenchboro Land & Fisheries
Her contract with
Co., foot of Main street.
the Pendleton’s having expired she has dis-

night train May 1st
and for them to meet him at the station.
When he arrived there was no one to meet
him, as the snow was so deep that the

that will be of interest
Our band has reached a point
where they must have two or three more members for the summer season, and these men
have

we

the steamer Stockton and

May.

on

the steamer

bird

let

Copyright. 1911.
iEirburla. &t?nt Sc Go.

i

the

City point
Aiesidentof City point recently renuuked that she believed that staid little
place had gone “bug-house;” but is now willing to modify the term to “bird house crazy.”
Seven beautiful little houses are occupied by
purple martins, one of our dearest feathered

continue

to Thomaston

in

hour

an

that

possible for a
me approach

was

to Theo’s

e

17 miles

of

reported

cor- !

evincing every expression of pleasure

died last

running on the Penobscot river from
Bangor, but instead of going to Castine and
Brooksvilie will run to Ryder’s Cove, Hewes’
Point and Dark Harbor ...The sieamer Anna
Belle, Capt. Ben. Arey, is making daily trips
between Belfast, Warrens Landing, Castine

from Bel-

had been working in New Hampshire
family in Knox that he would

arrive at

the Belfast Band? We think that question
would be answered spontaneously and practically unanimously. We do. That being true,
to

It is

and wrote his

cases

Does

speed

Our Brooks

there

used nice

A

hour.

I

and seemed to
hugely enjoy the trick he had played. Geo.
E. Brackett of Belfast will, I think, remember
the above incident as he was with me at the
lime. It is almost wonderful what a parrot
will learn.
Now Theo. Lane’s Lucy, which

which was chartered to the Peninsular and
Occidental Steamship Company during the
winter to run between Key West and Havana,
has returned to Boston and resumed her route
B., for
between Boston and St. John, N.
the summer season... .The new Maine Central
palace steamer Rangeiey, built by the Bath
Iron Works, easily exceeded her ‘contract

by the electric
appeared resigned to their fate.

Deep Snow

for the statement

several

went

same

Parrot.

a

taunt

would not

every afternoon except Sunday and there wiil be a boat in from Boston
steamer
every day except Monday... .The
Governor Cobb of the Eastern Steamship Cor.,

tence.

that there have
which have been treated
without the assistance of physicians and without notifying the local board of health.

authority

on

and

at the

of

that any person could have
“Oh! you d-d fool!” and

that it

Camden will sail Mondays, Wed-

The

boat leaves he.

Kelley, who is 70 years old, would have received a longer sentence save for his age,
Judge Philbrook said when he pronounced sen-

a case
in
company with Dr. Wilson he located
the Gross family in East Belfast and at once

Wilson

Both

cars

Franklin Warren of Searsmont, who
had been working for some time in Belfast,
contracted the disease here and went to Waterville, where the State Board was notified of
his condition and Dr. Young came Monday to
take Drecautionarv mea-ures in the matter. In

Dr.

Camden

from Camden

Belfast.

together

manacled

were

ner

Tuesdays,
o’clock.

on

sarcasm

service between Bangor and Boston to
demands of an increasing passenger
and freight business. The sailing days of the
steamer Belfast from here to Boston will be
Thursdays and Saturdays at 5

Taken to Thomaston. James Kelley and
Lauriston W. Mink, both sentenced to serve
three years in the State prison at Thomaston
for assault with intent to kill, by Judge Philbrook at the April term of the Supreme court,
were taken down river
Friday morning by
Officer R. E. Feehan of the prison.
They

Au-

The Tale

Last Monday the Eastern
unship corporation began the six trips a

nesdays and Fridays

he starts

respondent writes: “Speaking of parrots, years
ago while in Washington, I). C., I sauntered
down to the Navy Department one afternoon
and while rubbering around there heard a
sweet voice from across the street calling,
“Come over here, l oys!” This was several
times repeated and I thought I would investigate a little. When nearly across the street
there came a mocking laugh, and with all the

week

of four

barge

Hartshorn, who recently sold their place in
Belmont, are stopping a few days with their
daughter, Mrs. Delbert Rolerson. They will
occupy the Leland Young house in Waldo.

of

meet the

military whist
Poor’s Mills. The drama “Uncle Rube” ;
parties for the benefit of the Home for Aged
will be played at the hall Tuesday evening,
Women will be held at the home of Mr. ard
May 13th; if stormy, the next evening. Ad- j
R. Pierce, Church street. Thurs1
mission 10 cents, supper 10 cents... Mr. and Mrs. Edward
15th. A baked bean and brown
Mrs. Charles Wood, who recently sold their day, May
bread supper, including also hot rolls and cold
place have moved to Morrill and Manley O.
will be served at 6 o’clock, followed by
Wilson who bought their form is moving here meats,
the game. The second party will be given in
from Searsmont.... Carl Cole came home last
Memorial Hall, under the management of the
w'eek for a visit_Severe colds are going
the third in the Arts and Crafts
around; no one escaping.... Mrs. O. A. Wade gentlemen;
and the four th at the Home for Aged
went to Hartford, Conn last week to join her room,
Women
...Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
husband on his
The

tor

trip

The

made annually since his daughter has had j
her home in the west.

Steamer Notes.

I duet,

Sec’y.

evening

best wishes of many Belfast friends
future happiness.

recitations

j

an

parties.

game at card
today is one he

has

and sewing, dainty refreshments were
by the hostess and then the guest of
honor was given a box securely tied and wrapped in many papers, which when unfolded was
found to contain two silver desert spoons
Miss Johnson, who
marked in old English.
has been one of the popular clerks in James
H. Howes dry goods store, gave up her position
She is a graduate
there last Saturday nignt.
of the Belfast High school, class of 1911, and
for some time bas made her home in Belfast
with her grantiparents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Wallace, in Waldo avenue. She will have the

that sells the celebrated
Holeproof and that is

|

After

rive in twos and threes.

served after the

freshments

games
served

one

Sheas

214

mere

stockings, but there’s just

ONLY, AT

T*l.

stores sell

20 to 1.

-FOR-

'

that there was to be a party in her honor
until h>. guests, her fellow clerks in Howes
store and other personal friends, began to artion

Lots of

In Saturday’s base hall games Bates defeated U. of M. at Orono, 4 to 2, and Bowdoin won
from Colby at W’aterville, 4 to 1. This was an
11 innings game, and ten innings were played
before either team scored.
The first two
games to be played in the Penobscot County
Interscholastic league took place Saturday
afternoon, when the H. C. I. won from Bangor,
High, 7 to 1, and M C. I. won from E. M C. S.

City Marshal M. R. Knowlton accompanied
the young boys Harland Calderwood, Hugh
Wentworth and Walla ;e Turner to the State
School for Boys in South Portland, yesterday,
j
The May festival under the patronage of
St. Francis Guild will be held in the Opera j
House Wednesday evening, May 14th. At
7 45 o’cltck Rev. Matthew J. McCabe, former-

1

for women.

again.

-HALIBUT—

City

hose, Guaranteed

Six Months, for men, cost $1.50 to

Seaside Hose company, which had been disbanded temporarily, has been reorganized
with the same officers and is ready as of yore
to respond to all night alarms. Originally a
volunteer company Seaside raised the money
and bought its hose crrriage and has done
much work on the house it occupies. Everybody will be glad to know that it is on deck

-ON-

Also

money why exwith imitations?

same

periment

Belfast in 23 years.

A full attendance is requested at the meeting of A. E. Clark Camp S. of V. next Monday
evening. Two candidates will be initiated and
there will be a drill for the march on Memorial

Buzz Wagons. The following automobiles
from Waldo county were registered during the
past week:
ly professor of languages and English Liters- j
No. 3,316. Herbert L. Seeking, Belfast; roadture at Fordharn University, New York City,
ster; gasoline power; horse power, 22 1-2; prewill give a Itc'ure on the Passion Play, illusdominating color black.
No. 3,317. Charles 0. Dickey, East North- trated by 150 colored views taken at the scene
port; touring car; gasoline po ver; horse power, of the
play. Sacred songs appropriate to the
30; predominating color, gray.
After the lecture
No. 3,376.
E. H. Clements, Winterport; occasion will be sung.
touring car; gasoline power; horse power, 22 Keyes oiehestra will furnish music. Fancy
black.
1-2; predominating color,
articles and refieshments will be on sale.
No 3,472.
Mark A. Wadlin, Jr., Belfast;
touring car; gasoline power; horse power, 22
Hon. and Mrs. William B. Swan will leave
1-2; predominating color, red.
for St. Paul, Minn ,to visit his daughter,
No. 3.511. James C. Aborn, Belfast; touring today
car; gasoline power; horsepower, 22 1-2; pre- Mrs. Walter B. Kelley, stoj ping en route in
Boscon and Toledo, Ohio. Prior to his departdominating color, blue.
Surprise to a Bride to-be. Miss Harriet ure Mr. Swan was the guest of honor at a
E. Johnson, whose marriage to Fred Washburn series of 500 parties, and the last of the series,
of Foxcroft will take place in June, was given at the home of Mr. and Mrs. George A. Quimby, was on Friday evening, May 2nd, Mr. *
a surprise at the home of Miss Charlotte Tibbetts last Thursday night. She had been in- Swan's birthday. Mr. Swan plays an excellent
vited to spend the evening, but had no intima- game, does not use glasses and enjoys the re-

original

the

whole summer.

day.

All Guaranteed hose may
be good, but when you can

meet

Special
1 Iwrsday,

1

The regular weekly dance at Seaside Grange
Hall will be held, this, Thursday evening, with
music by Keyes’ orchestra. The Wednesday
evening whist parties have been discontinued
for the season.

■

conditions.

some

is better than others,” said
the Colonel from Kentucky.

branch in that town.

aaimously adopted: President, sober, industrious, and their connection wi;h
vice president, Mrs. B. H.
the band will not interfere with their labors,
Mrs. C. E. Read; treasurer, as the band will only ask during the entire
and
A. Kelley; diairman of the
season for approximately three half days
ai work department, Mrs. E. one whole day, as a largo portion of the band s
basketry, Mrs. James S. Har- work in the city is in the shape of concerts
lery, Mrs. George I. Keating;
which are given in the evening. Now the imwe, Mrs. C. M. Craig; leather, portant question is this: Who are there among
•Morison; reading, Mrs. E. P. our citizens who w’ill furnish employment for
ve named constitute the exIf it is you, just
one or more of these men?
1 he club begins another year’s communicate with Mr. J. Lee Patterson at
fable

whiskey is good, but

give

been

away

new

Mrs. Loren a P. Ferguson of Berlin, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J- Price have opened their
cottage and store at Bay side for the season. formerly of Stockton Springs, is the guest of
They go early to enjoy the best part of the Mrs. E. S. McDonald. It is her first visit to

!«

;

CATARRH

business.

A man, with a house for sale or to let, “does
it up,”’ and Devoe is the paint.
There’s more in paint than to keep-out
water. Paint for looks and you needn’t think
about water. A fresh coat of paint once a
year is about as good for Lis credit as paying
Ins debts. But the man whose buildings and
fences look new, very likely, has no debts,
DEVOE
Mason & Hall sell it.

GOES.

i

j
;
;

throat specialists in the
to breathe Eucalypto destroy Catarrh germs and heal the

The l ist

nose

and

world advise their
tus

patients

raw spots.
Booth’s HYOMEI is Australian Eucalyptus
combined with Thymol, and some Listerian
antiseptics. Breathe it through the little
pocket inhaler, and in vapor form as directed,
and this antiseptic balsam will surely destroy all
germ life and all Catarrh misery.
It’s guaranteed for Catarrh, Coughs, Cold and

sore,

FOR

RENT

SUMMER 1913.

j

Furnished house, nine rooms, bath and servant’s toilet; rooms large and airy, overlooking
Penobscot Bay, hardwood finished throughout,
large veranda, stable or garage connected.
Located in most desirable part of the city, ten
minutes from postoffice, five minutes tc shore. ! Croup; it relieves stuffed-up head in 5minutes
1
For particulars inquire of
and refreshes the entire nasal tract. Complete
8wl8
E. S. PITCHER,
\ outfit with directions for use $1.00. If you
92 Main St. or 1 Northport Ave., Belfast,
j own a HYOMEI inhaler get a bottle of Booth’s
HYOMEI for 60 cents at A. A. Howes & Co.’s
and druggists everywhere. Just breathe it—
no stomach dosing.

VACUUM CLEANING
I have one of the

largest hand-power

We clean carpets, furniture
and mattresses. If you have electricity
cleaners.

in your house, I will use the electric
cleaner. Drop me a card and ;i will

call.
3wl7

W. B. FLETCHER,
27 High Street, Belfast.

AUTO SALE
One 30 H. P. Maxwell T. Car, fully equipt
One 30 H. P. E. M. F. T. Car. A trade.
Some other truck it may pay
you to look at

READ GARAGE & MACHINE CO.

surprise and to repel The sentiment of the "blessing” was
might be made. One bad, the rhyme worse; but the whole
intent on rally- bears the impress of the genuine Dolexcited
individual,
highly
ing to the front every available man, liffian inspiration.
A mere accident brought to the hands
came upon another of more phlegmatic
BY AN OLD SETTLER
who was very deliberately of the writer, some twenty years ago,
temperament
G.
Win.
Crosby.)'
(Hon.
mixing his glass of toddy; seizing the an old volume which bore internal eviglass he poured forth a torrent of abuse dence of having once been the property
Chapter .vii. (1807.)
on the head of the offender, whom he deof Dollitf or some one of his immediate
“The Fourth of July,” says a letter nounced as reckless of duty in the hour of
neighbors. From the various handwritunder date of July 7th, 1807, “was at- peril, poured the contents of the glass ing on its fly-leaves it appeared to have
tended with much bluster and stir. The down his own throat and started on the been the property of four different inCompany of Artillery and Cavalry turn- search for other delinquents. Another dividuals, who had successively inscribed
ed out, and there was a public'dinner at
one, of equally nervous temperament, their names and the fact of their ownerthe Hall of T. Whittier, Esq. General was observed to start whenever a reship in such language as indicated that
made
Wilson
Ulmer and Major Jona.
port louder or nearer than ordinary they had imbibed to some extent the intheir appearance in uniform !”—Generreached his ears, and load his gun. On spiration, if they had not in fact adopted
als, Colonels and Majors were not as examination the
following morning it the words of their neighbor poet. One
plenty as in these days. All the terri- was found to contain seven charges; of them under date of Nov. 1, 1800,
tory embraced in the present counties of farther examination disclosed that there writes:
Waldo, Hancock, Penobscot, and Wash- was no flint in the lock!
“This book belongs to me, my friend.
It wasn't made ro borry nor iend.
ington was within the limits of the Tenth
As the night wore on, some of the
To let you know from whence it came
j
Division of the Militia of Massachusetts, cooler and clearer-headed
Underneath l write my name.”
discovering
first
and General George Ulmer was the
T ’ndor
nf 1 SiO/l
month
HaV
that “the mirth and fun grew fast and j
of that rank, probably, who ever made furious”
to the foregoing,
among the mirth-loving portion as supplementary

Annals of Belfast tor Half
Century.

a

guard against

a

any attack that

no

fir

4<

an appearance in uniform before the of their
the owner next in order
younger townsmen, began like probably,
eyes of the good people of the place. Hudibras to “smell a rat.” and stole writes:
Gen. Ulmer was a man of note in his
"Steal not this book, I pray.
quietly off to their homes. Others, howLest in the awful judgment day,
day. He resided m.Lincolnville and rep- ever. of more ardent temperament con-

resented that town in
He was
the

a

Legislature.

Senator from Hancock before
and in the first

Separation,
.t_.

»he

~

..Molna

LegislaVim

a

tinued

to maintain

and

their stations

stand to their arms: and it was not until
day dawned that the suspicion began to

The Lord
Where is

should up and say,
the book you stole away.”

He

State.

was

once

Sheriff of the

He was succeeded as
commandant.
Major General by Gen. David Cobb of

dawn

on

been

stick in his hand and
di

awing

a

horse

fame.

For some years prior to 1807 considerable antagonism had existed between

on

those lands.

Some of those settlers

had gone into possession under conveyances from individuals who assumed to
be the owners of the soil, but in reality

with no

load of cordwood

or

oxen

thought

or

of

stanza:
Good people all, both great and small.
Give ear to what 1 write.
I'll tell you what a dreadful war
Took place the other night."

Mitchell ®

she

Trussell, Belfast

Dr.

the Time that God hath given
To skeep from Hell and flea to Heven.”
the foregoing were not improvisa-

"Life is

shingles, If
plunder beyond the tions from the
lips of Dolliff, there is
market value of his load in salt fish, pork
good reason for the supposition that they
and “New England.” The wild wags of
were inspired by his genius.
the Proprietors of the wiid lands, as they the day had their
joke, however, and Jo.
Learned scholars have learnedly diswere termed, lying between the PenobDollifT immortalized the event in rhymes
cussed the question whether any such
scot and Kennebec rivers and the settlers of which the
following is the opening men as Homer and
w hose
Revolutionary

a

A GTenwood Coal or Gas Range for cooldng. and •
Glen wood Parlor Stove, Furnace or Boiler for heating
neanaaotid comfort and leaafoak

It seemed to have passed next into the
hands of one of the gentler sex, who
writes under date of Nov, 20, 1809:
"Hannah Bryant Hur Book.
God give Hur grace therein to Look,

their minds that somebody had
terribly hoaxed! Such was the
county, and early in the war of 1812 he fact; for during the whole of that eventAnd when the Bells for her doth Toll,
resigned his office as Major General on ful night every Greene Indian in the
The Lord have Marcy on her sole.”
being appointed by President Madison to Plantation had been sleeping quietly To W’hich very devout aspiration
the command of the troops at Fort Sulli- under his own roof, never
dreaming of adds the following lines from good
van, Eastport, with the title of Colonelany invasion of Belfast save with a goad- Watts, slightly changed:
a

The Range that
Makes Cooking Easy”

Ossian,

poetry
has stirred men’s hearts like the sound
of a trumpet for centuries, ever lived.
Who shall venture to say that the name
of Jo. Dolliff, the reputed SquatterPoet of Greene Plantation, in whose
verse is embalmed the memory oi' the
heroic men of Belfast in the “Greene
Indian War” may not be found a cen-

gathered on the horizon. The winter the terminus of all sleigh-rides
people Jof our town in that day were ; from “the Beach.” A short ride fora
eminently a commercial people; the pleasure-party it would be accounted
principal business of the place was buy- now; but in those days, before the bills
ing, selling and shipping cord wood to had bowed their heads to the plough and

cloud that

Boston and othf r western por
lumber to the West Indies. It

s,

and

was

in

The best
i was long enough for comfort.
equivalent, in return, j of cheer and a rousing fire in an open
no air-tights then
Under the restrictive policy adopted by fireplace
always
Congress this class of business was al- awaited the coming guests, and many a
most paralyzed. Shipping and sailors, time and oft did those stout old rafters
who constituted a very respectable por- vibrate to the music of the dancer's feet
tion of the population here and else- and the old, old song, “We won’t go
where on the coast of Maine, were home till morning.” All gone now; the
thrown out of employment. This state house and its keeper—the dancing feet
of things continued, with the exception at rest—the merry voices silent !
j In the fall of this
of a brief interval immediately following
year Mr. Nesmith
j

reality

money,

the
or

only

business that

yielded

or

contracts to
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scraper, and when fur coats and buffalo
robes were “unknown quantities,” it

The |whole poem, (?) or that portion
|not; others, under verbal license,
purchase, the conditions of ,it which has been rescued from the
of ;which they found themselves unable clutches of oblivion, was
published in
to perform; others had taken up lots and the Republican Journal of December 29,
made improvements not knowing what 1870.
tury hence in the catalogue of myths!
parties held the title, acting on the beAnd who was Jo. Dolliff.the first white
did
the
owners
when
lief .that
rightful
man,
probably, who ever “waked to
CHAPTER VIII.
(1808-9.)
appear they should be able to procure ecstasy the living lyre” on the banks of
The three years prior to this, 1S08, the passage of the Non-intercourse Ac', i retired from business as a trader and
title to their land at a fair price; the the
Passagassawaukeag? An old settler
were years of prosperity.
in 1Sln
Dor- leased his store (Nesmith's Corner) to a
During those Until the close of ti
named class were denominated here who claims to remember him
last
says,
“squatters.” It was not always an easy that he was “a harmless, inoffensive years there had been a large influx of ing all this time, however, a new field of young man, then only eighteen years of
and of the right class; men labor was opening in the improvement: age, who had been his clerk for nearly
matter for the settler to decide, in the man, who lived at or near the
place call- population
multitude of conflicting claims, what ed Belmont Lower Corner, who some- who did not come to spy out the leanness and cultivation of the lands lying in the three years preceding, and who comparty really held the title, with whom he times had a few shingles to sell which he of the land nor squpeze out its fatness, interior. Loss of profil from commer- menced ousmess, to use his own words,
might safely negotiate. In many in- brought to Belfast for market.” An- but to lay the foundation of homes for a cial enterprise, although a heavy blow, "by offering at retail a small stock of
lifetime. Their energy, enterprise and did not dishearten the men of that
stances the proprietors of lands were other, who claims an
He continued to occupy
day. groceries <Src.
equally early acindustry contributed largely to building They accepted it as an inevitable neces- that store until 1816, when he removed
not disposed to trade with parties who quaintance with him
says that he “was !
the place, developing its resources, sity; if
had .taken up lots and made improve- a man of
they couid not plough the sea to the building now the Phoenix House.
quick wit, rich humor and won- up
and carrying it through the dark period
ments on terms which were regarded derful
they could plough the land, and they He represented Belfast in the first Legisfacility in stringing together
in its history upon which it was now to went into the
Next in course of verses in which there was
lature convened after Maine became a
fair and reasonable.
work mard’ully.
apt to be more
enter.
time followed suits at law brought by reason than
and was her first Mayor after she
the years before named a large State,
rhyme, and but little to
During
Among them came one who deserves number of
became a city. It is hardly necessary to
proprietors to eject settlers from their spare of either; and that he usually found
dwelling houses, stores and add that
that young man is now our honlands; and next, opposition and in some in this (locality ampler field for the de- something more than a passing notice, mechanics
shops were built. Many, if ored
Nathan Head; better known to those
instances organized resistance to the
fellow citizen, Ralph C. Johnson.
not most of them, have from time to
velopment of muse and muscle than he
who remember him, as Judge Read. Of
The year 1809 was not marked by
service of legal process, and to the ex- did at home.” His
time fallen a prey to lire or the demand
poetical effusions,
those who came here contemporaneously
ercise of the ordinary acts of ownership like those of
for improvement; few of those that re- any notable event of local interest.
'Homer, were not reduced
After the passage of the Non-inferby proprietors. Surveyors sent on by Rewriting in their day, hut have been with him there were many, doubtless, main would now' be
recognized by the
business men, who contributed
thi m to make surveys of lots, officers transmitted
course Act, March 1, business
orally from generation to energetic
partially
original
so
owners,
through
many
more largely than he did to the material
attempting to execute legal process, generation.
changes have they passed. An enum- revived, and the coasting trade became
wealth of the place; but no one of them
were resisted and in
some h stances asit was not of long duration,
Among them is one denominated ”Doleration of the few still
remaining may again lively;
who labored so earnestly and persistentsaulted by parties disguised as Indians. liff's
it had its origin in the
there was a rift in'the cloud
however;
Prayer;”
not
be
them
are
uninteresting; anion;;
c:.,,,.
+'
I.,,.,,
to promote the moral and intellectual
hut it did not long remain open.
Prefollowing circumstances.
He, with ly
the following.
The house now' occupied
VYIiU
Plantation were of one or the other of others, were
Jifupuf,
one
in
employed
day cutting
Mr.
B. F. Field, built by his father, liminary measures were taken for the
by
the classes before named, and were the
deeper interest or was a more active
organization of a Methodist and Baptist
grass in the mowing field oi a neighworker in every cause which had tor its Bohan F. Field, Esq. The Major Chase
known as “Greene Indians.” An agent bor.
Society, and for the first time in this loAccording to the custom of the
so called,
north
House,
of
standing
just
the advancement of the public
of some of the proprietors was assaulted
times, when 11 o'clock a. m. came, the object
the North Church, built by John Russ, cality the religious creed of the denomiwelfare.
by parties thus disguised and severely :
grog for the mowers was brought to I
uncle of the editor of the Progres- nation known as Universajists was preJudge Read was born in Warren, Esq.,
beaten; the horse of an officer who was them in the field. All
of course,
sive Age. The Leach House, at the sented to the people in a discourse by
partook
Mass., 1759, graduated at Harvard Uniattempting to serve legal process was and all detected a
a preacher of that faith at the iiouse ol
corner of Church and Bridge streets,
very peculiar and not
The
shot under him.
versity in 1781, and was for nearly four
lawyers who very agreeable flavor in the
now owned by Mr. Oakes
Benjamin Joy; the same house subsebeverage.
built
Angier,
a
number of its Board of Instrucyears
fctought these suits of ejectment for Having
Andrew
gone through the ceremony, all,
quently
occupied as a tavern which stood
The
by
Leach,
basements
Esq.
tion.
After resigning that position he
proprietors, and the officers employed to with the
of the two buildings last named were oil the site where the store occupied by
exception of Doiliff,commenced commenced the
j
of
serve them, resided in this place, and it
study
medicine; but
on their next swarth.
finished for stores, and occupied for Francis Whitmore now stands, next
Returning to their soon abandoned it for
was not strange that they were regardpursuits more constarting
they found him still there,
some time as
point
such; the upper stories for northerly from the New England house;
to
in
his
as
ed
the
and
the
genial
taste,
league
agriculture
by
squatters
cup in hand, tasting and meditating. In
The
house occupied by Capt. it was destroyed by fire in December
dwellings.
mechanic arts. While residing at Danwho
with
the
were
proprietors
answer to the inquiry what he made of
W.
O.
built
Aiden,
by his father, Apollos 1854.
vers, where be owned and carried on a
adopting measures which in their it, Doiliff took off bis straw
hat, drew
Alden.
The
Edmunds’
House, formerly
ho
invented
and
view were unjust and oppressive; neither
obtained
large farm,
The Castine Conference.
his shirt-sleeve across his forehead, took
letters patent for the nail machine, since so called, on Main street, next easterly
was it strange under the circumstances
another taste, and with great solemnity
from
the house of Mr. Asa Howes, now
The week beginning Mo iday, June 30,
that time extensively used for cutting
that there should exist to some extent a
exclaimed.
and heading nails at one operation.
He occupied by Messrs. W. McFarland and 1913, has been selected for the annua!
feeling of hostility against Belfast. This
‘*0 Lord of love, look from above
S. A. Blodgett, built by Mr. Alvan Ed- superintendents’ conference at Castine.
was the inventor of several valuable imOn us poor mortals here !
very brief and imperfect statement is
And send old-to hell with speed,
in
of
in
the
local
exprovements
agricultural implements, munds. The house next easterly, now The first session will be held on Monday
necessary
explanation
bur mixing rum witli beer!”
and it is claimed that he was the inven- occupied by Messrs. Riley Kittridge and evening and the final session on Thurscitement which pervaded the little comHe had solved the problem; by accident,
tor of the multi-tubular boiler and port- S. G. Howard, also built by Mr. Ed- day evening, July 3.
The conference
munity here for the greater part of a the rum had been
poured into a jug in able
and the dis- munds; the lower story of which was will determine by vote to be taken at
high-pressure
engine,
night and which is still referred to oc- which there w as a small
quantity of coverer of the true mode of
casionally as the “Greene Indian War;” beer.
applying occupied for some years as a store by Castine whether or not the members
William Avery, Esq., father of Mrs. will remain for a lieid
to navigation and railways.
it might, with much greater propriety
day and celebra“Dolliffs Blessing” has also come steam-power
The mass of facts and testimony collect- | Daniel Lane, the upper story as a saddle tion to be held, Friday, July 4.
be styled the “Greene Indian Scare.” down
to us.
He with others had been
ed in the biography of him compiled by j and harness-maker’s shop by Mr. EdThe dormitory at Castine will be oper
Toere is some slight difference in the
employed during the forenoon in reaphis nephew, David Read, seem to estab- \ munds. The house now owned and oc- for the accommodation of superinten
recollection of our oldest inhabitants as
at
noon the laborers were called to
ing;
lish conclusively the justice of the claim. cupied by Mr. A. D. Chase, built by Mr. dents and principals and it is urged that
to the time when it occurred; the con- dinner. Their
employer, his family, and
those desiring accommodations applj
It was while he resided in Danvert I John B. Durham. The bouse now oecuclusion arrived at is that it was in 1807. some friends who
1
had called unexpectedr.
xviunaiusun,
imcipai
Mr. Moses W. Rich, built by Castine. Accommodations
pied
by
that
he
One of the most prominent of the setEssex
South
Districl
will be rerepresented
ly had Jdined, and the table presented a
in Congress.
tlers in the Plantation had been arrested
He
was a member of the | Wiggin Merrill, who carried on the busi- served for the application of principal:
beggarly account of empty dishes for a
and
and their familie:
by an officer residing here for an alleged lot of hungry men fresh from the field House at the time of the contest for tht I ness of boot and shoe-making quite ex- until superintendents
May 1. After that date unassignec
for some years in a portion of
tensively
breach of the peace, or violation of the
between
Jefferson
and
Burr. j
accommodations will be given to other:
However, they seated themselves, and Presidency
In 1802 he was appointed by Gov. Strong it and occupied the residue as a dwelling. in the order of application. Board anc
law, and brought here on his way to the while glancing their
eyes in hungry dejai at Castine. It was late in the day, spair over the fragments before them, a Special Justice of the Court of Com- The house now occupied by Mr. John N. room at the dormitory will be at the rat:
Stewart, built by Mr. Samuel Peck, the of $1.00 a day.
and the wind being unfavorable for the one of them remarked
mon Pleas for the county of Essex, anc
that it would be
packet to cross the Bay, he was placed “bard work to make a dinner out of that after his removal to this place he presid- first cabinet-maker in the place. The
y.C 1
O..
Lymburner house, formerly so called,
without a blessing.” Dolliff began to ed for several years as Chief Justice of
on High street, built by Capt.
Lymburnan event was not of frequent occurrence
that
for
the
Court
of
Hancock.
county
remove the remnants of meat from the
now occupied by Mr.
Horatio J.
Ptople with Sort, Perspiring Feet, Read This
and of itself created some little exciteAttracted
the
by
glowing accounts, er,
platter to his own plate very deliberateVouched for by Levengood & StrickLocke. The house now occupied by Rev.
then rife in Massachusetts, of “Dowr
ment; that excitement was increased by
ler.
Druggists, of Latrobe, Pa.
ly, exclaiming while doing so,
Wooster Parker, built by Doctor C. C.
‘‘George Umoltis bought two packa report which began to circulate about
of
its
the
East,’S»the
beauty
scenery,
ages of EZO and in about four weeks
“Lord from on high, cast down thine eye,
Chandler.
The house occupied by the came In and said he wanted it adversunset that men disguised as Indians had
wealth of its forests, the fertility of ite
Also a knife, or sickle,
late James Miller at the time of his de- tised, and pay all charges, so the peoTo cut the throat of the gentlefolk
been seen skulking in the woods and
He
soil, he came here on a tour of exploraple would know how good it Is.
That ate up all the vitual 1”
for 7 years he hadn’t stood on his
tion in the fall of 1805, and was so favor- cease, built by Col. Thomas Cunningham ■aid
stealing across the road just beyond
feet. He spent $700 for doctor bills. He
Wilson’s Hill. Fuel was added to the Remarking at the conclusion, “Men, you ably impressed that he made a large in- and occupied by him for several years as only used one package of EZO. and can
He was all
run and jump like a boy.
fire by still another report, purporting can make a dinner out of the potatoes vpfitmpnt. for thnsp Hnvs. in land nnr. a tavern. The Moor house, built by Mr. smiles about
EZO.”
A refined ointment for sore, aching,
John Moor, blacksmith, now occupied by
to come from “out back,’’ that the and the blessing; I prefer the meat.” chasing at that time and in the year folweary feet, for 25 cents a jar. At drugMr. J. C. Thompson; the same into gists everywhere.
Greene Indians were coming in to rescue
lowing four hundred acres lying on each
which
a certain
was invited
“to
Squire
the prisoner and burn the village. A
side of the road leading from Nesmith's
remark from the prisoner to the effect
Corner to Little River. In 1807 he came warm himself,’’ as narrated in a preThe Ben. Eells house,
that his keepers wouldn’t keep him more
here with his family to reEide, and here vious chapter.
built
Mr.
which now constitutes
than fifteen minutes after midnight, Give the Kidneys Help and Many People he passed the remainder of his
by
Eells,
dayB, deWill Be Happier.
fanned the fire; and when soon after
voting them to agricultural pursuits, ex- part of the New England House. The
SOLD AND GUARANTEED BY
“Throw Out the Life Line"—
dark the report of a gun here and there
periments and inventions in the mechanic foregoing enumeration is not intended
A. A. HOWES & CO.
Weak kidneys need help.
to
embrace
erected
in the woods, or among the stumps on
buildings
and
any
the
prior
arts,
study of the natural
They’re often overworked—don’t get the sciences,
to 1805, or subsequent to 1808, nor any
the side-hill was heard, the whole village
as his biograpalways
taking,
Belfast Savings Bank
was ablaze.
The fighting men turned poison filtered out of the blood.
er well remarks, “a lively interest in
building erected during the years interWill you help them?
out fully armed and equipped, pickets
Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
all matters of a public character, es- vening which has ceased to exist.
Doan’s Kidney Pills have brought benefit to
were sent out, guards stationed, and
One of the events of this year, 1808, Book No. 11,593, issued by this bank, has beer
pecially such as were designed to imthousands of kidney sufferers.
lost and applicat ion has beer made for a dupli
every precautionary measure taken to
prove the moral condition and advance was the erection by Simon Watson of a
Read this case:
cate book according to laws regulating issuing
W. J. Heal, retired farmer, 60 Miller street, the intellectual and social improvement large two story building on Hayford’s
new books.
Belfast, Me., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills proved of the people among whom he lived.” Hill, as it is now called, which he opened
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
their worth in my case, giving me great relief He died Jan. 20, 1849, in his ninetieth as a tavern
and which continued to be
Belfast, April 21,1913.-3wl7
from kidney trouble. I willingly confirm all I
year, in the full possession of his intel- occupied for that purpose six or seven
said in their praise in 1904.”
for Infant* and Children.
lectual powers until within a few days of years; the same building became the
If your back aches—if your kidneys bother
his decease; enjoying during his long and property of Mr. Hayford many years
The Kind You Han
you, don’t simply ask for s kidney remedy—ask
once a
American
somewhat chequered life, the respect afterward, and was burned in 1860. It
DISTINCTLY for DOAN’S KIDNEY PILLS,
At woman to domiddle-aged
housework on a email farm,
was a notable tavern in its day; the in- situated at the Head of the Tide. Reference
the same that Mr. Heal bed—the remedy back- and esteem of all who knew him best.
The laying of the Embargo by Con- evitable stopping-place of the yeomanry required. A good home for the right person.
ed by borne teetimooy. 60c. at all storea. FoeAddress
MRS. C. W. AYER,
ter-Milburn Co., Prope., Buffalo, M. Y.
gress, Dec. 22, 1807, was the first dark on their way to and from market, and in
tf!6
R. F. D. 4. Belfast, Mains.
were
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In fact
All new

anything you may wish.
goods and up-to-the-minute
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_MASONIC

IEMPLE HEIGHTS.

Campmeeting to he Held Aug.
ITtii to 24th. Inclusive.

The Annual

The annual program for the U irt vfirst campmet ting to Lie heid at Temple
Heights m North port, under t:,. auspices
of the

Temple Heights Spiritual

Associ-

ation, has been announced and

it bid?
fair to be one of the most interesting
events of the summer season.
A careful selection of the speakers i. is been
made and ihere will appear on ih
p atform of the auditorium such well known
and gifted physic readers as Miss Sush
C». Clark of Cambridge, Mass., Mr. Wellman C.
Whitney ot Spnngfndd, Mass.,
and Mr. Frederick Nivtio son of Huston,
I he
Mass.
music will Lie unoer tne
personal direction of Mr. Fin d I). Hales
of Hallowed, who is preparing an excellent program in both vocal and instrumental.
Temple Heights is one of the most
beautifully situated cam. grounds in
New England. Easily accessible, it offers
exceptional attraction to everyone, not
alone for the meetings, but the wonderful attractions of scenery and sanitary
location, which was the reason of its
selection by the early members of that
colony some years ago. This year the
management are onenintr to the nuhdo h
first class hotel, well equipped in all ways
and pleasantly situated lor a summer's
stay. Many improvements have been
made on the grounds in the [l ist month
and more will follow, and with an excellent program as offered below there is
every reason to believe that the season
will be a big success.
The program:
Saturday, August Hi. 2:00 p. m. lnvoca! tion Presidential Address. 4:00 p. m.
i S| ecial meeting of Ladies’ Aid.
Sunday, August 17. 10:00 a. m. Lecture by Miss Susie C.
Clark. 2:n0 p. m.
Lecture by Wellman C. Whitney.
18th.
10:00 a. m.
Monday, August
Social Meeting.
2:00 p. m. Lecture by
Wellman C. Whitney.
Tuesday, August’ Pith. 10:00 a. in.
Lecture by Wellman C. Whitt ey. 2:00
Lecture by Miss Susie C. Clark.
p. m.
9:00 a. m.
Social Meeting
Wednesday, August 2 th. 10:00 a. m.
Lecture by Wellman C. Whitney. 2:00
p. m. Lecture by Frederick Nicholson.
10:00 a. m.
Thursday, August 21st.
Entertainment ami G. A. R. Exercises.
2:00 p. m.
Lecture by Frederick Nicholson.
4:00 p. m.
Business meeting of
Corporation. 7:50 p. m. Concert.
9.00 a. m.
Friday, August 22th.
Social Meeting.
10:00 a. m.
Lecture
2:00 p. m.
by Frederick Nicholson.
Lecture by Susie C-. Clark. 4:00 p. m.
Annual Meeting of Ladies Aid Society.
Saturday, August 23d. 10:00 a. m.
Ltcture by Susie C. Clark.
2:00 p. m.
I Lecture by Weliman C. Whitney,
Sunday, August 24th. Lecture by Susie
C. Clark. 2:00 p. in
Lecture by Frederick Nicholson.
Tests will be given each day from the
platform by Messrs. Whitney and Nicholson and there will be additions to the
program from time to time during the
| week.
I The officers of the Ladies Aid Society
I for this year are as follows: President,
Mrs. Nina E. Cook, Belfast; vice presi-

[

Varmist.
j

|

.J_I

U_

I_II

17.

secretary. Miss Annie M. Rich. Bangor;
treasurer, Mrs. Laura Bradbury of Fairfield.
The officers of

the

Spiritual Corporation
Wellman C. Whitney
Mass.; vice president,
of Belfast; secreta:y,

Temple Heights
are:

President,

of Springfield,
Orrin J. Dickey
Annie M. Rich,
Bangor;
treasurer, R. A. Packard,
Northport; superintendent of grounds,
F W. Blood, Northport; directors, B.
M. Bradbury of Fairfield; S. P. Strick-

land, Bangor; W. P. Sn iley, Bangor;

Cora Rand, Oldtown; James Harding of
Morrill; Adelee A. Montefiore of Wat erville and Mrs. L. J. Benson, Belfast.
_

Children

Cry
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Mitchell & T

Barred

Plymoutt

We will ship any distanc.
guarantee safe delivery
Place your orders early

|
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GAMPBtrl.:

sold up.

$15.00 PER HUNOi

lilt FERGUSON POLLlh
REI.FAST,

MAIN

WANT! )
We require the services
and woman to do some speci
and surrounding territory

Good Housekeeping Magazin.
plan is a sure winner, and s

with ease and pleasure in »\
sive territory granted lo rq ht
experience unnecessary. l.d>»
anteed anil generous cotnmi
want profitable and cong.
write quickly to Premium l>«-p
keeping Magazine, 381 4th Aw

!
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NOTICE OF FORECLll
IDA li. Al'SI'l
V.
her
of Maine, by
mortgage J< <>
day of April, A l>. 1910, and
Waldo County Registry of !•her 294 at page 176, convey ed t
turn of Searsport, in the Coum
State of Maine, a certain lot

WHEREAS,
port, in the County

j

■

described as follows, to wit.
stake and stone in the north.m
0. Colson’s lot; thence w-est 1
seven rods ami seven links; tin
grees north to land of Jonathai
thence southerly by Mount l- 1
place of beginning, being aboui
an acre, more or less
Meaning
land described in warranty deed
Whittum to Ida G. Ausplund, -i
1910, and including all building
that may be hereafter thereon
the condition of said mortgage
Now therefore by reason ot t
the condition thereof 1 claim a
said mortgage.
Dated at Searsport aforesaid.
of April, A. D. 1913.
CLIFTON W
3wl9
>

)

\
<

DM IN ISTRATRIX NOTH •
scriber hereby gives nothbeen duly appointed adminHti *
will annexed of the estate ol
AN NIK M. TAYLOR, late ol
4

/V

in the County of Waldo, decease
bonds as the law directs. All pei son*
mauds against the estate of said d«
1
desired to present the same toi
all indebted thereto are requested b
ment immediately.
KATIE l

Belfast, April 8,1913.

^

■

Three Palermo Men Who Served Gallantly in the Civil War

story entitled “The Heart's Country"
! is begun by Mary Heaton Vorse. It is a
story of a girl’s heart, and presents the
spiritual and emotional experiences of a

Delicate Children
Become Strong and

Healthy

buted by Georgia Wood Pangborn, Alice
Brown, Zona Gale, Justus Miles Forman
and David Lloyd.

careful watching, proper food and cloth*
of out-of-door life and fresh air in
the room at night, the right remedy to regulate the bowels and ward off colds and congestion.
A happy mother writes:
"I don’t kn w how l could have raised my
four children without **C. F. Atwood’s Medicine
They were very poorly. I remembered
taking “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine when I was
small so I tried it for them. They began at
with
ng,

Other fiction is contri-

young woman.

plenty

At a time when the Democratic policy
the Philippines is in the balance, two articles in the May Atlantic
are of marked interest.
The first, entitled “The Philippines by way of India,” is written bv H. Fielding-Hall, for
many years a British pro-consul in
Madras. Through close association with
the natives during a quarter of a century, Mr. Hall has come to have a knowledge of the Oriental mind and a sympaonce to gain and have alvvays kept well by
thy with Oriental people such as are
Mrs. Georgia Haines.
using it.”
rare indeed to find in the West.
Mr.
Sabattus. Me.
Hall’s Atlantic article treats mainly
If you have never used "L F.” Atwood’s of the
difficulties which
psychological
Medicine, write today for a free sample.
Americans meet in attempting to adapt
the Anglo-Saxon mind to Oriental ideas
L. F.” M EDICLNE CO., Portland, Me.
and ideals. The second article,
treating
more
specifially of governmental and
veloped in the checkered career of Ernest
Annabel, a sorrowful-looking little chap, who physical questions, is Be rnard Moses’s
"American Control of the Philippines,”
said he was 19 years old, but looked much
younger. He was indicted for forgery. Arthur The stories in the number include “RenRi chie was assigned as counsel for him. Il
ton's .Mother,” by Laura Spencer Porwas brought out that Ernest’s life thus far in
tor, a story more striking, perhaps, than
the cold world has not been one lo.-.g play-time.
the same author’s much-discussed “The
He said that he was born in Bath and when
Wished-For Child,” which appeared in
four weeks old he was placed in a children’s
the
Atlantic for February.
Anoliier
home and never saw his father and mother,
was
tort member them. He
given a good story, “Real Socialism,” is contributed
home in East Peru with a man named Dana by Henry Kitchell Webster.
There is a
Gordon, but when he was nine years old Mr. generous installment ot Mrs. Watts’s
Gordon died and Ernest was sent to a home for
"Van
capital
Cleve
novel,
and
his
friendless boys in Portland. When he was old
Friends, and poems by the Indian punenough to work he left and has been adrift j dit
Ribindranath
and
Grace
friends
home
or
ever
Tagore,
since. He
by
without
Fallow Norton. The Contributors’ Club
worked for a time in Searsmont, then in East
Orland where he drew $2.50 a month for wages is unusually crowded.
and hiiiight his own clotnes out of that.
After staying there six months he thought
that perhaps he could do a little better somewhere else end he got a job in Bucksport,
FOR FLETCHER’S
wr.ere he saved up money enough to take a
trip to Niagara Falls, “to see the sights.’’ He
worked his way back to Maine and got a job
with Berry & Conners, a lumber concern at
What It Cost to Live in 1912.
Burnham.
He was sent to the store

regarding

—

HENRY A. ARNOLD
ments

War it

no

was

brothers to

"-ee

respond

to

brothers, Joseph, Isaac
Arnold, joined their regi-

nno

miprerrie Judicial Court.

;

Warren C. Philbrook of

discharged at noon YVednesi:d the court finally adjourned
after a busy session. Testiin the YValdron Moore case
the Law Court. Judge Phi 1t a number of civil cases, and
et'-s in fourteen divorce cases,
»n

DECREED.

Frank L Gray; Lincolnville
decreed for gross and conintoxieation; »he libellant
custody of her minor chilBrown.
.1 Frederick S Gray.
M.iugb, Searsmont vj Sam

v.-

irt?

:

unknown. Divorce decreed
for three years, and custody

tid, Evelyn May, given

ci

to

fight

for

Alexander W Biddle vs Leighton Parks. A
S Littlefield; R I Th« mpson
William McKei zie vs Kingsbury Crockett.

Samuel B Thing, et als vs A W Fletcher, et
al. Anderson; Dutton.
Nellie H. Kimball, libt, vs Gardiner A Kimball.
Staples.
Annie Kenney, libt, vs John Kenney.
Bowden; F W Kelley.
Geo L Allen vs Cora M Fletcher.
Manson &

Coolidge; Dutton.
Lizzie Massure, libt,
A R Peaks; Buzzell.

& Morse.
id-r vs Geo S Batehelder,
Divorce decreed for ims name
to he changed to her
.•Hie YY Perkins. Dunton &

(’has E Bicknell

vs

vs

Chas W Massure.

Fields S

Pendleton,

et

al.

AJS Littlefield; Dunton & Morse.
Emma J Patterson, libt, vs I E Patterson.

Dunton & Morse.
W B Ker.dall, et

Albion T Crosby; Swandecreed for utter de-

vs

to

91 years of

John E Barnum, et al vs A W Fletcher, et al.
Dunton & Morse; F Z Dutton.
II J Frost & Co vs A W Fletcher et al. Dunton & Morse; F L Dutlon.
Etta Bowdoin vs Lizzie D Moore, (two cases)
Dunton & Morse; Fellow’s & Fellows.
M R LaFurley vs John W Harriman, et al.
Brown, Jr; Ritchie.
Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co vs A W Fletcher, et al (Five cases)
Anderson; F L Dutton.
Standard Oil Co vs A W Fletcher, et al. Anderson; Dutton

ere

RCES

now

Cunningham; Conary.

ugusta Presiding.

<•

struggle

far west—Port
Townsend, Washington. Even at this
extreme age he has not seen one day
of illness in three years, reads without
glasses, never uses a cane and he
walks two miles every day. He served
in the 16th Reg’t. for two years.
Isaac J. Arnold is two years younger
than Joseph and very nearly approaching his elder brother’s remarkable vigor
and good health.
He also served for

uncommon

It is, however, unany of these gallant trios
lournal has been fortunate
such group called to its
in securing photographs

>

in the

Joseph T. Arnold is
age and lives in the

:rms.

>t:cc

early

the union.

'EPH T. ARNOLD.

al, vs John I Frederick, et
al. Fletcher; Bowdoin.
M orse.
VV
S
of
Merrick
I
vs A L Blaisdeil.
fust, vs Harry A Pike
Blanchard;
1
Bowden.
Divorce decreed for utter
Archie Foster, libt, vs Murv Foster.
iman.
Buz<
Unity vs E'len M Noyes of zel!.
Div.-ice decreed for adultery.
Bucksport National Bank vs W P Cole et al
Smith and Dunton & Morse; Martin & Cook
and Bowdoin.
vs
Hi am M Bailey; Sears
T G Fellows vs L F Bartlett.
..tree decreed for cruel and
Fellows &
Fellows; bteurns.
and non-support, and care
Mattie
usa
E
if minor children. An
F,
Mitchell, libt, vs Henry W Mitchell.
u L, given to the mother.
Buzzell; Dunton & Morse.
j:
L L Rogers vs O Chandler. Dunton & Morse;
vs Forest A Knowlton;
Thurlough.
Abbie L Otis vs John W. Durost. E F LitDivorce decreed for cruel
tlefield; Ritchie.
i.ent; and libellant may reW B Try on vs F H Bagiev. Bowdoin; Har
Buzzell.
fine, Eva M Cook.
riman.
vs
Be: j C. Tyler, Beifast
John Cole vs L W Frederick.
it creed for cruel and abusive
Bowdoin;
1
Ritchie.
.use the said liballee, being
A S Hatch vs E E Hatch, et als. Ritchie,
.!
b* ing able to labor and
trank A Benner vs Geo Stevens.
iant, grossly, wantonly' j
Buzzell;
Dunton & ARirse.
-es and neglects to provide
Geo Hubi^rd & Co vs S W Newcomb, Gr« er;
It is further
ce for her.
i.arise of said libellant be
Kllcnie.Qt^
Howard L Hurd, appeal from decision of
-••n name, Velma I. Hogan.
Commissioner Roger; Littlefield.
County
;
E A Holmes vs J A McKeen app Ritchie;
adstreet vs. Lotta E. Brad!
Dunton
& Morse.
for
rties
Divorce decreed
Annabel Bragg Leaman,libt vs Thus Leaman.
and custody of their minor
Nel- j Dunton & Morse; Ritchie.
_nven t<‘ the libellant.
A E Brackett vs E P Piper.
Dunton &
\ Morse; Buzzeli.
Chas E March vs Frances E Gerald. Dunton
as*.
Divorce decreed for
n -Miineot.
Hussey.
| & Morse; Chapman and Walton & Walton.
Bon D Field vs Chas A and Marie Login.
Belfast, vs Bruce M JollyDunton & Morse.
\ S
Divorce decreed fur Adm and trustee.
C Aver ill vs T L Decrow. Buzzeli;
of
intoxicati
John
d habits
;
>rce

...

Brown, Jr; Dunion

& Morse.

J E King
J 0 Smith.

O’Donald

■

Dunton & Morse.
Pei ley F Gordon

her maiden name, Pearl C
aiiinson
r

Alphia

vs

J

Boulter;

Divorce decreed for press
of intoxication; care and
children, Ira il and
•or, given to the libellant.

vs L habitants of Walto.
Buzzeli; Ritchie.
E P Treat vs Margaret Thompson. Buzzeli;
| Cowan.
:
Brooks Grain Company vs Ernest Croxford.
{ Brown Jr; Mudgett.
C O Varney vs D G Lamphier.
Brown Jr;
|

C E

vs

&

son

C«olidge.

M Prilay Post Card Co vs Mrs Bertha F
O 11 Drake; Gr er.
Orra Clark libt. vs Eden Clark. Emery.
Lewis E White \s M G and Sarah A Clark.
Bowden; Buzzeli
Inhabitants of Thorndike vs City of Bel ast.
Nelson; Ritchie.
John Murphy vs Chas A Wood
Bangs;
Buzzeli.
Chicago Solder Co vs A L Blansdell. JohnW

Gray.

son; Bowuen
C F' Thompson vs B F' Mudgett et al
Johnson; Bowden
Rue! W Rogers vs Frank Gordon. R- gers;

Nelson

Dismissed without

fo-lowing

entered in the

costs was

cases:

Illinois Pure Allumin Co

W Loth-

Thos

vs

Duntan & Mors- ; E F Littlefield.
rop
i'he t reed Kellogg Co vs Thus W Lothrop:
Du-itou & Morse; Brown.
F M Howes Co vs Harry W Baker.
Ritchie;

Harnman.
Noble Cigar Co
Brown.
Co.

Bro,

en

Ritchie; Brown.

Evelyn

A

Greei: Brown.
Butit

Lothrop. Ritchie;

Thos W

vs

Company

Mudgett

T

W

Lothrop

Thos

W

Lothrop.

vs

vs

Thomas W

Lothrop Johnson;
Brown.
FG Fellows vs Leroy E Littlefield Fellows
& Fellows; Bowden.
J F Vickery vs YV E Jones & Co et al, (three
cases) Ritchie; Buzzell.
J F Vickery vs lit y F Copeland
Ritchie;
Buzzell.
John F Vickery vs W E Jones
Ritchie;
Bros

r

Buzzell.
M L Swett

vs

R^bt. H

vs

Ritchie.

McGray Brown, Jr;

prejudice:

Dismissed without

Thorndike & Hix
Dunton & Morse.

vs

James

H

Lawrence

Bankruptcy of defendant suggested in the
following cases:
Leslie F. Simpson vs Thus A Ritchie Thompson & Blanchard; Ritchie.
Walter B Twombly vs Same.
Hayward Pierce vs Same.
A L Cui tis vs Same.
Charles Mudgett vs Same.
H R YY hitcomb vs Same.
Albert Pierce vs Same.
D L Dyer vs Same.
The

following

cases were

Bowden:
M

A

Ordway

vs

referred to Ellery

Nettie

Walker.

Bangs;

Sleeper.
J

F Wheaton

M M

vs

Dickey.

Bangs; Sleep-

er.

The following

cases were

defaulted:

Know .ton vs Wm Hewes et al.
Knowlton; Johnson.
Mason & Hall vs Alor.zo T Nickerson et al.
Ritchie; Brown.
Cnas F Hill vs George Ryan. Buzzell; Doak.
F B Bennett vs Herbert Hoffses.
Staples;
V> ay land

John E Perkins; Bel- Buzzeli.
Baltimore Publishing Co vs E
decreed for non-suppurt
Jenkins, Buzzell.
:.ild, and care and custody j Brown Jr; Ritchie.
Inhabitants of Burnham vs E and Nellie
J
Baum
Safe
&
Lock
Co
F
to
the
vs
M
Fairbanks. Goodwin. Dunt. n & Morse.
Id. Gwendolyn, given
1 M E
Rosen, Libb>; Ritchie.
American Agricultural Chemical Co vs Wm
A P Colcord vs E P Sawyer, et al. Bangs; Bowler.
Duntor & Morse.
CIVIL DOCKET,
vs

ns

li ce

dismissed:

were

Co

..t

vs

Quimby. Brown;

A T

Harvester Co of America vs
Ritchie.
•mb. Libt, vs Samuel L NewE W VVhitehouse.
Agricultural Chemical Co vs
etcher; Bowden,
cer and J E Staples vs Roy

Ritchie.

i.

Auspland.

Geo

••s

ark, libt,

vs

libt,

lines,

Bar gs,
Arthur M Clark.

vs

John H

James.

ompson vs Emma B Thomp■unton & Morse.
•arson vs C 0 Baiiey, et al.

libt,

ouiney,
•'*'' nie.

vs

Aldus.

Jas V

re vs

red,

Maud G

libt,

vs

J

Rumney.

Knowlton;
W

Kindred.

nney appeal from decree of
are; Dunton & Morse,
appeal from decree of Pro“dwin; Dunton & Morse.

'•

■

ro

further action

>flirt Mfg
& Morse.
vs

Co

vs

was

H

entered

II Wood.

Juhn I Frederick, et al,

Walter G Davis, et als,
“dwin and Bradley.
v\ alter G Davis et als. Dunwin and Bradley,
f’ayson vs Eastern Car Co.
vs

v

Thompson.
vs

-n

vs

pp
v

Caleb

F Pendleton.

Brown.

;

Morse.

Win

Bickford, Knowl-

Victor Neal, et al.

»

Dun-

i'«ird.
W G

Davis, et al. Dunton
and Bradley.
‘ohn C Fuller, et al. Hussey;

vs
a

in

\U
•>

vs

Elijah Ritchie.

Dunton

j
j

j

Conway.
Geo Partridge

vs N M
S R R Co. Bangs;
Dunton & Morse.
E C Shuman vs M M Dickey. KnowltonjSleep-

er.

O C Roberts vs C E Lane
Dunton & Morse;
Ritchie.
James A Colo, Libt vs Nettie A Cole. Ritchie;
Crawford.
Read’s Garage & Mechine Company vs
Pendleton Bros. Ritchie; Dunton & Morse.
H C Stover vsEA Husse>. Ritchie; Dunton
& Morse.
Waldo Trust

Co

vs

Bangs.

Jannie M Allen, libt
W E Grinnell
A M Small vs

vs

C

J E Sprague.
vs

I B Allen.

Ritchie;'
Buzzeli.

Bangs; Rogers.
George Partridge

Bangs.
cases).

vs A
M
Shaw. Bangs;
& Morse,
J E Sprague vs John Kenney. Bangs; Bowden.
B F Fuller C E Gilman. E F Littlefield;
Dunton & Morse.
Adelbert Millett et als vs Charles E Stevens.
E F Littlefield; Dunton & Morse.
P L Rolerson vs Fields S Pendleton. E F.
Littlefield; Dunton & Morse.
Geo. W West vs R A Peavey, et al. Knowlton; Ritchie.
Fred L Walker vs L E and E
Webb. Knowlton; Dunton & Morse.
Fred A Johnson vs Addie Page. Knowlton;
Greer.
S A Ward vs George Norton.
Hussey.
Chas. M Laughlin Co vs James E Sprague.
Harriman; Bangs.
David C Johnson vs W O Estes. Conary;

Dunton

o

o

rvouuti v>u

vs

E Sprague. Johnvs

Wilmot Ward.

vvaner v/arier ev ais

uuuiu,

Buzzell.
D A Mason app vs N E Reynolds
Brown,
Jr; Dunton & Morse.
John J Emery vs Caroline Jackson. Dunton
& Morse; Buzzell.
Inhabitants of Freedom vs Frank W Penney,
Dunton & Morse; Ritchie and Libby.
Geo A Dobson vs Will Glidden, Ritchie; Nelson.

vs L L and W H Richards.
& Morse.
Ritchie vs L L and W H Richards.
Morse.
J 1
i
International Harvester Co vs W A Ryan,
et al.
Buzzell.
iWU, nns?nRitchie;
Jurl*an vs F N Hoyle.
iii v,
Buzzell;
V
Meyor Lane & Co vs C L Wright. Ritchie.
-rse*
?hi'I !
H K Wampole Co Inc vs F C Atwood.
Ai;lett us F N Hoyle. Buzzell; DunRitchie; Bowden.
,r®«.
W
The Diamond Rubber Co vs C H Mornoe.
^
ilr! ,v
Lowney vs F C Atwood. Buzzell; Ritchie; Buzzell.
Archie L. Downes libt vs Lottie K. Downes.
^ R
vs
Lawrence Rankin. Buzzell; Cook.
m McKenney
er-v and Emery; Dunton & Morse.
Pauline A Gray, libt vs Albert A Gray.
Buzzell.
middle of vacation in
,,lt'filed
by
Lilia B Rawson, libt vs M G Rawson.
W- i, " Clements vs Alva W Pettingill. Buzzell.
Law r is ton W Mank vs Cordelia Mank. Buzvs Lillian G Pattee. £uzzell; Ritchie.
F L Bickford vs Harrison Stevens. Buzzell;
Brown, Jr.
Were continued:
Frankfort Supply Co vs Wm Knight. BuzLaze11 vs J C Strawbridge. Gilley;
zell; Ritchie.
Andrews Co vs C H Monroe.
Crockett vs Viola A Crockett. | Pettingill
Allows
Bangs; Buzzell.
& Morse.
Littlefield
.KinggL. y Ron
Fred
A
vs Wm A Ryan.
Holmes
B Crockett
va Geo A Crockett
Buzzell.
I
vs
Betbana
Wentworth
Wentworth.
Irving

Ritchie.

A i

1 !tts
Ji
&

Hli.I^age
^&nceB°[Wi,ng

A W Coombs and John
Morse; Doak and Buzzell.
vs Bertha Fand Guy A Gray.
vs

Waldo Trust Co

Ritchie; Dnnton

Arthur
Dunton &

vs

Newell Armstrong.

Buz-

zell.
H C Buzzell vs Alonzo Nickerson. Buzzell.
H C Buzzell vs H Y-V B Kendall, et al. Buzzell.
Lewis S Shiro vs Loia Sherman and Frances
L Gray. Buzzell.
James S Harriman vs Chas A Logan. Harriman.

H B Blake. Buzzeli;
P Woodbury (three

Dunton & Morse.
Butler Brothers vs James
son; Bangs.
II L Truworthy, M D
Mitchell; Brown, Jr.

Ada J Harlow vs Harry A Nelson, et al.
Dunton & Morse.
Eliza J Penney, et al, Harry A Nelson, et als.
Dunton & Morse.
J M Arnold Shoe Co vs J M Larrabee. Buz-

zel.
C M Knowlton

Ivory Houston

vs

Kent F Ellingwood.

Hus-

sey.

S M Webber

C P Ellis, Bangs.
City Nat’I Bank vs Lafayette and Herbert
L Reynolds. Brown, Jr.
J A Pierce

vs

vs

J E Parsons.

Sleeper.

The following cases were defaulted by agree
ment:
C W Berry vs F A Luce. Ritchie; Dunton

& Morse.
T N Pearsons vs A T McKenney, et als.
Ritchie; Greer.
Arthur Ritchie vj J O Kneeland, et al
Ritch-e; Bangs and Buzzeh.
A K Curtis, M D, vs Wm George.
Buzzell;

Children Cry

Motion for trial overruled in
vs John W Hobbs.
ton & Morse.

case

bert Paysor

Law court
F

Kinney

vs

of Her-

Ritchie; Dun-

of
C Moore. Littleand Buzzell.
on

file in

case

agreed statement in case of H
M C R R Co. Weeks; Ptrkins.

on

Referred to Hon W C Philbrook in case of
Inez M Decrow appealed from degree of Probate Coart. Dun ton & Morse; BaogR.
Law Court on report in
Waldron vi Mina A Moore.
Ritchie.

|

}

!

Slender, yet sturdy wheels, flexible bentreach gear of the new Studebaker pattern, well
proportioned, graceful lines, upholstery of the
kind that makes you want to lean back and
enjoy yourself, and the Studebaker double iioned
shafts, strong ard shapely.

j

I

CASTO R I A

ly w ith orders for goods and one day he wanted a sweater so badly that he made out an
order for one valued at $2.
He didn’t think
at the time he was doing wrong.
For this he
was arrested and locked up in the Belfast
jail
until a man in Waldo went his bonds and set
him to work on his farm. He thought that he
wasn’t used just right and came back to jail of
i.- o .‘ n accord.
The boy ’s story was brought out mainly by
kindly questioning by Judge Philbrook. Sheriff Cushman put in a good word for the boy
and told the court that he thought he couid
look after him and get him a job. “I’m going
u> let you go with the sheriff; he’s the best
friend you ever had," said the judge, and the
boy was released on his own recognizance.
The Commercial correspondent gives this
report of another case: A Salvation Army romance, which began in the “penitents’ bench"
in the barracks in St John and ended in court,
was brought out in the trial of Freeman E
Roberts ot this city, indicted for the desertion
of his wife and child. Roberts pleaded not

guilty.

The principal witness was Mrs Roberts, who
said that the first time she saw the man who is
now her husband was when she was sergeant
of the Salvation Army corps in St John and
Freeman came to the penitents’ bench, of
wiiicli she had charge. She labored with him,
he became converted, a friendsh p sprung up
which ripened into rove and on Aug 6, 1907,
they were married in the army, after an acquaintanceship of but a few months. Mrs
Roberts said that she had been trying to make
a man of Freeman ever since, but hadn’t suc.....n

*vi..e.

i

Why
a

Alice A J
Dunton & morse;

case

of

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

State vs Allan McPherson for desertion of
wife and minor child. Before trial, and by the
consent of the defendant the court ordered
and decreed that the defendant pay to George
I. Keating Clerk of Courts, for benefit of
Hazel McPherson his wife every four weeks
for one year, the sum of $3 per week; the first
payment of $12 to be made May 27th for the
preceding four weeks, and a payment of $12 at
the end of each four weeks following said May
27th. Defendant to be released from custody on probation for one year upon his entering
into recognizance with his two sureties, John
McPherson and John A Fogg, in the sum of

Washington, April 30th. During the
latter part of 1912 the cost of living in i
the United States was higher that at :
any other time during the past 23 years.
The bureau of labor statistics has just
issued a report on retail prices from
1890 to 1913.
The lowest cost was I
reached in each of the geographical
and
in
the United States as
divisions,
a
whole, in 1896. From that date to
1912 the total increase in the cost of
living per year for a working man’s
family, by geographical divisions was:
North Atlantic, $166; South Atlantic,
$152; North Central, $187; South Central, $186, and Western, $152.
The approximate cost of a year’s food
supply tor an average workingman’s
family, at average prices of each year
by geographical divisions for 1890, 1896,
(the low year) anu 1912, was.
Divisions,
North Atlantic,
South Atlantic,

Belfast, then went to Massachusetts and finally
back to Belfast.
Mrs. Roberts said that on Jan. 30th her
husband left her destitute with two children
to take care of, one, of which was his and the
other hers by a former marriage. She said that
since tnat time he had contributed only $4 to
her support and that she had subsisted on
what she could make sewing and by the help
of charitably inclined people of the city. She
toid a long and vivid story of the troubles she
had gone through; how she had got her husband out of jail when he was arrested and the
hard work she had to induce him to go to
came

work.
Mrs Hattie

Riggs and Miss Margaret Dunton
to helping the woman with money
and provisions and as to her destitute condition.
Freeman Roberts testified in his own defense
that he was now 25 years old and had given his
age older than it was when he obtained his
marriage license as he was not then of legal
He said his married life had been one
age.
continual row and he was nagged and jawed at
from morning till night. His wife objected to
his smoking and when he gave her his pay
envelope she gave him ten cents to buy tobacco for a w eek—some weeks his tobacco money
was only five cents.
Mr. Roberts went on to
some length in relation to the family jars and
claimed that he had to leave his wife because
life was unbearable.
Mrs F O Roberts, mother of the respondent,
testified that she had taken a kindly interest
in the wife and family of her son, had always
helped them and would have done much more,
but Freeman’s wife would not accept the aid.
She said that as far as she had observed life
between her son and his wife was a continual

1890

1896

1912

$319

$300

$466

274
299
269
309

2C5
276
255
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417
463
441
429
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be
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Farm Wagons
Dump Wagon*

j

See

our

Trucks

Dffirery Wkhms

Pony Carriages

Harness

Dealer

or

u'ritc

STUDEBAKER
NEW

f
>

DALLAS
SAN

|
f

us.

South

CHICAGO
BOSTON

YORK

MINNEAPOLIS

Bend, Ind.

DENVER
KANSAS CITY
PHILADELPHIA
FRANCISCO

LET your crops DECIDE

1857

They

^>

tell you to

j

,71
$

E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AUfcNTS.
will

use

THE COE-MORTIff'ER COMPANY. INF.

|

R 'iiev-assscur stomack

ialpitaeion of the heart.

{
f

YORK

t

--

e..

v.

Shoe Situation.

I he

While immediate business in footwear
has not been sufficient to keep ail the
factories busy and some manufacturers i
have been

compelled

to work on reserve
weather has caused a
demand for seasonable goods
and an
increase in activity is soon expected.
in
leather
is
Trading
very conservative,
manufacturers still holding off in hopes
of being able to secure some concessions,
as the hide markets have been easier of
late.— Dun’s Review, May 3rd.

orders,

warmer

testified

JACKSON a KALI,

BfLFAST, IHaINL

4w 14

fight.

..

■

r

in

■

nrri

Roberts wras recalled and said that he would
take care of his child, but wouldn’t go back
and live with his wife, anyway.
The jury
cogitated upon the troubles of the Roberts
family for about an hour and brought in a verdict of guilty. Defendant recognized in the
sum of $500.

«-

The following indictments, on which capiases
were issueu Apri. 18th, were not made public
until Thursday morning:
State

vs

seller, and
State

single

vs

Snow of Belfast,
two on single sale.
Arthur Libby of Stockton

Ralph

A

|

A Scientific Treatment

sale.
vs

Liquor
Drug Using

Charles

Springs, drinking

single sale.

State vs Homer B Carter of
sale and tippling shop.

Belfast single

and the ONLY ONE that hat stood the
Methods rational and
test of time.
MENTAL
NO SICKNESS,
humane.
DERANGEMENT OR COLLAPSE.

FOR THE WEAK AND NERVOUS

lives

tu

lino

nviiucuui

uuiiie

icillcuy

Friends of Henry P. Dowst, formerly

of Bangor and of Calais and now a resident of Boston, will be interested to
know that he is devoting much of his
time at present to literary work. He
has just had a Christmas story accepted
by Colliers’, to be used next December,
and a recent issue of Life contained
some clever verses from his pen.
Mr.
Dowst has disposed of no less than half
stories
the
a dozen magazine
during
past
His writings are highly
two months.
a quaint fund
he
and
original
possesses
of (humor. Fiction is a side line with
Mr. Dowst at present, however, and he
devotes most of his energies to writing
advertising copy for a well-known Boston
agency.

I

Fresh, Dry, Smoked and Pickled Fish.

-*

and

Tired-out, weak, nervous men and women
would feel ambitious, energetic, full of life
and always have a good appetite, if they would
do the sensible thing for health—take Electric
Bitters. Nothing better for the stomach,
liver or kidneys. Thousands say they owe
liicu

WHOLES/LE DEALERS IN AND PRODUCERS OF

j

For

Pinkham of Stockton
house and tippling shop,
common seller and six on single sale.
State vs Ralph Wood of Belfast twelve on
State

IVcINTIRE.

SUCCESSORS TO CLATENCE E

comn.on

Springs,

Tk

Frenchboro Land and Fisheries Co,,

INDICTMENTS.

Literary

Florence A Moore vs
am’l
field and Ritchie; Harriman

There’s a note of pride in the remark. To
Studebaker buggy is to own the finest,
classiect looking, lightest running vehicle on
the road.
own a

J

Mrs. 0. Rhinevault, of Vestal Center, N. Y.,
says: “I regard Electric Bitters as one of the
Bangs.
H J Webber vs George Towers. Buzzell; greatest of gifts.
I can never forget w hat it
Greer.
has done for me.” Get a bottle yourself and
u
a sevens, ivj
onaw.
u, vs a
Bangs; see what a difference it will make in
your
Dun ton & Morse.
George Partridge vs John Conroy. Bangs; health. Only 50c and $1.00. Recommended
E P Murray.
by all druggists.
Fred W Brown; tax collector, vs Eben
Hoimes. Brown; Greer.
Farwell Bros vs George P Blethen. Buzzell;
News and Notes.
Bangs.

Libel dismissed by letter

New Studebaker”

frequent-

Brown, Jr;

al.

el

Chester H Bellows vs E F Li clefield. Brown;
Littlefield.
A O Iwitchell vs C A Elwell.
Rogers; Man

—

«•

J. ARNOLD

__ISAAC

two years in the same
regiment and is
living now in rhe town of Bradford in
this State.
Henry A. Arnold is a member of the
J ogus National Home ami is the
younge^t ot the three.
H^ was born on the
fifth of September, 1848, ami served for
one year in thellih Me.
Reg’t.
Some interest attaches to the chair in
which Joseph is
sitting, it oeing more
than 200 years old.

“My

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151
!

Congress

Portland,

Street

Maine

TELEPHONE 2224

"PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

I

1 have single and
cr. W ashington street just off Main street.
double hitches, buckboardf, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age issclicited. Telerhor.cs— stable 225-2, house 61-13.

Is situated
I

|

LVV.
EWaMHnMUnMHBiMWMV

G. PKKSTON. Proprietor.
*«»t

■KJt.-rt'i-.S'J,

Home Remedies for Tobacco Using
and Nervousness

THE STICKNEV STOVE STORE

For Sale

CARRIES A FULL

Kitchen

THE WELL 'KNOWN AND DESIRABLE

Sherman

Residence

Furnishings, Steves, (Tanges

PLUfciBifcG A SPECSALTY.
Cpp. Mona in I Erilding.

tubs.
harnesses.

RANKIN,

Announces
to

that he has limited his practice I

SPECIALIST

at ail times.

Attorney at Law,
BELFAST,

diseases of the

Practice in all

DR. EH. BOYINGTOk Eye, tar, Nose and Ihroai
EYE

Open

GEO. E. JOHNSON.

furnishings, hardwood bedroom sets, chairs,
tables, 8ofaB, carpets and two portable bath-

The May Woman's Home Companion,
E. I.
continuing itB fight for “Better Babies,”
13
On the premises, or telephone 151-2.
contains a report of a “Better Babies”
show recently held in Denver at which
babies were judged for their physical
condition—just like live stock—rather
than for their beauty. The Companion
offered two $100 prizes—one to the best
city baby and one to the best rural baby.
Twenty-five years experience and skill in
The contest was a great success.
The
enables me to fit any eye that
movement for “Better Babies” is now fitting glasses
$200
looks as if the Nation’s glasses will help. Consultation Free.
It
wide-spread.
In our court report last week we had Ernest
Annabel indicted for forgery, pleading guilty. children would receive as much atten- 44 South Main St, WINTERPORT, MAINE
The Bangor Commercial correspondent says tion as live stock and crops—and that
Office Days, Mondays and Tuesdays.
of this case: A heart interest story was de_ is saying a good deal. A new serial

Church Street.

JOHN B. STICKNEY,

IN EAST BELFAST.
House has steam heat, slated roof, cemented
cellar.
Large barn, 3-4 acres land with good
orchard; situated on corner lot; good view of
bay from upper windows.
Also quite a lot of furniture and household

Buggy, sleigh, robes and
Enquire of

I

LIKE CF

ispecaitv.

Courts.

MAINE.
Probate

practice
2tf

AND HLtKACTlON.
Office hours -10
7 to 8 p.

a.

m..

m.

to

and bv

12 m., 1 to 3 p.

no

appointment.

CORNEH CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS
Telephone connection

23tf

Guaranteed wuik in Chirr ody, ManicurAlso s>Facial Work.
ing, Shanipcoing and
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at ay
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
KISS EVIE HOLMES.
tt23

SEARSPORT.
Thurston and family have moved to

Clinton

Rockland.

Capt. Theodore

Colcord arrived Saturday

P.

from New York.
in

Wingate F. Cram of Bangor was
town Saturday on business.
Capt. and Mrs. A. L. Hopkins of Brewer are
Mrs.

A. Clement.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Mrs. J. C. Nickels, who spent the winter in
New York, returned home Saturday.
Miss Wood of Daytona. Fla., is the guest of
on

Bay

View Place.

Georgia L. tord,
Daytona, Fla., arrived

who

spent the winter

Georgia L. Ford

Miss

Miss
in

home

Saturday.

Miss Rilla A Carlon has returned from Boston and vicinity, where ehe spent the winter.

Fred N. Park have returned
visit in Lewiston, Portland and Boston.

Capt. and
from

a

Mrs.

Robert Dyer of Portland is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Emma Dyer, on Steamboat avenue.

Capt. and Mrs. Amos Nichols have been
Swan
spending several days at their camp at
Lake.
Hichborn ard daughter, Miss
Mrs. G.
En ma M. Hichborn, arrived Saturday from
W.

Miss Elnora W aterhouse returned Saturday
from Watertown, Mass., where she spent the

Holbrook and F. W. Bowden. The body hr.d I
apparently been in the water for some time. |
From a slip of paper found in a pocket on J
waa

Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, finished discharging Friday at the Penobscot Coal
dock and sailed for Newport News..
Son. C. B. Clark, Capt. Grant, arrived May
Perth Amboy with 325 tons of stove
anu nut coal to the Searsport Coal Co.
1st from

Superintendent L. W. Wentworth has begun
the spring cleaning up in the village cemetery
and putting the lots in order for the season.
Burch, who has been visiting
Prof, and Mrs. J. F. Burch on Water street,
returned to her home in Biddefora Pool SatMrs. Lillian

T. Lrskine and daughter. Miss Harriet M. Lrskine, who spent the winter in New
York with Dr. James P. Erskine, returned
Mrs. J.

h<

me

Tuesday.
John Sullivan, who have been
in Gloucester, Mass., ar-

Mr. and Mrs.

spending

winter

the

rived home Wednesday and are at the Richcottage for the summer. 4

ardson

has been in '.he

Shepley, who

Wallace

em-

the Hubbard Fertilizer Co. at Mack’s
Point for the pact five years has severed his
connection with that firm and left Saturday for

ploy

of

NO alum.no lime phosphate
STOCKTON

B. Parse of the steamer Minnethe American-Hawaiian line arrived
home Saturday from New York and will remain at home about one year, during which

Capt. James

sotan of

time hf> will build

a

The alarm at 8.15

fire

residence

new

on

Steam-

avenue.

May 1st.

was

for

a

the Searsport Coal Co’s,
coal sheds from sparks sup-

the roofs of

on

storehouse and

posed

a. m.,

to

have

come

Bros, cooper
extinguished by the
Pike

from

quickly
shops.
department.
It

was

fire
S

jpt.

of Schools W.

Woodbury wishes

B.

to

attention of parents arid all interested
in ihe Searsport schools to a meeting to be
heio in the Carver Library at 2 o'clock Thurscall ti.

„•

day if.ernoon, May 15th,
vital interest

to

to

discuss

topics of

all concerned.

Cook has bought a large variety stock
of Jtsse Kimball in Dexter and took charge
May lit. He will continue his store here a* a
branch store, to be operated by his wife. Mrs.
M. A. Cook, until fall when he will close out
M. A.

the

Mr. Cook

Searsport branch.

from Dexter

Monday

on

came

business

down

gests.* i The first need he mentioned was a
system, the drainage being so inadebe

a growing population
safeguarded against disease.

the town must

And although

with proper cutlets will be an added
l'hen
expense, the public welfare demands it.
sewer

along the

oi

a

pUDiic parK.

ments

he realize h

ever

The

a

larger

build

them

safe

a

would have been in

no

meeting was called to order by W. M. Parse,
towr cltik, and J. II. Sullivan was elected
moderator. After a discussion of about two
hours it was voted to rescind, by a vote of 84
3b, the vote of the annual town meeting
held March 3d, whereby $1700 was raised for
to

installing a steam-heating plant and ventilating system in Union schoolhon^e, for cementing floor of basement, digging drains and
cesspool and for constructing suitable rooms
for toilet in basement.
Obituary. News was received May 2nd, of
the accidental death in San Francisco, of Capt.
Eben Curtis of Alameda, Cal., formerly of
C..nrn../vi.t

Ponl

C iirtio

OTOC

tl.o

cnn

nf

>liA

at

the

his

York

sion, sailing from Searsport Aug. 8, 1869, as
second officer of the new bark R. P. Buck with
his father,the late Capt. Lebbeus Curtis, bound
to Escomaine. N. B., to load lumber for Melbourne. After sailing as first officer for a
short time, he was placed in command of the
bark S. W. Swazey by R. P. Buck & Co. of
New York, which he sailed for several years.
He was then placed in command of the ship
Chandos by the sam firm and on Jan. 1, 1886,
be entered the employ of D. B. Dearborn &
Co. of New York as commander of the ship
Tillie E. Starbuck, which he sailed for 17 consecutive years, making many fast passages
while in command of this ship: one from Philadelphia to Yokohcma in 112 days; from New
York to Portland, Oregon, in 107 days; from
Havre to New York in 16 days. After leaving
the Tillie E. Starbuck on Jan. 1,1903, he was
appointed port captain at San Francisco by
the American-Hawaiian Steamship Co. and
since his retirement from that employ had
been in the employ of the city of San Fran,
cisco as commander of a steamer in the sanitary department of the city. He is survived
by a widow, formerly Miss Clara Trundy of
Sears port; by one aon Capt, Lebbeus Curtia,
and one daughter Miss Isabel Curtia of Alameda; also by one brother, Joseph P. Curtia of
Everett, Maas, and one sister, Mrs. Everett B.
Curtia of Marshfield, Oregon.
Found Drowned. Coroner F. A. Nyo returned Sunday from Prospect with the body of
u ■"»" which waa found in the river off Holbrook’s point, Saturday afternoon, by J. D.

WednesMiss Leora

meet

He left late

Miss Emma Hichborn
fast last

Saturday

to

came

over

She returned Mon-

Capt. and Mrs. Manly Grant, Water street,
have returned

M. J. Dow has his old time famous pasture

where the

and will take in young stock for

to

Captain

their

home from Boston,

suffered

a

severe

attack of

pneumonia and was several weeks in
pital. W e hope his convalescence may
interrupted, alLeit he is very weak and

season.

Roscoe E. Webber has a new’ carriage horse
which Mrs, Webber can drive, much to her en-

a

be

hos-

present.

The days are becoming quite springlike.
The grass is green on lawns and terraces and
the buds are swelling on all deciduous trees.
Dow farm, where he has been caretaker and
The good old-summer-time-in-Maine is comfarmer for the past two years.
ing! No floods, cyclones or earthquakes have
The contest in the Grange closed last Monto be contended with in the old Pine Tree
1
day night with a fine entertainment. The State! Better winter’s cold than those fearful
1
Clarence H amlin side won out and the Donald devastations.
Forbes forces will furnish a supper next Mon- !
Mr. Herbert L. Hopkins, Church street, reday evening.
turned from a three weeks’ steamer trip to
James F. Jewell,who is at home from a winter
Panama, April 29th, having realized his anticiin Florida, has been doing some work on the
pations in viewing the wondrous engineering
Dow stable. Mrs. Jewell is at home from Belachievement accomplished by this Nation in
fast, where she spent the winter with her
surmounting the manifold obstacles confrontfather, Mr. Stephen Woods.
ing those who would cut the “mighty ditch,”
Mrs. Nellie Luce Cain spent the week-end in from ocean to ocean. Hurrah for “Uncle Sam!”
Brooks with her friend Miss Mabel Rose and
From Cape Jellison piers, the following shiprelatives here. She bad the
of her

body

ping report was telephoned Monday evening,
April 29th, steamer Millinocket arrived with a
general cargo, from New York. April 30th,
ta

The funeral of Mrs. Mary Bennett was held
the Congregational church last Friday after-

noon,

ivev.

n. u. dooui oniciaung.

me

uear-

Deering, Will Swift
and Lewis Cook. The choir furnished appropriate selections. Mrs. Bennett has been
a very capable and efficient woman and was
especially faithful in the care of her family.
era were

John

Cilley,

Wm.

SWANV1LLE CENTER.
Hermon Bachelder, H. P. White, Mr. Gross,
and Charles Webb are all painting their buildings. .Mrs. Blanche Walker has moved from
Searsport to her farm....Ernest Maddocks
has moved to the Maddocks farm, where he
It will seem pleaswas born and brought up.
ant to have the buildings occupied... .The Industrial Club met April 30th with Mrs. Charles
Walker and elected the same officers for this
year. The next meeting will be May 14th with
the President, Mrs. Otis Patterson... Miss
Freda Knowlton is at work for Mrs. Doliber.
....Miss Margery Walker is with Mrs. E. H.
Littlefield....Several of the farmers in this
section have their oats sowed, and some are up
and looking fine... .The many friends of Miss
Florence Murphy extend congratulations to
her on changing her name from Murphy to
..

Fairweather.
Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion. Burdock Blood Bitters is splendid for purifying
the blood, clearing the skin, restoring sound
digestion. All druggists sell it. Price $L0Q.

Millinocket sailed with paper and poNew York. May 5th, steamer Millinockett arrived with a general cargo from
New York.
j
Saturday, the remains of Mrs. Louis Blanch- ;

schooner

marriage.

j

to* s

at

supper

Unfortunately most of us are bom with a beer incomFor this rea
; and develop a champagne appetite.
n
would
us
like
to
of
wear
silk
many
stockings, hut
:
pocketbooks spell cotton. However, our offer for tK.
J days, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, will enable evtrv

FreeNor-

in

Liberty High school w ill
the Grange Hall Tuesd.»>

Mrs.

are

|

and before it

The

=

MONTVILLE.
John W. Tibbetts, o-e of our pr.-sj
tarmers, bought 1,000 white p ne trees from
inches tall and has

to

set

then,

on

watching

Farms”

=

in

t

%

\

A*k >onr

J.

Dorlor.

0.

for

Mrs. Charles C. Park arrived from Revere,
Mass., last Friday, and immediately opened
ber West Main street home, to the delight of
ber numerous friends in her native town. She
was accompanied by her sister-in-law, Mrs. H.
1. Marden of Dorcl ester, Mass., who will remain with her through the summer. “Welcome
to Stocktpn !” is the message extended to
these two ladies.
Mrs. Pierce D. Lancaster, accompanied by
ber sister, Mrs. James Crocker, Middle street,
left last Saturday for Thomaston, Maine, to
visit their sister, Mrs. George Demutb, and
mother, Mrs. Sylvester B. Pendleton, spending
Sunday with them. Monday they left for
Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. Lancaster taking her
mother with her to remain through the spring,
and Mrs. Crocker going to visit her daughter
b nd husband, Mr. and Mrs. Magune.

Following is the daily report of last week's
weather in Stockton: Sunday, feggy morning,
elear afternoon; Monday, thick fog early in

a

of

case

')lfol[c=3i

LA

FRANCE

I

SHOE

QUALITY

BELFAST

PRICE

PRODl’CE MARKET.

Bankrupt's

CURRENT
PAID

s

PRODI'CER.

Bankrupt.

per

••

J

■

J

leef, Corned,
Jutter Salt. 14 lb..
orn,
racked

17 l ime.
lSa22 »>at Meal,
73 Onions,
Gi> Oil, kerosene.
6S Pollock,
21 Pork.
1.75 Piaster.

Corn,
Meal.
heese.
utten Seed.
10 Kye Meal.
odrish, dry.
l« shorts.
ninbetries,
-5a27 .-Migar,
'lover Seed,
f> 00a7 25 Salt. T. I..
'lour,
2 ti0a2 75 I'weet IVtatues.
1 (.. Seed,
heat Meal.
14
oird.
orn

110*

3
12a 13
14
1.1*

j

50

5._.ab

E. A. Robertfollowing
and
son; Vice Supt., Mrs. H. M. Chase; Secy,
Treas., Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson; Librarian,

Supt.,

Mrs.

AMERICAN

C. R. Nickerson; organist,
Nickerson. The Sunday school will open at
1.30 o’clock, standard time....The L. A. S. will
meet with Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn. this,Thursday,
Mrs.

<

PROSPECT FERRY.
Miss Hannah Heagan had
week

but at

this

writing

is

an

ill turn last

better.

She

is

attended by Dr. Emerson of Bucksport-J. I.
Shute of Bangor is visiting relatives hereW. D. Harriman is still confined to the house.
....James D. Holbrook was in Winterport on
business last Monday... Richard Ashworth
has gone to Hardwick, Vt., to work on stone.
Anzelia Harriman was at home from
Castine several days last week-The many
friends of Roland Harrison were sorry to
hear that he had to go to the hospital in Ban_Miss

j

|
)

{
J

|

|
j
■

4-

darvey Way,

a son,

Stanley Leroy.

Port

iast

week with his brother Roland,

MORRILL.

Miss Sadie Brewster from Belmont has been
.4-

r\-

T

XT

4k« nnat

Tampa, May

1.

PORTS.

Sld,

sch

Augustus

nroolr oarirwr

Mrs. Nellie B. Hatch.... Mr. Lewis Winchenbach from Augusta is spending several weeks
in town... Mrs. Harvey Cunningham from
Belfast recently passed a few days with her
aister, Mrs. Roscoe Cross.. Mr. John Blake
and family have moved to their farm on Higgins Ridge, formerly the Sinclair farm... Mr.
and Mrs. Charles tyoods from Belfast have
bought and moved to the farm formerly
owned by R. B. Smith and Mr. Smith haa
bought and moved to the Helen Mears house
in the village.... Mrs. Helen Mears, who underwent a serious surgical operation last week,
is doing well.... Mr. and Mrs. Roy Paul from
Belfast have leased the Del Paul farm for a
fear and moved there recently.D. O.
Bowen, Esq., who recently fell and dislocated
lis shoulder, is doing as well as could be ex>ecteu.... Mr. Preston Mears from Waldoboro :
iras in town last week, called here by the illleas of his aister, Mrs. Nellie B. Hatch....Mrs
j
Helen Mears wishes to express her gratitude ;
her
.with 76
to her friends who remembered

j

Mr.

NA KKIK!>

H

In Augusta, April 30, by
BraNN Luce.
iev. Charles 3. Mosher, Mahlan E. Braun of
/assalboro and Miss Hattie J. I.uce of Augusta,
formerly of Montville.
Bridges-SawYER. In Bucksport, April 10,
Preeman D. Bridges and Mrs. Ida M. Sawyer,
>oth of Bucksport.
In Ellsworth, April
Cunningham-Leach.
!8, Ralph B. Cunningham of Bangor and Miss
Ellsworth.
Leach
of
dallie
Fairbrother-Murphy. In Hampden Highlands, April 30, by Rev. T. P. Humphrey,
dorace Leon Eairbrother of Newburgh and
Miss Florence Myra Murphy of Swanville.
Eairbrother-Blodgett. In West Brooks
/ille, April 23, Arthur C. Eairbrother and Miss
\>lly T. Blodgett, both of West Brooksville.
In Dark Harbor, April 30,
Gray-Barton.
I »y J. A. Pendleton, Esq., Emery Dodge Gray
Miss Florence Ida Barton
< if Brooksville and
»f Dark Harbor.
Greenlaw Green. In North Jay, April 17,
< ’ornelius M. Greenlaw of Stonington and Miss
ulUirea

viretrn ui

uetr ihic.

Lower-Blake. In Belfast, May 3, by Rev.
Arthur A. Blair, tieorge C. Lower and Mrs.
1 Jessie Gray Blake, both of Belfast.
Steward Bowden. In Rockport, May I,
)r. C. W. Steward and Miss Blanche E. Rowen, both of Rockport.
Staples-Marriner. In Belfast, May 1, at
Mayaguez.
New Haven, May 3. Sld, sch Gen E S Greehe Methodist parsonage, by Rev. L). P. Phelan,
i
.inwood H Staples and Miss Nora G. Merriley, Jacksonville.
Bangor, April 30. Ar, schs Nat Mender.
er, both of Belfast.
Tenney-Ingeksoll. In Belfast, May 6, by
Boston; Izetta, Seal Harbor; sld, schs Elsie A
Bayles, New York; A F Kindberg, Boston; Lev. Walter F. Sturtevant, Charles W. Tenney
schs
nd
Velma May Ingersoll, both of Belfast.
1,
ar,
May
Mary Augusta, EdgarThompson-Flye. In Montville, May 3, Fred
town; Annie R Chase, Rockland; 2, sld, sch R
l
L ay, Boston; 3, sld, sch Fannie F Hall, Bos). Thompson and Miss Ethelyn M. Flye, both
f Montville.
ton; 4, ar, sch Kit Carson, Castine; sld, sch
Northern Light, Boston; 6, ar, sch Andrew
B
CarDIKII
Nebinger, Perth Amboy; sld, sch John
Babcock, Norfolk.
Boca Grande, Fla, April 29. Ar, sch Henry
F Kreger, New Orleans.
bavannah. May 1.
bid, sch William b. Litchfield, Norwich.
Mobile, May 1. Cld, sch Carrie E Look,

Monday to be operated on for appendicitis and we all hope for a speedy recovery....
Sidney Harrison was in Bangor several days

rington, Providence.
Searsport, April 29. Ar, stm Peaobscot,
Newport News; 30, sld, barge Waccamaw,
Elizabethport; May 1, ar, barge Greenwood,
Elizabeth port; 4, ar. stm Mohawk, Boston (and
sld for Brookline); 6, ar, barge Boylston, Weymouth, Maas; sld, barge Greenwood,-.
Castine, April 30. Ar, sch Kit Carson, New
York via Searsport.
Winterport, Me, May 2. Ar, sch Telumah,
New York.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Puerto Mexico, April 28, 5
pm. sld, str
Texan, Stehelin, Deleware Breakwater; May 4,
8 pm, ar, stm Hawaiian, Dow, New York.
Port Spain, April 10. Sld, sch Joseph W
Hawthorn New Orleans.
Liverpool, April 29. Sld, ship Dirigo, Batimore.

Kingston, Ja, April 25.

Smith. Norfolk.

Ar.
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In I)eer Isle, April 14, Mrs. Bessie L.
Bray.
•ray, aged 34 years, 1 month and 10 days.
In Southwest Harbor, April 23,
Carter.
Ire. Hannah Carter, aged 72 years
In San Francisco, May 1, Capt.
Curtis.
Iben Curtis, formerly of Seareport, aged 63
ears.

t

granted.

j

tnd Mrs. Leon Hopkins, a son.
Hutchins. In Penobscot, April 27, to Mr.
ind Mrs. Walter I. Hutchins, a son.
1
Osterblom. In Bucksport, April 5, to Mr
ind Mrs. Carl Osterblom, a son, Ralph Brest.>n
Shipton. In Big Timber, Montana. April 2f>, j
o Mr. and Mrs. I). K. Shipton, a daughter, /ulina V\ ir.g.
In Burnham, April 28, to Mr
Sullivan.
ind Mrs. E. B. Sullivan, a daughter.
Tilton. In Burnham, April 28, to Mr. and j
Mrs. Ora Tilton, a son.
Way.
In Belfast, April 25, to Mr and Mrs.

New York, April 30. Ar, sch Flora Condon,
Lubec; sld, sch Mark Pendleton, Gibara; May
1, ar, stm Millinocket, Stockton; sch Daylight,
Charleston; sld, schs Emma S Briggs, Port
Reading, for Augusta; Abbie Bowker, South
Amboy for Swans Island; Daniel McLeod, do
for Rockland; Brigadier, Newark for Portland,
N S; Annie Lord, Clinton Point for Amherst,
N S; 2, ar, schs Edward T Stotesbury, Savannah; Lyman M Low, Brunswick; sld, stm Oregonian, Puerto Mexico; 3, sld, sch Lucinda
Sutton, Jacksonville; 4, ar, schs Charlotte W
Miller, Stonington; Metinic, Sullivan; Abbie S
Walker, Carvers Harbor.
Boston, May 2. Ar, sch Omaha, Weymouth,
NS.
Philadelphia, April 30. Passed out, Delaware Breakwater, ship Aryan,
Philadelphia
for Baltimore.
1.
sch
Ar,
Baltimore, May
Dorothy Palmer, j
Searsport; 3, cld, sch Jacob M Haskell. Bangor.

afternoon.

\c»

«

Dated this 30th

4i

li B* If a. t, AI ril 30. u Mr an i
Bow N
W alu t l\ Bow«n. a son. Art bur Boss.
28, to Mr.
In Rockport, Ap
Churchill
.mi Mrs William Churchill, a son.
Cl ARK. In Prospect, May 1, to Mr. and Mrs
lelden P. Clark, a daughter.
In R»ckland, April 28, t> Mr. and
Gross
rlrs. Ralph W Gross, a son.
In Vinalhaven, April 30. to Mr.
Hot kins.

SHIP NEWS.

Miss Doris L*

bankruptcy Ai
cepteii by law fn

Journal, a t;« wsj
and that all know

In Rockport, April 29, to
Whittier
md Mrs. Arthur C. Whittier, a daughter.
officers:

IVtiti.

In the matter of
Thomas A. Ritchie.

12 0l‘al5 ((>
To the Hon.
t>bl, 75al.00 Hay,
1 aki \*
7 Hides,
Pistrict
unit of the 1
dried, per lb.,
12
2 85aS 00 lamb,
District of Maine.
j Jeans, pea.
25
Jeans. Y. I'... 2 50a_ 75 l and Skins.
THOMAS A. HI It HI1,
7
2Sa30 Mutton,
Jutter,
mty of Wa
4‘9al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
j Jeef, sides,
said District, respectf\. v
45
9 Potatoes.
j leei,forequarters,
the ‘d9th day of Maio:.
10
60 Round Hog,
lariey, bu,
9(0 duly adjudged bankru;
24 Straw,
'heese,
Congress relating t. ha
20a
L0
20
Turkey.
'hicken,
surrendered ai h-.s
2 duly
IS Tallow,
( 'aIf Skins,
and lias fu
10a 12 ! property,
20 Veal.
Mck.
of sa d A
IS i requirement<
19 Wool, unwashed.
1 ;jr«rSt
of
Court
I..touching
4 U0a4 50 *
10 Wood, hard.
?0;w. j)
NN here fere he ptv.y
IS Wood, soft,
3.0C
( i.'cse,
the
t'ourt
to
have
by
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL. I’RK'E.
j debts pi..\ abit

kpoles,

STORE,

23 steps around the corner, but it pays to walk.
HAMMONS & PATTERSON.

_J
Scxr

Gar dim

m*.*-*

Broad toe, medium high, broad heel, with the flexible welt. Makes a shoe
Come in and see them at the
both STY'LISH and COMFORTABLE.

nov

and inexperienced, particularlg girls /;,
Ii. R. HAZZARl) SHOE CO.. III

Ayer Co.,

OXFORD

STREET

wl.

WANTED!

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
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WE WISH TO CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO THE SPECIAL
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nv.

getting exactly

delay—buy your summer shoes
making this very special offer.

urs

gor last

arrived from Boston, where the deceased had
lived for years with a widowed daughter, and
were taken to the home of her youngest son,
Mr. Frank Blanchard, Sandy point road, from
which the burial took place Sunday afternoon.
Sympathy is extended to all mourning relatives.

it's

Don’t

Experienced

Pills I

rv

the world with
stockings without

of silk

^_
—IQ1--

Gently Laxative. Sutfar-coated.
Dose, one pill, only one.
Sold for 60 years.

a

see

|f

wn

apent the winter and will soon leave f«>r the r
camp at Moosehead Lake-Last Sunday tie I
Union Sunday school was eorganized with lie

pair

a
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READ THE ABOVE OVER AGAIN

want.

in his district.

Bangor

last week, guests of Mr. t’s
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery Cunningham.... Mr. Harold Nickerson, who has been
on the steamer Millinccke: all winter, is now
Mrs. Jack Bridge ha\e
at home... Mr. and
returned from Island Pond, Vt., where they
were

the

Here is

teen different st\les for women and Ten for

and

on

Stockings Free.

never before or again will such a remaikal
You all know the quality of the I
made.
be
shoe, and when we tell you we are showing sonu

near

missioner, is making repairs

SHOES?

wear the very best shoes mane in

n

their

panied

of

ditional luxury of

J

"My
India,” under the management of Mr. I. P.
Giifties of Liberty, was given very satisfactorily to a good audience at Grange hall last
Friday eveni g-Mrs. Charles Banks of
Searsmont is visiting her brother, Mr. T. S.
Erskine, this week... Justin Jackson has taken
dow n his L chimney and is to make repairs on

SWANVILLE

5
1

to

seedlings

jr.

tor

to

growth and the added attracthis farm. They are said to bear
transplanting and to grow rapidly. They are
iveness

pur® S'lk

.ut

the growing of crops.
| He expects to realize in time considerable
i profit from the lumber besides the pleasure f
j

!j

J

«

eight
places not adapted

four

was

Ralph Cunningham

woman

;

sold by us on Today, Tomorrow and Saturda
and women) we will give a pair of Holeproof

...

discovered was under
the interior of his house... Allen Goodwin
good headway. Help was called by telephone
visited his old home in Palermo last Sunday.
and soon a large ejew of men were on the spot
-Eugene Adams is very ill with heart d swho cut several holes through the roof and by
vigorous work saved the building. The wind ease. Dr. Unit of Liberty is attending him.
-15ert Sprowl of Hamilton, Del., is on his
was blowing a gale from the north
and it
looked at one time as though lalf the village j way home and will settle on the old home
The fire | farm. His mother is going to live with her
would be swept by the flames.
.•aught around the chimney ...A. P. French, I daughter, Lizzie McFarland... George EdDr. C. ii. Simmons and LodgeDeputy F.. S.Wing | munds and Justin Jackson each sold a yoke of
oxen last week.... Arnold Turner has lumber
are attending the Grand Lodge of Masons in
Portland this week. Mrs. E. S. Wing accom- sawed to build a work shop on the old cellar
near his house... \Y. S
Mehuren, road comher husband to Portland.

Mr. and Mrs.

and

REGAL LOW

|

Davey,

Air.

!

WITH EVERY PAIR OF

CENTER

escaped another serious lire Wednesday noon.
April 30th. A fire broke out in the L oi the
notel

in Belfast to wear a pair of the
brated Holeproof Silk Stockings without charge

man

n

serve

to go

Samuel

I!

=

for graduation expenses
who has been serious
y
ill for several w-eeks. is very r.uch better
Maurice Gray, who has been passing a week
in Boston, returned last week.
proceeds

;

5EARSMONT.
It is very gratifying to the many friends of
Rev. H. P. Taylor to have him returned to his
pastorate another year.Searsmont barely

un-

thin at

Mrs.

sister, Miss Bertha Luce, taken from the tomb
and removed to the family lot in the Friends
cemetery. Mrs. Cain is still teaching in Clinton, Maine, which has been her home since her

working

| DO YOU WEAR8'’
ISilk Stockings?;

1

were grown on the "Little Tree
Boston-Robert Foye of How
ard, R. I is at his father’s for a two weeks’
vacation-Mrs. Calista Sprowl has gone to
Jefferson to visit her daughter, Mrs. Sylvestist vestry, Wednesday evening. May 7th.
ter_Mr. Frank A. Cushman of Belfast was
After the entertainment ice cream and cake
; in town last Sunday-Mr. Volney Thompson
were on sale.... Mrs. Wilson Coombs is quite
was in Belfast last Saturday and sold three
ill.
of his new carriages—a grocery to Mr. James
CAMDEN.
H. Howes, one to Mr. Frank A. Cushman,and a
The pupils of the public schools held their road wagon to Mr. Richard Merriam.
Mr.
annual fair April 30th and the estimated Merriam and wife were at the Center last Sunwere
far
ahead
of
last
The
year’s.
receipts
day-Oramandel Morse bought a horse of A.
evening feature was the comedy-drama, “Me M, Stratton of Albion last week_Mrs Nielle
and Otis,” presented by students of the senior Bangs of Searsport visited her parents recentclass of the High school. The cast included
ly.... Mrs. George Palmer of Liberty is stopCarleton Pooler, Bliss Marriner, Leland Hem- ping w ith Mrs. H. Ramsay for a week or so
enway, Mildred Woodcock, Lena Dunbar, GerMr. Volney Thompson ha: sold a tine cow to
trude Knight, Gladys Young. Pupils of the Mr. Leroy Paul of Morrill_Mr. and Mrs.
of
a
number
drills
and
music
was
grades gave
George Frye and daughter visited Mr. and
furnished by the combined High and Grammar Mrs. Henry McCorrison last Sunday
Mrs.
School Orchestra, under the direction of Mrs. Marcia Greely is with Mrs. Volney Thompson
Vinnie Tibbetts.
for the week... The drama.
Uncle fr<>m

with her

day morning.

C. Boody is building a veranda and otherwise improving the house cf Wm. H. Rolfe.

J

from Bel-

spend Sunday

stead, West Main street.

E.

at

a

NORTH ISLES KORO.
Mr. ami Mrs. Edward Pendleton have returned from South Framingham. Mass., where
they spentthe winter. They visited inLewiston
and Hinckley on their way home....Capt. and
Mrs. David C. Warren, who spent the wintein Malden, Mass., have arrived at Point Comfort for the summer.. .The farce “The Morning
at the Parsonage” was given in the Free Bap-

sister. Miss Nellie hichborn, and their brother
Capt. Ecmund Hichborn, in the family home-

Elsen Roberts of Boston spent the weekend with his brother, E. G. Roberts.

the

ill

there.

store.

again

w

Sunday evening, for Winterport, McLaughlin’s automobile taking him

day.

Mr.

fenced

Events club

Mr. Charles Green, Relief Agent of the 15.
& A. R. It., was the guest of Mr. M. J.Goodere,
Church street Saturday afternoon and Sun-

is still having good closing out

Dow

at

selections

Mr. Albert M. Ames and Mr. Alvah C. Treat
left Monday :'or Portland to attend the State
Grand L« dg’e of Masons. Mr. Amts is a member of the Grand Lodge and Mr Treat goes as
the delegate from Pownal Lodge, F. and A. M.

hotel.
Mr.

Ti.e Current

Gcou

president.

of view!

afternoon, May 14th, with
Partridge, Church street, for regular reading
and study. Ail members are earnestly invited
to attend this meeting.

The News of Brooks.
Huxford is very ill

vice

points

day

in.

some

Capt. Lebbeus and Jane (Porter) Curtis
and was born in Searsport 63 years ago. He
began to follow the sea when a boy with his
father and rapidly rose in his chosen profeslate

|

a

Mrs. Marion

was

from all

foreign king; but be worked with
the thought of the safety and happiness of
others as his watchword.
servant of

of the

Morse

city might
He, personally,
dar-ger, for he was the

dwell

metting of the Ladies’ Aid soUniversaiist parish Mrs. Ralph
chosen president, and Mrs. Harriet

recent

a

C. Hichborn

in order that his native

place to

Mildred Thompson is visiting friends in
Frankfort and Mr. Thompson is alone at the

A

At

ciety

of Nehe-

joyment.

a

occasion.

miah, the cupbearer is needed. When tidings
reached him that the walls of Jerusalem had
fallen, he desired nothing so much as to rebe

severe

The Ladies’ Aid Society will be entertained
this, Thursday, afternoon, socially, by Mrs.
Ralph Morse, West Main street. All are cordially invited t > join in the pleasures of the

these improve-

spirit

her very

tives.

wholesome
suitable field avail-

can

from

recovery

Walker, who makes her home with her
Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Ward well, Chuich street, has gone away for
the summer to visit other children anu rela-

lines of

ur.iy tr.rcugn

public spirit

more

a

few

Mrs.

there is no
able there Las been no local base ball team for
the last few seasons. This is only one of the
many conditions that demonstrate the advar.cage
and

a

daughter and husband,

a

for their energw
sport. Because

street,
Ames,
left for home last Thursday.

Miss Ethel’s

system be installed,greater care must
oversight of the habits of cleanliness among our children.
Then there is the
need of recreation. Our young people are far
from overworked, yet they require an out.et
such

She

for

Church

illness.

charge in the sanitary condition of the Union
school. Both from a physical and moral standpoint such a change is needed. But whether or
no

M.

Mr. Frank H. Cleaves of Searsporl called on
his nieces, the Misses Colcord, East Main
street, last Sunday to congratulate them upon

posited .in every convenient brookbed and
hollow. In regard to the installation of a
heating system that will make practical a

argely attended special town meeting was
held Monday afternoon at Union Hall. The

receiving

Albert

days.

there is the necessity for a public “dump,” a
place where refuse matter can be put without
offense.
And after such a place has been provided it must be required that tin cans, ashes
and garbage be put therein rather than de-

large 6hower of post
cards n her birthday and feels very thankful
to her friends for giving her so much pi ^asure.
at

up-rooting in gathering them is leading to the
scarcity, which threatens extermination.
Miss Elvena Grant of Prospect recently
visited her niece and husband, Mr. and Mrs.

sewer

sales

DODGE’S Corner. Mr. and Mrs. H. Peabody Farnham returned to their home in
Salem, Mass., last week... Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Ma* tnews ar.d family of Union came up in
the r auto last Sunday to visit his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. \\. J. Matthews-Miss Harriette
M. Nickerson is now gaining and her many
friend* hope soon to see her out. She was
surprised

Miss Marion Kneelar.d returned to ( helsea,
Mass., early last week to resume her teaching,
after being a week with her parents, Mr. ar.d
Mrs. Charles Kneeland, Cape Jeilison.

I

Liberty High

senior class of

County Correspondence.

Dandelion greens are now brought to one's
doors for sale by ambitious children of both
sexes.
Deliciously tender, at this date, when
well cooked!

Business

quate for

ternoon to catch

court.

\

..

particularly with the chauffeur, Mr. Ernest McMrs. Medora Marden left, April 26th, to visit Laughlin.
The ladies reached home at just 10
her aged mother, Mrs. Gooding Grant, in Pros- o’clock, hardly realizing that they had been to
pect village, she returned Friday afternoon. Bangor and back—fifty miles—since 6 o'clock
Mr. Walter F. Trundy. Church street, re- p. m., including a wait of nearly half an hour
at the depot.
turned last week from Belfast after serving
on the traverse jury curing the April term of

of unusual importance will
be transacted at both meetings. The evening
service was conducted by the pastor, who by
Mrs. Jennie (Richardson) Staples arrived
request spoke concerning “Some needed improvements in our town.” Mr. McElhiney has April 26th from Massachusetts and is occupyalways identified himself with every came ing the home of the late Capt. J. French Hichthat stoud for the betteiment of the town and’ born. East Main street, for the present.
his remarks showed much thought and a deep
Our dainty Mayflowers are less plentiful
interest in the improvements that he sug- than usual this year. Evidently the careless

returning

Wednesday.

SPRINGS.

i

to Belfast one day last week.... L.
Hurd was a business caller in Belfast one
day
last week... Allen Knowlton of Belfast
spent
the week-end in town with his parents
The
boiler for the creamery was brought to town
Saturday by the Belfast Trucking Co ...The

sisters, the Misses Hichborn, Church street,
taking them by surprise. He left Sunday afthe night train going west
from Bangor. Having been obliged to take a
John Gilpin-like ride recently to accomplish
that, he chartered the new automobile at McLaughlin’s livery stable, and with his sister
and friends reached the station ahead of train
time and was much pleased with the car and,

^

F.

Ills

The only baking powder
made from Royal Grape
Oream of Tartar

who is

school, went

George F. Hichborn arrived from Portlast Saturday to make a brief visit with

land

Absolutely Pure

Reynolds,

-Isaac

dom, spent Sunday at his home here..
man D. Lothrop,
principal of the

Mr.

be giver, the

Washington accompanied by his sister.

boat

church.

a

urday.

i

Saturday,

physical line.

chusetts volunteers, a certificate of $62 for
pay signed by Eben S. Draper, acting governor, having been fourd among his effects. It
has also been learned that his relatives live on
either Bernard street or Warner street in Dorchester, Mass., and that he was a friend of Col.
Dorothy of 61 Bernard street, Dorchester.
The body is at the undertaking rooms of
Coroner Frank A. Nye in Searsj ort waiting
claiman ts.

r

dike are in town, guesta of Mr. and Mrs. F. P.
Bennett....Mrs. Manila Carpenter has
gone
to Whitefield to visit her daughter, Mrs. John
Poet
has accepted a position
Jewett....Edgar
in the State Prison at Howard, R.
I., and left
last week to assume bis duties_Mr. and
Mrs. George Meservey left last week for
Massachusetts, where they have positions in
an institution-Mrs. Georg* Cram has
gone
to Westbrook for a few weeks’
stay with her
Mrs.
Earl
P.
daughter.
Maloney... George
Knowlton, who has been visiting his son Frank
in Bath for several weeks, has returned home.

Misses Lizzie B. and Evelyn
L. Colcord arrived home from Portland, bringng with them their sister. Miss Ethel Colcord,
who is just recovering from a very serious attack of typhoid fever. Eight weeks the older
sisters had boarded in the city to be with the
nvalid as much as the hospital authorities
would allow, and taking her to their boarding
t lace for a fortnight previous to attempting the
journey to Stockton. She endured the traveling very well and cheerfully asserts that she
shall again enter the training department for
nurses at the Maine General Hospital, Portland, next October. Her many friends are
wishing her a steady improvement in every
Last

he quit work, bought a new outfit of clothes
and with $100 or so in his jockets left for
Bangor. Mr. Tibbetts was in Bangor on April
18th and says that he saw Smithers and talked
with him. Smithers thought some of going
back to his job. That is the last that was 6een
of him, so far as there is ary information. It
is believed to have been a case of accidental
drowning. Smithers served in the Spanish
American war in Co. B., 5th regiment, Massa-

parish meeting at 2 p. m Saturday, May 10th,
George Campbe 1, who has been employed in the conference room.
Directly following
by Pike Bros, in iheir cooper shops for several this there will
,be a business meeting of the
has moved to Rockland.
Steamtr

i

of the Great Northern Taper Co., boarding
with Mr. Tibbetts until April 14th last, when

Congregational Church Notes. Sunday,
winter.
May 4th, was the sixth anniversary of the
The steamers of the Eastern Steamship
ministry of the Rev. Charles McElhiney in
Moncompany l egan their six trips per week
this town.
During these years Mr. McElhiney
5th.
day, May
has labored with untiring effort for the interRev. J. A. Weed left Saturday for Brewer, est of the church, parish and community. At
where he has been assigned as pastor of the the Sunday morning service he spoke upon the
“Sorrows of Mary,” using as his text John
M E. church.
Barge Greenwood arrived May 1st from 19:25a. “Now there stood by the cross of
Perth Amboy with 1,500 tons of coal to the Jesus His mother.” An unusually fine anthem
was rendered.
Notice was given of a special
Penobscot Coal Co.

years,

Bakiag Easy

written “A. W. Tibbetts, Milli- 1
nocket, Me./’ it waa thought that might be the
name of the dead man, but it waa soon learned
that Mr. Tibbetts, who is a boarding house
keeper in Millinocket is very much alive, and
he and Deputy Sheriff Gates soon established
beyond a doubt that the body is that of Joseph
Smithers. Smithers went to Millinocket last
October and obtained employment in the mill

which

The schools arc in
Burning, quite bright mid-day, and rainstorm postcards last Suoday
aesaion with Bessie Nickerson of Belfast teacha evening;
Tuesday, rain early baffling winds,
md dull entire day; Wednesday, clear and cold, ing the Tillage school and Bessie Bearson of
Morrill in No. 3.
with northwest wind; Thursday, another cold
lay, with high N. W'. wind; Friday, clear sky.
ind milder
atmosphere; Saturday, fine sun- LIBERTYMrs. Harry Wyman and son Frank of T- ornshine and very mild day.
..

■akss Um

And rt is further (>rdt r<
the del k shall
mi by :•
itors copn s of said pi tit a
dressed to them at their { i;u
stated.
A ttness the Honor..!
Judge of the said Court, at
at Portland, in said District
May. A. I). 1913.
JAM I-SI
11 s]
A true copy of petition a
Attest: JAMDS I-

>

FORSA

j To Close Estate
late H. O. Dod;
10 shaves Waldo Count
Pub Co.
1 small gas range, ,7 t
ers

and

oven.

CHARLES R. (
Ad min is
2wl9

NOTICE
I wish to give public notice tu
a
m. to 1 1

flours will be ironi 8

the months of May and June
l)R. E. S. \\ i
Belfast, May 8..1913.

CARD

2m 19

()F

We wish 1extend

I HANK'

thank
friends who were so kind,in oui
nent and for the many beautn'u
M>
DANIEL (
HARRIET E. \
our

M. A. BAILED

Searsport, May f», 1913.

weak mm
im mm
IN ONE WEKR
If your stomach is bo weak that
#tay down or fermentation takes \
ing gas, heaviness, and general n
need MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets a

Dunham. In Orland, April 23, Mrs. Sarah
)unham, aged 87 years, 4 months and 20 days.
Dresser. In East Bucksport, May 2, Hamah er you get them the better for you
Iresser, wife of Aaron B. Dresser, aged 74
A. A. Howes & Co. know what
ears, 6 months and 1 day.
box will do for they honorably olT«»
Googins. In Ellsworth, April 29, Oscar B.
b»
aoogins, aged 72 years, 8 months and 19 days. the cost if you aren’t splendidly
Don’t be timid about trying this c"
Grindle. In Surry, April 25, Stephen Ellis
,l!
irindle, aged 76 years, 6 months and 25 days.
ach prescription. It has cured th«-■
Gross. In Rockland, (drowned) April 19,
chronic
of
caaea
gastrin
indigestion,
oseph Gross of Stonington, sged 76 years, 11 sia and catarrh of the Stomach. I h*r
Booths and 7 days.
!
Whitby.
In Ellsworth, April 27, William reason on earth why MI-O-NA Sten-“'h
lets won’t make you healthy and hapi>v
i Ifhitbj, agsd 82 years.

^
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